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Galaxy W
Leaves
Questions
GREENWICH, Conn. Broadcasters
affected by the recent failure of the Galaxy
IV satellite are looking ahead, trying to figure out how to be better prepared for any
future outages. Besides the immediate
problems related to filling silent audio
channels, station managers and engineers
received ajolt when they found that they
had to implement backup plans and do
without technology they have come to
depend on for information, program audio
and communications services.
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USADR Facility Is
Unveiled

COLUMBIA Md. The technical team
developing in- band, on-channel digital
audio broadcasting systems for USA
Digital Radio is working in new facilities,
designed specifically for its gargantuan —
and potentially history-making — task.
The new facility is approximately 12,000
square feet, about four times the size of the
previous location in Linthicum, Md. Both
locations are between Washington and
Baltimore.
USADR DAB Systems Manager Rick
Martinson said the facility will enable

researchers to do abetter job of testing prototype AM and FM DAB systems. Also, the
new facility is 300 feet higher than the old.
"The previous building was down in a
valley, and that was not good for transmitting FM," he said. Martinson also said the
former location was close to BaltimoreWashington International Airport — not an
ideal neighbor for afacility that conducts RF
testing and uses temporary antenna masts.
A single- bay transmit antenna is
installed on the roof of the new facility,
See USADR, page 19

Pure Digital
When the outage occurred, engineers
secured phone lines and alternative distribution channels while they tried to replace
lost capacity. As plans are laid, radio networks are weighing the high cost of additional satellite space against cheaper wired
alternatives and the cost of lost airtime.
What happened
It was late afternoon on May 19 when
Galaxy IV began turning away from the
Earth, after onboard computers used to
keep the satellite aimed at the planet
stopped working. Dan Marcus, vice president of corporate communications for
PanAmSat, the owner of Galaxy IV, said
the real difficulty came when the automatic backup system failed as well. The
satellite could no longer keep its antennas
aligned with Earth, and 90 uplink users
lost their service. Marcus said that engineers began work immediately to figure
See GALAXY, page 3

The 802D delivers a pure digital signal with a
unique platform for digita. signal generation.
PC Based
DSP Technology

Future Expandability
Multiple Inputs
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NEWSWATCH
Regulatory
Fees Set
WASHINGTON
The FCC has
modified the regulatory fee schedule
for FY 1998. The fees will now be
based on station class and stations'
city strength service contours instead
of protected field strength signal
contours. Last year, regulatory fees
reflected a new calculation method
They were determined through a
combination of station class and population served. Many fees for rural
stations increased as, under last
year's methodology, their contours

intersected major metropolitan areas
outside of their primary or secondary
market areas. Stations serving higher
populations pay higher fees. Stations
may find out how much they owe by
calling ( 888) 225-5322.

'Radio Free
Berkeley' Silenced
SAN FRANCISCO After alegal battle that began in 1994, Stephen
Dunifer's unlicensed " Free Radio
Berkeley" is off the air — a blow for
those who support the creation of anew
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that he could transmit at low- power. In
•e
tiêr did eicid:Wilked stated that the
Supreme Court has found the FCC's
licensing regilations to be constituclass of low-power stations. The Uniited lime. "The right of free speech does
States District Court for the Northern
not include, however; :the right to use
District of California granted the federthe facilities of radio without a
al government a permanent injunction
license." against Dunifer, preventing him from
NAB President and CEO Eddie
further broadcasts without first getting
Fritts called the decision "a great vican FCC license. Dunifer said the FCC's
tory for those who play by the rules.
licensing regulations were unconstituThe FCC deserves credit for putting
tional, and infringed on First
Mr. Dunifer and other broadcast banAmendment rights of people too poor to
dits out of business."
buy aradio station.
Dunifer released a statement
Judge Claudia Wilken rejected
through his attorney that said his legal
Dunifer's arguments in her decision
team was studying the decision to
released last month. She said Dunifer
determine whether to appeal and
lacked standing to challenge the FCC
whether the court order would provide
rules because he never applied for a a vehicle to protect "the rights of the
license or a waiver from the rules so
thousands of microbroadcasters currently on the air."
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many stations are cost-conscious
these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place: to UPGRADE.
The R-60 has what's needed, with all the right features:
our SIMPLE PHONE ® module for easy error-free talk segments;
twin six bank preselectors, so you won't run out of input
capacity; onboard machine control panel, clock, timer, awelldesigned cue system, and a truly effective control room and
studio monitor interface. And because it's totally modular,
service is easy—even while you're on-the-air! Documentation:
this can determine whether you have an installation day or
an installation week. We've done it right to guide you through.
And PERFORMANCE? Of course we've handled that; simply
compare our specs.
DON'T MISS your opportunity to upgrade. Choose
the R-60 radio console from AUDIOARTS.
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Radio Looks to Another Galaxy
GALAXY, continued from page 1

out what happened, but at the same time
PanAmSat was working with its customers to get service restored on other
satellites.
Ultimately, when engineers were
unable to regain full control of Galaxy
IV, they decided to replace it with their
"in-orbit" spare, the C-band Galaxy VI.
Customers on Galaxy VI were displaced
while the satellite was moved from 74
degrees West to Galaxy IV's old home at
99 degrees. Marcus declined to say how
many users of Galaxy VI were involved.
He said most, but not all, of those customers were accommodated on other
satellites in the PanAmSat fleet.
Marcus described the failure of Galaxy
IV as unprecedented. "These spacecraft
are built with lots of redundancy, and we
consider the probability of having such a
failure to be well under 1percent in a
five-year period," he said. Failures are
rare because most satellites go immediately to aback-up system in the event of
aproblem, ensuring that most users experience little or no on-air glitches.
A number of broadcast networks were
silenced by the Galaxy IV failure. It
affected National Public Radio, which
had been using C-band service, as well as
a number of state news and sports networks, and some national networks
including UPI.
Users other than radio stations also
were affected. The Data Transmission
Network of Omaha, Neb., which is used
by stations for weather maps or business
data services, was put out of commission.
Subcarrier data feeds were interrupted,
including feeds from Differential
Corrections Inc. that many FM stations
transmit on subcarriers.
Most noticeable to most Americans
was the impact on the nation's pagers.

That, too, took its toll in radio. Many
engineers missed their pager signals,
which meant they could not even get the
message that their station groups were off
the air.
Because Galaxy IV was ahybrid, con-

Satellite users
learned quickly about
the details of satellite
time guarantees.

taming C-band and Ku-band transponders, all the Ku customers had to be
moved elsewhere. Most ended up on
Galaxy III- R, a nearby satellite in the
PanAmSat fleet. Dan Marcus said once
the company made Galaxy III-R available to their users, networks began coming back on line within 12 hours. The
larger paging and data networks had hundreds, and in some cases thousands, of
station antennas to repoint before the networks were operating. For those users it
was still several days before full operations could be restored.
Satellite users learned quickly about
the details of satellite time guarantees.
Customers can buy two types of satellite
time, according to Dick Becvar, president
of Skylight Corp., which buys satellite
time for the skylight Radio Network.
Non-preemptible time comes with a
guarantee from the provider that there
will be backup service available in the
event of a "provider-caused" outage. Preemptible time is less expensive, and car-

ries no back-up guarantees.
While waiting for service to be
restored, some radio networks used
phone lines to distribute programming.
TRZ Communications Services of Akron,
Ohio, a phone service provider, has a
consumer sports product known as
TEAMLINE. TRZ Chief Executive
Officer Tom Zawistowski described the
product as a "live play-by-play of professional and college sports on apay-per-listen basis." Zawistowski said TRZ normally has at least 600 lines available for
TEAMLINE feeds. When the outage
occurred, some of those lines quickly
were reconfigured for radio clients.
About adozen news and sports networks
used phone line feeds acquired through
TRZ.
Alan White, operations manager of
Kentucky News Network, called TRZ.
White said "we were wall-to-wall with
political ads, so the impact of lost service
would have been devastating." White
said TRZ was able to set up the lines
KNN needed "virtually within minutes,"
so the network missed only one evening
newscast. "We faxed all 90 affiliates during the night, so they would all be able to
call for the feed in the morning," said
White.
Some networks, including UPI and
NPR, were able to feed a number of
clients through secondary distribution
channels.
United
Broadcasting
Networks, a talk network based in
White Springs, Fla., and the SkyLight

Radio Network, a Christian radio program service based in Roseville, Minn.,
used ISDN lines to link up with UPI to
maintain hourly newscasts to their own
affiliates.
Skylight Chief Engineer Mark Allard
said, "We had a continuous ISDN call
going with UPI for almost three days,
and amazingly, it stayed up the whole
time." NPR and UPI also arranged
Internet feeds using RealAudio technolo-

gy.

What will happen the next time a
satellite falters? PanAmSat's Marcus
said that while individual decisions
must be made by the customer, the high
cost of maintaining some type of alternative space segment must be weighed
against the disadvantages of being
down for atime. He stressed the overall
reliability of satellite distribution.
"Customer service is our number- one
priority," Marcus said. " We didn't
spend alot of time analyzing what happened, but we began work almost
immediately to take care of those customers whose service was lost."
Many smaller radio networks cannot
afford backup service on another satellite, so terrestrial alternatives probably
will be the answer to short-term failures.
White of the Kentucky News Network
had high praise for the service he
received from TRZ.
"We might just use him on retainer for
backup in the future," White said.
A few ISDN lines probably will continue to be used for emergencies, though
cost quickly becomes prohibitive for
more than afew lines.

Sound Judgement

Bird Failure Leaves
Plenty of Questions
Public Radio System Must Replace Basic
Capacity Much Sooner Than Planned
by Fred Krock
SAN FRANCISCO The loss of
Galaxy IV will have amajor impact on
future National Public Radio satellite
operations. NPR must face replacing
basic capacity several years earlier
than planned.
Galaxy IV was expected to last until
some time between 2003 and 2005.
Galaxy VI, which replaced Galaxy IV,
is expected to last until some time
between 1999 and 2000.
NPR operates the Public Radio
Satellite System, which carries programming for about 420 downlink stations and another 200 repeater or associate stations that feed off those
downlinks. Commercial radio customers also buy satellite time from
PRSS.
NPR's agreement with satellite owner PanAmSat allows PRSS to remain on
Galaxy VI until it dies or is replaced.
Thus NPR now has no backup satellite.

NPR Vice President of Distribution
Pete Loewenstein told attendees at the
recent Public Radio Conference that
NPR may have become complacent
after almost 20 years of relatively failure-free satellite operation. He also
admitted that communications were
not as good as possible at the beginning of the failure, pointing to the
need for "fire drills" in the future.
According to another NPR distribution official, NPR did have back-up
plans in place for three scenarios: if
one of the two satellite transponders
failed, if both transponders failed, and
in case the whole satellite failed. NPR
officials said they could not implement
the total failure plan until the satellite
owner declared the satellite a loss,
some 14 hours later.
This same official said that maintaining an alternative hot standby system would be very expensive and virtually impossible. Station capability

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?

Digigrarri

Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1004 Arlington, VA 22201
Phone: + 1.703.875.9100 • Fax: + 1.703.875.9161
E—mail: input@digigram.com
Web: http://www.digigram.com

See PRC, page 17
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EAR WAVES ®

Hmm, What's Different About You?
When you pulled this issue of RW
out of the mail box, you probably
noticed something a bit different. This
issue features a new look to the front
page, designed to help you find the
most interesting, newsworthy articles
and columns at aglance.

the leading newspapers and trade publications in the United States, as well as
our sister publications at IMAS, and
selected the best ideas to help bring a
fresh look to our front page. Our production department did awonderful job.
***

Harris Power Station
Now, I'm not a big fan of making
change simply for its own sake. RW is a
familiar, even beloved part of our readers' lives. When we do make achange,
even acosmetic one, we think about it
carefully first.
Readers have told us that each issue

Also in this issue, we rechristen the
section of RW devoted to the business
of running your radio station. The section now is called GM Journal. This is
where you will find the best writers
and features from our sister magazine
Tuned In. In weeks to come, we will
add even more useful business and
financial content there. At the same
time, we will continue to publish profiles of industry leaders, news stories
about trends in programming and
sales, and info about services available
to your radio station.
Let me know what you think about
these changes to your newspaper.

It has a standard three-pin AC duplex
outlet on the front panel, and weighs 34
pounds.
"If you want to run abig sound system, forget it," Dave said. "But if you
want to run talk show/dialup stuff, it will
run 125 watts for two hours, or 10 watts
for 25 hours. It has 250 watts continuous
available." The Power Station contains a
sealed lead- acid battery that can be
charged overnight from awall socket.
To quote the brochure: " Unlike a
portable generator, it requires no fuel,
makes no noise and emits no internal
combustion fumes."
For info, call Steve Ellison at Harris,
(765) 962-8596. Tell him you saw it
here in Radio World.
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From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
Next time I'll pass along a tip from
a different dealer. Suggestions are
welcome.

A tip of the editorial hat to the Warner Electric Motors and Controls Division
of Dana Corp. Its Bristol, Conn., facility just celebrated its 60th anniversary in
June.
Known as Superior Electric until its purchase by Dana in 1989, the Bristol
facility is a leading manufacturing site for the voltage regulators and variable
voltage transformers that launched its business way back in 1938.

***
Ikeep in touch with many friends and
colleagues from my days of selling

In this issue you will notice a
newly named management section and a
fresh look to our front page.

of RW contains numerous outstanding
stories and other nuggets well worth
reading. But those articles sometimes
seemed buried. In fact, each issue of
RW can contain between 25 and 50 stories, plus many smaller pieces of information, columns and reader letters.
Our earlier front-page design only
allowed us to tell you about four or five
stories. The new front page will help
you find your way around the paper
more quickly.
The staff of Radio World looked at

broadcast equipment. From time to
time, Iask around to find out what's
new. If you want a quick read of the
pulse of our business, or if you're looking to see what snazzy new gizmo is hot
these days, the ladies and gents at the
equipment suppliers can tell you.
For example, Dave Burns at Harris
Corp. likes this neat little item: The
Power Station, apersonal power supply,
which essentially is arechargeable battery in a box. It provides a portable
source of filtered 110 V, 60 Hz current.

That year, according to the company, two friends, Alfred B. Nelson and Thor
L. Hannon, launched The Superior Electric Co. in acrowded makeshift laboratory in Nelson's bedroom. Nelson had been adevelopment engineer with General
Radio Co.; Hannon was associated with Connecticut Light and Power. Their first
product was the variable voltage transformer, later trademarked POWERSTAT.
To this day, it remains amainstay in the company's product mix.
Readers of RW know the company for its STABILINE Voltage Regulators.
Units in its WHR Series are found widely in transmitter sites, studios and remote
vehicles, where radio managers need smooth, reliable power. The facility also
makes motion control components, stepper/servo motors and controls, AC synchronous and gear motors, and other specialized electronic controls.
Happy birthday, guys.

FOR WINDOWS

ARC- 16: The industry standard
for mufti-site transmitter remote control.

Toll Free 1-800-255-8090 • email: saleseburk.com
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"It's almost like
standing in front of
the transmitter!"

OPINION
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•READERS

FORUM•

Letters received are the property of RW, and may be edited for space considerations

Two promote, or not
two promote ...
Dear RW,
Yet another Promo Power gem by
Mark Lapidus in Radio World. Thanks
for the helpful info.
I've got a dilemma here at WARM
106.9 in Seattle. Our midday personality is expecting twins this September
and we were wondering what to do promotionally, if anything, for the upcoming event.
Anything come to mind, Mark?
Tom McCarthy
Announcer
KRWN(FM)
Seattle

obvious that will get press is letting
Mom do her airshift with the twins in
the studio, maybe once a week for the
first year. " Bring ' em to work
Fridays," perhaps. Ican see the TV
cameras in there now.
Other items:
•A Name the Twins contest
•Twin-Spin Tuesdays in their honor until
the birth
•Two prizes instead of one during lier
show until the birth
More than that, Tom, and you'll have
to hire me as aconsultant! But seriously,
pick one or two ideas. This is one of
things that can be overdone. Don't let listeners get sick of it.
Umbrella antenna error

Mark Lapidus responds:
Thank you, Tom! Man ... there's tons
of stuff you can do with that. The most
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Dear RW,
Iwould like to thank you for the
opportunity to have the Umbrella antenna
article published in the April 15 Radio
World (" A New Radiator Design for
AM"). Ihave received over two dozen
phone calls of inquiry. It is nice to see
such ahigh interest in AM.
However, Dr. Christman and Iwere
taken aback by the errors introduced in
the editing process. It is critical to us that
what is published under our names be
accurate and above reproach. The following is an outright misrepresentation that
needs to be corrected.
Our paper states that designs have
been completed for several areas of the
country. The article states that stations in
several areas of the country are using the
design, which gives the incorrect impression that stations in addition to WPSP are
actually broadcasting with the antenna.
We are concerned that the article, after
going through editorial rewrite, does not
accurately reflect the original content. A
copy of the original text is available by
contacting Communications Technologies
Inc. at (609) 985-0077, fax (609) 985-8124
or e-mail comtiOl@aoLcom
Clarence M. Beverage
President
Communications Technologies Inc.
Marlton, N.J.
KW regrets the error.
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Radio stations and the FCC won avictory in
June when a federal judge ruled against
famous low- power radio guru Stephen
Dunifer. But broadcasters and regulators
should not allow themselves to slip into complacency.
The industry has been wondering for years
how long Dunifer could get away with thumbing his nose at the federal system of licensing
radio broadcasters. His "Free Radio Berkeley" in California has
been a low-power rallying symbol, for pirates and for those who
prefer to push for new services through proper channels. To radio
owners, however, he is a troubling presence, operating on the
fringe of the system, talking about corporate greed and limited
access to the airwaves — access, he says, that only the very rich
and very few enjoy. Simplistic as his arguments are, they hit asensitive nerve, particularly in the wake of ownership deregulation.
He was able to stay on the air despite FCC efforts thanks to a
four-year legal fight, during which time he also sold low-power
equipment to others who were inspired by his example. Now aU.S.
district court judge has rejected his arguments that federal laws fail
to set standards for FCC action on licensing microbroadcasters.
Judge Claudia Wilken said Dunifer was not entitled to challenge
FCC rules because he had never applied for alicense or awaiver in
the first place. Wilken rejected Dunifer's claim that the FCC regulations are unconstitutional, finding the FCC rules meet constitutional standards.
But this victory fails to answer the broad First Amendment questions that pirates and microbroadcasters want to raise. Those people
won't go away just because their patron saint suffered alegal setback
— atechnical one at that. And despite the government's clear interest
in maintaining a system of effective spectrum management, free of
interference, the long-term political winds have changed in recent
years.
The FCC is taking comments right now on several proposed lowpower radio services. In afew months, we should have abetter sense
of whether any is aserious contender.
Radio license holders are unwise if they do not plan now for the
day when the FCC or the courts mandate a new class of low-power
stations.
RW

This Is

Just the

Warm-Up

Mark hits the mark
Dear RW,
Iread with great interest the April 29
article "Beyond The Basics: Get A Clue"
and couldn't agree more with Mark
Lapidus about the current condition of

Write to Us
RADIO W ORLD
READERS FORUM
P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041

CMG to the rescue
Dear RW,
Ijust read Steve Lampen's article in the
May 13th, issue of Radio World, "More
About Those X(LR) Files." Steve mentioned that patch panel manufacturers
strongly suggest that no chemical cleaners
be used, because some coated metals such
as gold can literally be washed away.
Our product, ProGold, will not wash
away the plated surface. ProGold was
specifically formulated to condition, preserve and lubricate plated electrical connections. With regards to cleaning ajack with a
gold-plated interior, we do not recommend
reinserting the plug afew times. This will
result in severely scratching the plating.
Iwelcome visitors to our Web site
www.caig.com to review technical information on ProGold and other CAIG products.
Diane James
Sales representative
CAIG Laboratories Inc.
San Diego

Radio World

radioworld@ imaspub.com
radio. Sadly, to agreat degree, radio has
become asea of sameness and it doesn't
have to be. Let's face it — as programmers, our plates are always full. Yet, the
most important thing we can do with our
time is to create compelling radio. It's up
to us as programmers to lead, inspire and
develop our airstaffs to become more
than just liner card readers.
I'm always hearing about the perceived lack of air talent available. Iask,
what has your station done lately to connect with your listeners? Creative liner
cards of the ' 70s, ' 80s and today? I, for
one, did not get into radio to be known as
"that guy who reads liner cards for aliving."
Liner cards do have aplace, but they
should not replace talent. Great radio stations understand the importance of the
"human" element to capture the moment

and bond with listeners. Sure, we're al
busy as programmers and are more than
used to putting in " radio hours," but
remember — we program the computers,
they shouldn't be programming us. It's
what comes out of the speakers that counts
(and puts quarter hours on the radio station!). You've got to sound "real."
Ifeel fortunate to have caught the tail
end of the "Golden Age of AM Music
Radio." What an array of stations and talent styles to DX, listen to and pattern
yourself after. Mind you, I'm not for living solely in the past but there are valuable lessons to be learned from those
days. Have fun, be creative, have the discipline to take the time and work with
your airstaffs, encourage them to stretch
and be more than just generic jocks.
Ithink Larry King probably sums it up
best: "To have listeners interested in you,
you must be interesting to them!" With
all of the distractions available to our
potential listenership, we can't afford to
do anything less. Mark has hit the mark!
Ihope his words inspire others to be
known for radio's truest sense: the art of
communication.
Bill Shannon
Program Director
WRQN(FM)
Toledo, Ohio

Correction
In the Marketplace section on
page 70 of our June 10 issue, contact information for Panduit was
incorrect. The phone number is
(708) 532-1800.
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GUEST COMMENTARY

D/CET: What Is It ,and Why?
A Well-Known Processing Guru Argues for
`Digital Composite Enabling Technology'
by Frank Foti

that allows the stereo multiplex generator
of adigital audio processor to be coupled
directly to the modulator in a digital
exciter to yield improved modulation
efficiency and sonic performance. This is
equivalent to the tried-and-true analog
BNC connection using the composite
output of the audio processor and the
wideband multiplexed input of an analog
exciter.
This D/CET interconnection method is

The author is president of radio equipment manufacturer Cutting Edge. For
another viewpoint, see page 8.
There has been atremendous amount
of excitement made over the first generation of digital FM exciters. Theoretical
performance of RF generation, and modulation without an AFC circuit is possible, along with stability that is second to
none! Unfortunately a problem plagues
the modulation capability of these
exciters: overshoots that occur whenever
the AES/EBU input is used.
Some radio engineers say this problem
reminds them of early attempts in the
mid- 1970s at more aggressive audio processing. Then, the problem dealt with the
nonlinear characteristics of the 15 kHz
low-pass filters that were employed in
the stereo generator section of older
exciters. For different reasons, the same
problem can haunt digital exciters of
today.
Following is arecap of an innovative,
yet practical approach to aproblem that
was detailed in arecent NAB ' 98 technical presentation. Many engineers
approached me after the presentation to
acknowledge that the problem existed in
their facilities, pleased that someone was
able to confirm and explain why it
occurs.
Major advance
The quest for the all-digital transmission path has taken amajor step forward
with the introduction of D/CET from
Cutting Edge, a manufacturer of digital
audio processing products. D/CET,
Digital Composite Enabling Technology,
is an advanced method of connectivity
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an advance over the conventional practice of coupling the processor and exciter
by way of an AES/EBU connection. The
latter technique precludes the use of the
processor's own multiplex generator,
because the discrete Left/Right audio
channels are placed in an AES/EBU data
stream. The exciter must, therefore, perform
the
multiplex
function.
Unfortunately, numerous problems can
develop if this topology is used, problems that adversely affect modulation
efficiency (hence, loudness) and audio
quality.
First, in the case where adigital audio
processor and digital exciter operate with
different sampling rates, the exciter must
transform the sampling rate; this transformation can cause modulation overshoots,
which can, in principle, be removed in
some exciters that include aclipper stage.
Unfortunately, additional limiting/clipping can degrade audio performance by

adding distortion. If such aclipper is not
available, then total modulation will suffer, as the drive must be reduced to
accommodate the overshoots.
Second, the culprit that causes overshoots is something known as the Sample
Rate Converter, or SRC. This is adigital
hardware component that does the sample rate translation. Incorporated into the
SRC is adigital low-pass filter. This lowpass filter must be included in the sample
rate process, or aliasing products will
result. In the case where a48 kHz sampled system is transformed down to a32
kHz rate, this low-pass filter must be set
to 16 kHz, which is the Nyquist frequency of the new desired rate.
The incoming digital audio, operating
at the 48 kHz rate, may contain some
nonlinear energy that is beyond 16 kHz.
As this nonlinear energy is passed
through the 16 kHz low-pass filter in the
SRC, it overshoots, thus the problem.
There is further detailed description of
this problem in the technical paper titled
"Critical Issues and Considerations for an
All- Digital Transmission Path." The
paper can also be viewed at Web site
www.nogrunge.com
More problems
Third, considering that most digital
processors use some form of up-sampling
to perform the hard- limiting function,
there must be additional sample rate conversions in order to get the signal into the
AES/EBU format. After being up/downsampled, it will then be further up-sampled in the exciter when performing the
multiplex function. The multiplex signal,
with abandwidth of at least 53 kHz, must
have aNyquist frequency that is at least
106 kHz. In practice, most exciters upsample the multiplex to approximately
250 kHz or greater. Each of these
up/down conversions requires further
low-pass filtering to protect against aliasing. These filters cause two undesirable
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Answers
D/CET eliminates these problems
completely. The following benefits can
be achieved by this innovative development:

•The audio processor is operated as a
"slave" off the master clock system in the
exciter. This assures that both systems
are locked onto one another, which further produces "bit-for-bit" transparency.

STATUS

ERRORS

side-effects: overshoots and added propagation delay.
Fourth, another important issue relates
to the ability of the audio processor to be
"system- locked" onto the exciter. It
appears that the first generation of digital
exciters uses the SRC as a means to
"buffer" the system sampling rate of the
processor to the exciter. This is fine, as
long as there is a PLL located in the
exciter so that the incoming sampling
rate from the processor can be locked
onto the sampling rate of the exciter. If
this does not occur, overshoots can also
result, even if the incoming sampling rate
is the same as the system rate of the
exciter.
Fifth, it is aknown and accepted practice in FM broadcasting to employ "composite clipping" (processing in the multiplex domain), which is unavailable in
existing digital exciters.

•The exact peak levels developed by the
multiplex generator are modulated at that
exact level. There is no overshoot due to
sample rate converters or from lost peak
control due to multiple sample rate conversions.

AES/EBU DIGITAL
AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
DDA106-XLR ( 1X6)

Frank Foti

•Once the audio is in the digital audio
processor, it is processed at the sampling
rate needed for the particular audio processing function being performed. For
example, all AGC and dynamic limiting
can occur at the normalized sampling rate
of the processor. Then, as the rate needs
to be progressively increased for hardlimiting and stereo multiplex generation
(in that order), the signal is up-converted
by an appropriate amount, but scaled, so
that, at the output of the multiplex generator, the sampling rate is at that rate
required by the modulator section of the
digital exciter. Up-converting does not
generate overshoots. Gone is the
"Sampling Rate Roller Coaster," as all of
the multiple up/down conversions are
eliminated!
•Composite clipping can occur in the
See Fart page 12
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Harris Replies to D/C ET Proposal
Company Does Not Support a Proposed
Digital Multiplex Interface Standard
by Edwin Twitchell
and Richard Fry
The authors are employed by Harris
Corp. Edwin Twitchell is principal engineer for the DIGIT exciter; Richard Fry
is FM sales application engineer
A technical paper presented at the
NAB'98 convention by Frank Foti of
Cutting Edge Technologies proposed anew
standard for connection of adigital FM
audio processor directly to the digital modulator of adigital FM exciter (see page 6).
The stated goal of the standard is to
provide improved system performance by
correcting peak overshoots that were noted by Cutting Edge when connecting
their Omnia.fm Processor to the
AES/EBU (AES3) input of a standard
Harris DIGIT CD Digital FM Exciter.
Their paper was supported by ademonstration in the Cutting Edge NAB booth
of an Omni.fm Processor feeding the digital modulator of a Harris DIGIT CD
Digital FM Exciter that was modified by
Cutting Edge.
Tighter and louder?
The convention listening comparison
as engineered by Cutting Edge, without
the involvement of Harris engineering,
claimed to prove that this new interface
standard provided tighter control of overshoots while being noticeably louder than
the AES3 input path.
The Cutting Edge demonstration
allowed the listener to switch between
the AES3 input of the DIGIT CD and the
digital composite interface modification
to the DIGIT CD.
Harris believes that listeners may have
heard a difference between the two
modes because the Cutting Edge modification to the DIGIT CD allowed part of
their digital composite baseband to mix
with the DIGIT CD's internal stereo generator when listening in the AES3 mode.
This is because the point where Cutting
Edge injected the Omnia's digital composite signal is always active regardless
of the operating mode selected, which
would cause the listener to hear two
stereo signals mixed together in the
AES3 listening mode, thereby making
this listening comparison invalid.
Cutting Edge, however, concluded that
the main reasons for the difference in
sound were due, first, to use of an inappropriate data sampling rate (32 kHz) in
many current digital FM audio processors and digital STLs; and, second, to
overshoots resulting from sample rate
conversions within digital audio processors and within the Digital Input Module
of the Harris DIGIT CD FM Exciter.
Cutting Edge believes that using adigital composite interface from the
Omnia.fm processor to alocation inside
the Harris DIGIT CD is a remedy for
basic design deficiencies in present-day
equipment, and allows better overall performance.
Different viewpoint
There are three ways that overshoots
can occur in adigital system, which may
be outlined as follows.

1) Un quantized 'flea-sample Peaks In
any discrete system the signal can be represented only at specific intervals of
time, called sample times. What happens
between the sample times is undefined
but can be determined only by resampiing or interpolation.
It must be understood that these peaks
are really present, but because asampled
system cannot represent every point of
the signal, the peaks may be missed. For
example, let's compare a 15 kHz
sinewave sampled at 32 kHz and at 48
kHz. We assume that the quantization of
the sinewave is done in such away that
the sinusoidal peaks are not sampled, but
are located precisely half-way between
two sample times.

Eq. I

Nyquist frequency. Typically, adigital
low-pass filter is used when frequency
content of the input signal is uncontrolled
or unknown.
The audio bandwidth defined for
stereo FM broadcast is restricted to 15
kHz in order to keep the upper end of the
L+R channel and the lower end of the LR channel from overlapping and causing
interference to the pilot tone. Because
there are many different types of audio
sources that may provide AES3 audio
data to the DIGIT, the safest approach to
avoid aliasing is to apply adigital lowpass filter before further composite signal
processing in the digital stereo generator.
Although this provides adequate alias
protection, it can produce undesired peak
modulation overshoots if the audio input
frequency content (spectrum) exceeds the
filter cutoff frequency. This is because
spectral energy is conserved in a linear
process. The energy outside of the filter

F(nT) = Acos(2nnT/To + 0)

(A = Peak, T = sample period, To = 1/15 kHz

Eq. 2

F(0) = Acos(0)

(Sampling at time = 0)
Figure 1
Equation 1, shown in Figure 1, identifies the general equation for a sampled
sinusoid. Equation 2 identifies aspecific
sample at time = 0. If O is set to 0, then
the sampling process generates the actual
peak of the sinewave (peak = A). But if
the phase offset is worst case relative to
the sample time, namely latTo,then the
quantized peak is much less than the
actual peak, A. For a32kHz sample rate
(A = 15/r/32), the peak is almost entirely
missed, and the sample generated is
0.098A (or less than 10 percent of actual
peak value). It is clear that many more
samples are needed for high accuracy.
The faster sample rate of 48 kHz is better,
but still produces arather large error of
just over one-half the actual peak value.
What this means is that the actual values of the 48kHz sampled waveform can
be up to 5dB less than the actual peaks.
When the digital signal is eventually converted to FM, these original peak values
will be present. Again, these peaks were
inherent in the original sampled system
(in this case, the audio processor). But
because the peaks do not show up until
after later digital processes, their cause
can be attributed incorrectly.
2) Excess Audio Bandwidth and Filters
In any discretely sampled digital system,
careful attention must be given to ensure
that alias artifacts generated in the sampling or re-sampling process do not distort the audio signal. This can be handled
in two ways.
Either the sample frequency is chosen
to be sufficiently high such that no frequency component in the audio signal
exceeds the Nyquist frequency (one-half
the sampling frequency), or the frequency content of the audio signal itself must
be low-pass filtered at or below the

cutoff frequency will increase the peak
modulation and appear as overshoot. The
amount of excess modulation is proportional to the amount of spectral energy
extending beyond the low-pass filter cutoff frequency.
Energy transfer
As an example, if asimple hard limiter
were used for peak limiting, it would generate odd-order harmonics of the signal.
The hard-limited signal bandwidth would
certainly exceed the bandwidth of the original signal. If the limited signal were then
fed through alow-pass filter whose cutoff
frequency was equal to the original signal
bandwidth, the effect of the filter would be
to undo or reverse all or most of the gains
of the hard limiting function — the peaks
would be restored. This is because all or
most of the energy in the limiting function
was transferred to frequencies outside of
the filter's cutoff frequency.
Or put another way, the low-pass filter
cutoff frequency must exceed the highest
frequency component of the signal to ensure
no peak overshoots. If this frequency
exceeds the Nyquist frequency, then aliasing
will occur. There is atrade-off between
unwanted alias distortion and peak overshoots if the audio processor does not properly contain the spectral content within the
expected 15 kHz audio bandwidth.
3) Filter Response If a filter does not
have aflat frequency response, then signal peaks can increase. This is rather
obvious, but is still important if tightly
controlled peaks are critical. What it really means is that certain frequency components will be increased while others
are reduced depending on their frequency. This is a matter of system performance for both the audio processor and
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stereo generator. Typically, this type of
peak response variation within the filter
passband is less than atenth of adB and
is not as significant as the problems related to excess audio bandwidth beyond the
low-pass filter cutoff frequency previously discussed.
What's better?
To analyze the claims made by Cutting
Edge:
1) Is a 48 kHz sampling rate better than
a 32 kHz sampling rate? As far as the
DIGIT is concerned, neither is better and
neither rate will cause overshoots as long
as the bandwidth of the audio signal
(AES3 input) is tightly controlled to no
greater than 15 kHz.
The Cutting Edge Omnia.fm processor
may produce unacceptable overshoots
when connected to the AES3 input of a
DIGIT because the Omnia processor uses
a sampling rate of 48 kHz and filtering,
which does not restrict the spectral energy to 15 kHz as required by the stereo
generator. The philosophy used to design
the DIGIT was to protect the pilot and
SCAs from contamination and audible
distortion caused by aliasing of high-frequency components in the digital audio
inputs. This is accomplished with 15
kHz, phase linear, digital low-pass filters
on the digital audio inputs.
2) Do sample rate conversions cause
overshoots? The claim that repeated sample rate conversions damage the AES3
signal is technically incorrect because it
addresses asymptom rather than the problem. The root of the problem is that spectral energy in the audio source is being
allowed to exceed the required 15 kHz
bandwidth limitation for stereo which in
turn exceeds the cutoff frequency of the
rate conversion filters that follow it.
The FM stereo broadcast system
requires that the maximum stereo audio frequency is limited to 15 kHz to prevent
aliasing between L+R, L-R, and the 19 kHz
pilot tone. Any rate conversion at 32 kHz or
above will not cause overshoots with a 15
kHz bandlimited signal, but audio inputs
exceeding 15 kHz and not meeting this
requirement will result in overshoots.
Objections
Practical considerations relative to the
Cutting Edge interface solution are summarized as follows.
• Direct connection of the Omnia.fm
Processor to the DIGIT FM Exciter
requires physical modifications to the
exciter Digital Input Module to provide a
reference clock to the external Omnia
processor, and to bypass the DSP stereo
generator and Digital Composite Limiter
(DCL) functions within the Digital Input
Module. This modification involves
removing circuitry and attaching wires to
the circuit board where there are no
accommodating connection points or
connectors for mechanical stability.
Modification of this SMT board is unreliable and voids the warranty.
•There are multiple timing and operational considerations that have not been
fully tested relative to this interface. The
electrical performance specifications and
correct operation of the exciter cannot be
guaranteed.
•The FCC type notification is no longer
valid.
•The direct connection of the Omnia.fm
processor requires the FM processor to
be located only at the transmitter site,
See HARRIS, page 15
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ARMA Sets Forth Its Show Goals
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. The American
Radio Manufacturers Association
believes radio needs a better way to
bring equipment exhibits to broadcasters.
ARMA formed a board of directors and
steering committee during the group's
first show in Atlantic City, N.J. Members
Elaine Jones and François Robitaille,
Davicom Technologies; Vince Fiola,
Studio Technology and John Davis,
MediaTouch spoke with RW Editor Paul
J. McLane.
RW: What is the steering committee
doing now?
Jones: Basically setting up the structure
of ARMA, putting together our list of
objectives. We ( want to) have another
ARMAbased exhibition, co-located with
some venue. We are not sure what venue
yet, but in seven to eight months, January
or February 1999, will be our next targeted show.
We are looking for venues to co-locate
with, people who are doing management or
technical seminars and would like to have
the strength of agood, solid exhibition

John George of Audio Broadcast Group works the ENCO booth
behind them for the radio industry. ... We see
it as ameans of strengthening somebody
else's show, rather than going in competition
with someone. One of the charters (of)
ARMA is to consolidate shows, as opposed
to creating more shows.

preted as trying to do away with people's
shows. It's not like we, as a group of
manufacturers, are coming together
because all we want to do is five shows a
year and to hell with all those other
shows.

Robitaille: We also don't want it inter-

RW: How do you define the mission of
your organization? Is it show driven?
Fiola: For now, it is. For manufacturers,
that is how we get our product out in
front of our customers.

Walden Keynotes at ARMA
The featured speaker at the first
ARMA convention was Glynn Walden,
vice president of engineering for CBS
Radio and USA Digital Radio. He
updated USADR's research into in band, onchannel digital audio broadcasting. Highlights of his remarks:
New IBOC competitors
New competitors are on the marketplace, but they're years behind USA
Digital Radio. They're talking about
doing demonstrations. We did demonstrations back in 1993 for the AM system, and in 1995 for the FM system.
... The signal traveled not just around
the block, but 35 or 40 miles, and the
new systems we have today are far
advanced over those. ...
The entire knowledge base of IBOC
rests in our library, and in the heads of
the people who are working at the
USADR facility in Columbia,
Maryland. ... There are other people
who know pieces of this, but we wrote
the entire book on IBOC.
Satellite radio:
That's aconcern to broadcasters. The
broadcasters jokingly call it, behind the
scenes, "The Death Star." ... (Satellite
radio broadcasters) claim they're going
to do it with subscription, but they're
already talking 50 channels of advertiser-supported talk radio. ... That means
there will be 50 new competitors (in
every U.S. radio market). Broadcasters
are going to be at asevere disadvantage
if they don't have digital to compete.
Benefits of IBOC for radio:
To date, (based on) the proposals of
the IBOC system proponents, the data
channel is the most robust, the only
mobile robust data channel of any
capacity into acar, or into your laptop
or wherever. Most of the other digital
services, such as HDTV, are limited to
fixed services with antennas pointed
directly at the ... stations.
IBOC brings broadcasters the ability

to control the process ...
A futurist would say, "It's apparent
that you're going to want to turn off
that analog at some point." As abroadcaster, it's difficult for me to totally buy
into the concept. Ican see it, but Ican
never imagine turning off that analog.

Davis: At this point we are not interested
in being alobbying group or aquasi-lobbying group.

Low-power radio proposals
Ihave to take off my CBS hat here. ...
As Glynn Walden, an engineer, Iam
absolutely committed to preserving the
allocation standard the FCC has, because
if we throw away the standards we have
nothing. We can see this is very true in
AM radio, where the FCC erred on the
side of quantity vs. quality. We have an
AM system that is really in trouble
because there is too much interference. ...
Ihope they don't make the same
mistake again. If you're going to put
on amillion one-watt, lowpower radio
stations, Idon't have as big aproblem
with that as Ido aguy who wants to
come on with a 2 kW radio station,
because he's going to cause interference and alot of interference to IBOC.

vide this on aregional basis.
RW: Before this show, the ARMA people
said they would be willing to cooperate
with NAB. Has ARMA approached NAB?
Jones: Idon't see that we have the power
to do that right now, and we may never
have that power. The people that are on
the board right now with ARMA have got
very good relationships with the NAB
exhibit staff. ...
Every single member of ARMA will
tell you that NAB is the most crucial
show of the year, and that will not
change. We are absolutely not going to
pull out of NAB for any reason. What we
do want to do is further the cause of radio
and Iam sure that we will be talking as a
group to the NAB about ways to make
radio more visible in the hub of the Las
Vegas venue.
RW: Is there a particular Canadian
angle or view on this problem, something
different that companies north of the border bring to the table?
Robitaille: Well, not really. As a
Canadian manufacturer, Ialways attended the NAB and the NAB Radio Show,
and smaller stations don't have achance
to see my product. They don't come to
NAB or the larger shows.
We do have Canadian Broadcasting,
we do have the NAB, the NAB Radio
Show, the Canadian Wireless — almost
multiplied by two, the number of shows.
So consolidation of the shows and possibilities for these people to see the products that we have to offer is another
opportunity.

Davis: We just want to do exhibitions.
Jones: One of the strongest ways we can
further the cause of radio and promote
radio technology is to get together and
provide astrong exhibition for some of
these smaller shows that don't necessarily have the draw to bring people in, and
to create areason to attend the show other than management sessions.
We want to provide avoice for radio
for the manufacturers, and make sure that
radio broadcasters are being kept up to
speed with the current technology.
A sad fact of life is that a lot of the
radio stations simply don't have the budget to go to the big shows.

We're never going to see afivedollar clock radio in digital. It isn't going
to happen.
Broadcasters get to make the transition inexpensively, they get to gain
new revenue streams and they get to
maintain their investments in their
radio facilities.
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No NAB bashing
RW: Manufacturers tend not to use
smaller shows to introduce big technology. Do you see any resistance from people who might want to come to shows,
but say, " Yeah, but to see the new stuff I
still have to go to NAB"?
Davis: We are not saying, "Don't go to
NAB." For my company, we are not saying that we are not going to NAB anymore. By all means, we are going to be
there in the spring, and we are going to be
there in the fall. ... Ifeel that there are so
many people out there who would like to
go to NAB, but can't afford it, and therefore, never get achance to see my stuff.
Jones: With consolidation, the groups
aren't sending as many people to the
shows from all of their own stations, as
used to attend when stations were owned
by private individuals. It is amatter of
economics for the large groups.
Somebody who used to go to the NAB
and had it completely paid for, now if he
wants to go to the NAB, he has to do it
out of his own pocket, possibly even take
vacation time. ... But they still want to
see the technology, and we want to pro-

Cooperation a goal
RW: Have you talked, as an organization, with any of the groups that already
sponsor regional shows? Will some of
them be leery of change in the landscape
and how they interact with this group of
manufacturers?
Jones: We don't want to say, "Here we
are, agroup of powerful radio manufacturers, you will bow to us." What we
want to say is, "We are giving you an
opportunity to bring in a solid group of
exhibitors. We have got an association
that would dearly love to come to these
regional shows and show our wares and
basically to strengthen what you have to
offer."...
RW: There are more regional events than
you can coordinate with ARMA. Aren't
you going to be forced into a rotational
schedule? Regional show sponsors may
see this plan as taking away from their
goal of having exhibitors every year.
They may prefer to fight it out every year
for your business and booths, rather than
have ARMA only once every four or five
years.
Jones: Yes and no. A lot of these regional
shows we attend with our dealers anyway, and ashow like ARMA, where we
actually come in and have our own
exhibit, is something that currently really
doesn't exist. Some of the manufacturers
may go to some of the little shows like
the Texas show or the Wisconsin show or
whatever, but they don't have as big of a
presence. So we're not saying we are
going to disappear from these venues, but
when we do co-locate with them, we will
have alarger presence.
Davis: Idon't think they are going to be
polling anybody and saying, "If you are
part of this group, you can only exhibit
See ARMA. page 11
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with us." It's like, "Do your business the
way you think you need to do your business best." We just want to provide an
opportunity for the manufacturers to say,
"Okay, Ihave alimited budget this year. I
need to scale down. Here is a way to
scale down."
RW: Is there a membership cost for
somebody who wants to be in ARMA
right now? And how many members are
there?
Fiiola: Dues were set at $500 ayear. They
(must) have a manufacturing facility in
North America — Canada, U.S., Mexico.
... They need to manufacture products for
the radio industry.
Jones: Our initial membership looks like
it is going to be about 25 companies.

Robitaille: Before we start doing any
kind of lobbying we have to have some
sort of credibility established. Idon't
think that with 25 manufacturers as a
membership we have really the right or
the power to pretend that we can negotiate standards.
RW: How many shows a year can you
attend in the ideal scenario?
Jones: We would like to get somewhere
between five and seven shows, because
that would allow us to cover the different
regions. You have to basically break the
country into quadrants. We will be paying close attention to where the major
shows are located and attempt to colocate with other shows in some smaller
regions that are not going to be served by
the larger shows. ...
Another reason for ARMA, and one of
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These companies exhibited at the
ARMA 1998 Spring Equipment &
Technology Expo in Atlantic City, N.J.
Armstrong Transmitter
Belar Electronics Lab
Broadcast Electronics
Burk Technology
Davicom Technologies
Dielectric Communications
ENCO Systems/Audio Broadcast
Group
Energy-Onix
Fidelipac

not in this to make alot of money. The
fees are intended to cover administrative and legal costs for this nonprofit
organization.

Gentner Communications
Gorman Redlich Mfg.
Logitek Electronics Systems
MediaTouch
Phasetek
Potomac Instruments
Prophet Systems
QE!
Radio Computing Services
Radio Systems
Scott Studios
Solid Electronics Laboratories
Studio Technology
Systems With Reliability SWR

Is ARMA heading in the right direction? Send your comments to RW at
radioworld@imaspub.com or write to the
address on page 5.

Togrowin
broadcasting
you need time,
money, guts,
James Donchez, left, and John Palumbo visit Armstrong Transmitter.
However, we will be promoting this. We
would like to see asolid membership of
50 to 60 companies next year.
Viola: The regional issue of going here or
there may not fit for every one of those 50
or 60 companies' schedules. So it may be a
30-exhibit show at aregional location.
Dealers and lobbying
RW: Part of the broadcast equipment
and service marketplace is the dealer
network. There doesn't seem to be a
place for the dealers in this organization.
Jones: The dealers are invited to join us
in the exhibitions, and we are establishing associate membership for companies
like that to join ARMA. ... Although this
is primarily a manufacturers' organization, we all recognize that dealers are a
critical part of the selling process
throughout North America, and definitely
want to keep their involvement.
Davis: Our primary dealers are here
today. Iwould be dead without them. My
sales force.
RW: A group like this has potential in
other ways, such as standards- setting
among equipment manufacturers. For
example, how does the industry handle
DAB proponents when they suddenly tell
us that they have a system but that it
assumes certain parameters and licensing fees?
Jones: Lobbying, standards settings,
things like that are not on our agenda
right now. What we want to do is just get
the association established. As the association grows, we will be in abetter position to have committees for standard setting or pushing for the cause of radio and
radio manufacturers.

the strengths that we can offer to the
smaller shows, is that there is synergy
even among the competitors for showing
at the same venue. ... The more companies we can get to support us and come to
some of these regional shows, the
stronger radio's presence is going to be
throughout the country.
Tiurnout
RW: Attendance at this first event has
been modest.
Fiola: Actually, Ithink this show is afabulous success because of the response
from the manufacturers. Attendance is
down, or modest. Iwould like to have
seen 500, 600 people here, but the 25
manufacturers that are here attended the
organization meeting. ... There is not a
lot of dissension. There was not alot of
foot stomping. ... The success of this
show can't be measured in the attendance. It is really that the 25 groups got
together and decided that this is where it
should go, and that was the success.
Jones: It also shows that this organization can pull off ashow, avery nice show
at that. We have modest attendance
because we just didn't have time to get
the word out properly, but we didn't want
to go too far into the summer because it
is impossible to get good attendance at
trade shows in July and August.
RW: Organizationally it is going to take
somebody alot of time before every show,
no matter how up-to-speed you are. Are
you going to have apaid staff?
Jones: We are going to have a paid
administrative person to coordinate
putting these shows together. That is
one of the reasons for the $500 membership fee. We need to pay this person and take care of legal fees. We are

and Intraplex.

Your new acquisition is finally signed,
now you need to operate profitably.
Consolidate your program audio, LAN/
WAN network, phones, faxes, traffic and
billing on one single high quality digital
line. The Intraplex STL PLUS gives you
integrated two-way transmission over any
distance, over any terrain at afraction of

The STL PLUS
Ti System transmits
program audio for
STLs, TSLs and intercity links, data for
remote control and
LANs, and voice for
off-premise extensions
and intercom.

the cost of individual communications
links. It's bi-directional, so you can receive

411T

audio backhaul at the same time. What's
more, you can stay in touch without running up the long distance phone bill. That's
why more groups choose Intraplex than

Intranlex

any other digital transmission solution.
Call us at 1-877-INTRAPLEX or visit
our web site at www.intraplex.com.
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Intraplex, Inc.
3 Lyberty Way
Westford, MA 01886
978.692.9000
978.692.2200 fax
http://www.intraplex.com
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D/CET: Is It aBetter Way?
F011, continued from page 6

processor, along with linear low-pass
filtering that will increase loudness by
eliminating modulation of spurious harmonics in the upper composite spectrum
above 53 kHz. The combination allows
composite clipping to occur without exaggerated multipath distortion that can occur
with conventional composite clipping.
Additionally, there is protection of the
environment for SCA and RDS services.
audio

•System propagation delay is reduced as
compared to an AES/EBU connection
because all of the required filters for
up/down conversion are eliminated.
The D/CET link consists of abi-direc-

tional fiber optic link. All of the information needed to carry and recover the digital FM composite signal is carried in one

I
l

tal exciter to the digital processor.
Having the digital FM composite multiplex signal generated using the timebase

This method is an advance over
coupling the processor and exciter through
an AES/EBU connection.
direction. Sync and framing bits are
added to the digital composite multiplex
signal before being sent down the fiberoptic link. A master clock timebase is
sent in the other direction, from the digi-

The
Digital
Console
that
Fits

• .."4.«

The following description of the NAB ' 98
prototype demonstration emphatically
proved otherwise. The proof is in the listening, and the ears don't lie!

Logitek designed and built the ROC- 5
digital console to meet your needs for a
small size console ideal for dubbing
studios, newsrooms or stations that use
automation or satellite programming.
Logitek ' sROC- 5 is small in size but offers
up to 64 inputs - all easily accessible
through assignable faders. The ROC- 5 works
with all analog and digital audio sources.
It has a serial interface to your hard disk
system, adding functionality and value to
both systems.
Logitek offers the widest selection of
broadcast digital consoles. Call us today
for a complete information package..
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of the exciter avoids the need for an
undesirable sample rate conversion of
the digital FM composite signal.
Don't be fooled by counter-claims that
the existing AES/EBU method is sufficient.
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Logitek
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digital with abetter difference!

3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 USA Voice: North America 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592 e-mail: info@logitekaudio.com

Visit our home page at vvvvw.logitekaudio.com for more information
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NAB '98 demo
The D/CET demonstration conducted
at the Cutting Edge booth consisted of a
prototype electrical, rather than optical,
D/CET interconnection between amodified Omnia.fm all-digital audio processor
and a Harris Digit digital exciter. Data,
sample rate and clock signals were conveyed from the Omnia.fm to the Digit.
The Omnia.fm was slaved to the Digit's
clock. In addition, a conventional
AES/EBU connection was also made,
and a switch enabled listeners to choose
between the AES/EBU signal path and
the D/CET signal path. The output of the
Digit was fed to a dummy load, from
which an RF sample was fed to aconsumer FM receiver.
It was readily apparent that the D/CET
signal path afforded noticeably tighter
control of overshoots (as observed on
the Digit's front-panel modulation bargraph meter), while being noticeably
louder than the AES/EBU signal path.
In addition, the audio also was more
"transparent," sounding more true to
the original programming. For reference, aseparate switch allowed the listener to hear the CD output or the analog output of the Omnia.
D/CET hardware
To complement the state-of-the-art alldigital signal processing, the proposed
D/CET interface uses adigital fiber-optic
link consisting of industry- standard,
proven, off-the-shelf, fiber-optic components designed for industrial data applications. This has several advantages.
Fiber cable runs up to 500 meters
allow the digital audio processor to
reside in the same rack as the digital
exciter, in the next room, or in an adjacent building.
Total immunity from RFI allows more
freedom in locating equipment without
concern for the effects of high RFI levels.
Total immunity from EMI means the
D/CET link may be routed in the plant
with AC power mains, system power
cable or other cable runs traditionally "off
limits" to data or signal cables. Total galvanic isolation means runs between buildings are straightforward without grounding or lightning protection concerns.
Summary
D/CET provides the tightest coupling
of an audio processor and FM exciter
ever, creating asynergy whose performance approaches theoretical perfection. Sonic transparency and loudness
are improved significantly, and system
noise drops to the limits of the DSP
components employed.
These improvements indicate that
both digital processing and transmission methods can advance the state of
the art in broadcasting. But simply
stringing digital components together
in abroadcast chain without due consideration for the interaction among
components cannot unlock the
promise of digital audio technology.
D/CET, innovated by Cutting Edge,
provides a significantly improved
interconnection method that truly
does digital justice.
Frank Foti is president of Cutting
Edge. Reach him at (216) 241-3343 or
via e-mail to frankezephyr.com
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MDM-X4MKII Multi-Track Recorder
Sony's MDM-X4MKII Multi-Track Recorder
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is the digital studio- in- a- box with
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phenomenal editing, layering and
track- bounce capabilities.

JUST CAPTURED

MDS-B5 Recorder
MD

33.9/4
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Radio World declared that our MDS-B5
Professional MD Cart Recorder " continues
in the tradition of the Sony MDS line and
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S0111111111TES

proves itself to be aquality performer."

MDS-B6P Player

MDS-B6

The MDS-B6P Professional MD Cart Playe
is the playback- only version for on- air DJ use.
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Sony's MiniDisc has knocked the seen- it- all,

MZ-B3 Portable Recorder

heard- it- all experts at Radio World right on

Our MZ-B3 drew raves: " Not only is it

their ears. They've called it a " serious contender"

'bullet-proof' reliable and compact, but it

and " clearly superior to tape." And they've

is the only portable MD model available
with built-in microphone and speaker."

recommended MiniDisc for applications ranging
from news ard documentary recording to
client voice tracks, phone calls, traffic reports
MZ-R30 Portable Recorder

and airchecks.
Sony created MiniDisc with an unequaled
combination of advantages. It's digital. Recordable
Portable. Instantly accessible. Easily editable.

r

The Sony MZ-R30 Portable Recorder is
excellent" and " should be considered
seriously by audio professionals,"
according to Radio World.

Virtually unshockable and incredibly durable.
And Sony offers MiniDisc in everything from
super- small field recorders to multi- track machines
and professional MD cart recorders.
So do yourself afavor. Call 1- 800- 635- SONY,
extension MiniDisc. And find out why the radio

MDS-JE520 Recorder
The Sony MDS-JE520 is the affordable
solution for general studio recording
and playback.

industry is tuning in to Sony MiniDisc.

DATA

SONY"
www.sony.com/proaudio

19Ç 8Sony Electronir nc. All rights reserved Reproduction in whole or in part without Mitten
permrnicri is prohibited Sony and the MiniDisc logo are tiademarks of Sony. All quotes frorr fie
December 24, 1997 ard January 7, 1998 issues of Radic World Reprinted with permission

MDW-74 and the PRMD-74
Nothing beats the Sony MiniDisc.

256 X256 LARGE • MONO/STEREO • WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS • 118dB ANALOG DYNAMIC RANGE • DISTRIBUTED MULTI-PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
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FM Seeks
Class CO
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The FCC proposes to make several important changes
to streamline its technical radio rules.
It would create a new subclass of
FM Class C stations, allow some FM
stations to interfere with others under
limited circumstances, and overhaul
the Class D licensing procedures.
These are some of the changes in a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making seeking to streamline Part 73 and Part '74
of the FCC technical rules.
Most of the proposals in MM Docket
98-93 affect commercial FM and noncommercial educational FM stations.

New Class C
The FCC proposed dividing the
existing FM Class C into two subclasses, Class C and Class CO (or C
zero). It would give affected stations
three years to meet a new Class C
minimum antenna HAAT of 450
meters. Now, Class Cs operate with
HAAT of between 300 and 600
meters. Of 863 Class C stations, the
FCC found that 519 are authorized to
operate with HAAT of less than 450
meters. But these stations still are protected to class maximums. Stations
that do not meet the new Class C
HAAT requirement would be subject
to automatic reclassification as aClass
CO at the end of the transition period.
FCC officials feel the current rules
may unnecessarily preclude proposals
to introduce new or expanded service.
Generally, every FM is protected from
interference to its maximum height and
power classification. FCC Audio
Services Division Deputy Chief Peter
Doyle said this policy permits certain
broadcasters to "warehouse" spectrum,
when they may have no interest in the
maximum use of their facility's class.
Another proposal designed to give
broadcasters more flexibility to make
station improvements would allow socalled "negotiated interference agreements." Stations would be able to negotiate only when certain criteria are met:
•Service gains — Total service gains
must be at least five times as great as
the increase in total interference.
•City of license protection — No protected interference would be permitted to any
station within its community of license.
•Minimum service requirements for
areas and populations subject to newly
created interference — Applicants must
demonstrate that all areas of newly created interference would continue to
receive at least five aural services.
• Minimum distance separation
requirements — Spacing requirements
would be retained for commercial stations and new requirements would he
imposed on noncommercial education
FM stations to safeguard against major
station relocations.
Comments on the proposals were
expected to be due by the end of
August. For information, see the FCC
Web site, www.fcc.gov
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Harris Says ' No'
HARRIS, continued from page 8

removing the option available with other
FM processors used with the Harris CD
LINK and DIGIT/DIGIT CD FM Exciter
to install the processor either at the studio
or the transmitter with essentially equal
results.
•As apractical point, hundreds of successful broadcast systems have been put
together using digital audio processors
with 32 kHz AES3 sampling rates, sample rate converters, and the DIGIT stereo
generator. These systems exhibit exceptionally good peak limiting control without overshoots. This demonstrates that
modification of the DIGIT as proposed

by Cutting Edge is not required to provide tight overshoot control.
•The DIGIT digital input module contains aDigital Composite Limiter (DCL)
which can be used to prevent modulation
overshoots due to excessive audio bandwidth in the AES3 audio data or due to
lossy perceptual coding (lossy data compression) in the audio transport system.
The DCL works very effectively to prevent overshoots without adding audio distortion or affecting the pilot or RDS/SCA
subcarriers, even when the DIGIT is presented with poorly processed and/or
excessively wideband audio.
In conclusion, the Harris DIGIT was

designed for all types of audio sources
by providing appropriate bandwidth
restrictions to minimize aliasing and
stereo degradation. It is based on the
universal AES3 digital stereo input
standard. Although Harris Corp. does
not exclusively favor any particular
audio processing equipment, it must be
recognized that the audio processor to
DIGIT interface can impact overall system performance.
For this reason, Harris does not
endorse or support the proposed "Digital
Multiplex Interface Standard" described
in the Cutting Edge technical papers.
For further information from Harris,
contact Richard J. Fry, FM Applications
Engineer, Harris Broadcast Division via
e-mail: dfry@harris.com
RW welcomes other points of view.
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Galaxy IV, We Hardly Knew Ye
by Alan R. Peterson
GREENWICH, Conn. The Galaxy IV
satellite was actually a hybrid HS 601
satellite built by Hughes Space and
Communications company, and was
launched into orbit in June 1993 aboard a
European Ariane 42P rocket. The craft
was originally part of Hughes
Communications' plan to have five HS
601 satellites — Galaxy IV, V, III- R,
VIII iand X — in orbit for cable and
broadcast TV, private data, voice and
newsgathering services.
When Hughes merged with PanAmSat
Corp. of Greenwich, Conn. in May 1997,
the Galaxy satellites became part of

PanAmSat operations.
The HS 601 was introduced in 1987 in
anticipation of direct television broadcast
to small home dishes, small aperture terminals for private business networks and
mobile communications. In 1995, Hughes
debuted the HS 601HP, which could carry
payloads twice as powerful as regular 601
models due to enhanced battery and solar
cell technology. As of December 1997,
Hughes had received orders for 65 HS
601 satellites by various companies.
In spite of the loss of Galaxy IV and
other incidents, the HS 601 has proven
itself to be astable and dependable space
platform.
Two modules comprise the body: a

payload structure with honeycombed
shelves to support communications
equipment, electronics and isothermal
heat pipes; and the primary structure containing battery packs, bus electronics and
the propulsion subsystem. All antennas,
reflectors and solar power arrays mount
to the payload module. The nine- foot
cube-shaped structure offers 729 cubic
feet of payload space.
Time line
The first HS 601 satellite was placed
into orbit by Australia's national satellite
communications company AUSSAT in
August 1992 from alaunch site in China.
The second was destroyed in a launch

explosion in China in December 1992,
and was replaced in August 1994.
Each AUSSAT satellite is equipped
with a 150 W L-band transponder permitting terrestrial mobile communications through small car-mounted antennas. Fifteen 50 W Ku- band linear
transponders are also part of the
Australian payload.
Later orders for Hughes HS 601 svs
ccraft included the United States Navy ( 10
satellites); Japan Satellite Systems (three
satellites); NASA (three satellites); ICO
Global Communications ( 12 satellites)
and Asia Telecommunications Satellite
Company, whose AsiaSat 3S craft will
eventually have 9 kW of payload power
in the C- and Ku-bands.

It's A Natural...
... for high-quality stereo local remotes
... as an Inner-City relay or Transmitter Studio-Link
... for wireless feeds to translator networks
... as an emergency back-up for your main Studio Transmitter-Link

... for aStudio Transmitter-Link when there is no spectrum left to license

The

Other payloads placed in HS 601
satellites have included traveling- wave
tube amplifiers for Ku- band use, 28
MHz Ka- band beacons and experimental laser retroreflectors. Innovative
antenna configurations have included
graphite-constructed "Springback" 17by- 22 foot oval antennas and octagonal
antennas for Ku- and C-band use. The
ICO Global satellite network is expected to be able to handle 4,500 simultaneous telephone calls.
Galaxy IV carried 24 C- band and 24
Ku- band transponders. The C- band
units delivered 16 W per channel for
TV, radio transmission and data service,
while the Ku- band equipment handled
50 W per channel for private data, voice
and video networks.

Starlink 9001SS

2.4 GHz Spread Spectrum Link
Now here's the pitch
The Starlink 9001SS works well in just about any,

AES/EBU input and output modes. A built-in sample

local audio conveyance application. It uses the latest in

rate converter keeps operation considerations to a

spread spectrum RF technology and audio source

minimum And the

coding to send and receive CD-quality stereo audio

license. If you're looking for aconveyance product that

2.4 GHz

band doesn't

require a

for distances of up to 20 miles. With it, you can

is as flexible as it is reliable, check out the Moseley

establish point-to-point local remotes, temporary or

Starlink 900155 — it's anatural!

permanent STL and translator links quickly and efficiently — completely untethered from telco services.
Open architecture allows you to select plug-andplay modules for ISO/MPEG Layer 11 or apt-Xsource
coding. In addition, you can select between analog or

The Trusted Name In Communications

Close-up of Hughes HS 601 Satellite

For more information,
call 1-805-968-9621 today.

Moseley

Moseley Associates Inc.
111Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93 117

Phone 805-968-9621 Fax 805-685-9638 Websitehttp:/iwww.moseleysb.com
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Losses
Besides the loss of Galaxy IV and the
AUSSAT craft, only very few HS 601
satellites have encountered difficulties on
the way into orbit.
In March 1993, a U.S. Navy UHF
Follow- On satellite was launched, but
left in the wrong orbit. PanAmSat lost
its original PAS- 3 in December 1994
due to a booster rocket failure. It was
replaced in January 1996 by another
craft also designated PAS-3.
Two other craft never made it to
space. In January 1995, APT Satellite of
Hong Kong lost an HS 601 and a
Chinese Long March 2E vehicle in a
launch accident. And in December
1997, Asia Telecommunications had an
unsuccessful launch of aProton rocket.
postponing the inauguration of service
via AsiaSat 3S until 1999.
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Galaxy IV: When NPR Lost Its Big Bird
by Rich Rarey
RW contributor Rich Rarey, technical
director for National Public Radio program " Talk of the Nation," provides a
bww-by-blow account of how NPR
employees reacted when the onboard
computers used to keep the Galaxy IV
satellite aimed at Earth stopped working.
WASHINGTON May 19 was aroutine
day in NPR's Satellite Technical Center.
The room is packed with RF monitoring
and satellite receiving equipment,
automation controllers and rows and
rows of LED bargraph meters. Slightly
after 6 p.m., technician Dan Jones was
relieved for his meal break by fellow tech
Phil Hedgman. Phil was sitting at the
STC console, a long articulated row of
computer monitors that display the
automation system tasks.
At around 6:11 p.m., the background
audio chatter from ahandful of satellite
demodulators suddenly went silent.
Phil looked up and noticed that the RF
waveform analyzer display, usually
glowing with the sharp spikes of active
satellite channels on Galaxy IV, was a
flat line. The STC Technical Director for
tli
day, Bill Bremmer, suggested
sv ,ching to the backup High Power
Amplifier, and did so, but still no audio
returned from Galaxy IV.
Then the phones started ringing.
"We were buzzing around the walls,"
Phil said, "The first thought is that the
satellite was OK, but there was a video
carrier doing adouble illumination of the
transponder." Dan switched the analyzer
to look at a different public radio
transponder on Galaxy IV, and saw no
carriers there either. "What could we do?
We were just dead in the water." Phil
said, "We called PanAmSat, and we were
about the first — they didn't seem to be
aware of the problem at first. (But) Iwas
getting the feeling they were getting calls
from other users."
In NPR Master Control just on the other side of the wall, NPR Engineering

learned of the satellite failure.
"First thing we noticed was the silence
sensors for the international service
going off," said MC Supervisor Norb
Gallery. "Then (we) noticed that none of
the other demods were working. After we

Vermont Public Radio CE Rich Parker. left, and Contract Engineer
Ira Wilner prepare to move the dish.
determined that there was a systemic
problem, we handled the stations calling
in a first- come, first- served basis."
Terrestrial linked stations, such as
WHYY-FM Philadelphia, WNYC-FM
New
York
and
Washington's
WAMU(FM), were fed the audio stream
that would have been on the NPR News
Channel. This caused awonderful chainreaction because those stations fed other
stations through acombination of ISDN
codecs, state-run communication networks and off-air rebroadcasting (the signal of one station on your own, with permission).
WETA's Eric Hoehn was able to get an
audio feed to the Washington, D.C.,
uplink of the Public Broadcasting Service
through a handful of hops, using ISDN
from NPR to audio tielines from

NPR's Fall-Back Plan
PRC, continued from page 3

changes on an almost daily basis as
affiliates add or improve ISDN equipment or other alternative program
e-livery facilities.
2R was operating temporarily on
' ixy III- R in less than 24 hours
a. ... ataxy IV failed. An estimated
65 to 70 percent of NPR affiliates
repointed their satellite dishes to
receive Galaxy III- R signals. Other
stations continued to use alternative
:very methods.
Alternative delivery methods
luded regular telephone bridges,
DN bridges, the PBS satellite, the
". — C satellite and FedEx. Some stations without service rebroadcast signals of stations with service. BBC
programs could be found on a subcarrier of C-Span satellite delivery.
NPR is surveying affiliates about
the satellite failure. NPR officials
said early indications are that most
stations were able to receive pro-

WETA(FM) to WETA-TV, then video
tielines ( stereo audio per tieline) from
WETA-TV to PBS.
Back in NPR Master Control, NPR
Telecom Director John Keator said he
activated atelephone conferencing bridge

grams thanks to the response by
NPR and by station personnel.
Some NPR staff members scheduled to go to San Francisco had to
remain in Washington to help restore
satellite service. NPR had to check
antenna polarization and adjust power
output of 70 uplink stations. Galaxy
VI requires about 4 dB more uplink
power than did Galaxy IV to produce
the same downlink power.
We've lost contact...
At approximately 6:15 p.m. Eastern
Time May 19, NPR lost all program
distribution channels. Technicians at
NPR started working with technicians
at PanAmSat, who determined quickly
that they had a satellite outage ( see
story, above.)
NPR had used Galaxy VI for about
18 months between 1990 and 1993,
while PanAmSat was building
Galaxy IV to replace Westar IV,
Loewenstein said.

that handled 12 dial-up calls. "The problem was that the bridge was two-way,
and any station that accidentally left
backfeed audio through their phoner was
heard by the other stations. This was only
atemporary solution, and we called the
AT&T Conference Center to order a 150-
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with their local ABC/CBS affiliate.
(ABC/CBS share a transponder.) It
worked out well through 5a.m. Thursday
morning. After we got the OK, we threw
in some patch cords and we were up."
Using the Internet
Land- based transmission paths were
essential
to coordination.
NPR
Webmaster Rob Holt was contacted by
the "All Things Considered" executive
producer, who asked that Rob post a
message on the NPR Web site announcing the satellite loss. Rob said, "The
Internet's not down, why don't we use it
to stream RealAudio to our stations?"
Within minutes, Rob had configured
two audio streams, suitable for modems
operating at 14.4 and 56 kilobits per second, and posted them to a stations-only
URL on the NPR site. RealAudio also
helped by streaming the programming
from its site, which was connected to
NPR via an ISDN codec.
Meanwhile, broadcasters kept in touch
with each other about the problem
through two Internet listserves. PUBRADIO and PubTech listserves provided the
only NPR-to- station and station-to- station electronic contact, as the system's
normal data transmission, the "DACS,"
was lost with the satellite outage.
As the evening wore on
By 7:54 p.m., an hour and ahalf after
satellite loss, NPR news programming
was available on RealAudio, from the
PBS satellite subcarriers, from ABC's
Satcom C-5, from the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Anik E2 satellite,
from atelephone conference bridge and
member stations linked by Tl line.
By noon the next day, additional ISDN

The repointing issue caused
concern, not only for the logistics of locating
a satellite 23,000 miles away, but because
many stations installed their dishes in 1979.

port dial-up conference, starting at 4:45
a.m. the next day."
Stations could dial atoll-free number
and receive programming down the phone
line. Then an ISDN bridge was ordered
from the AT&T ISDN Center. The ISDN
protocol was set to G.722 to accommodate
the largest number of codecs.
Other broadcasters offered help immediately. John said, " AP's Phil Avner
called and offered to set up a 12- port
ISDN bridge, which we gratefully
accepted." Norb Gallery said, "The primary goal was getting NPR news programming distributed, because (` All
Things Considered') was the show on the
air at the time. Once we determined that
the sat outage would last, the goal was to
get stations as many paths as possible to
'Morning Edition."
The goal, according to Norb, was to
"start setting up as many (audio) paths as
you can, then start trimming back the
'tree,' strengthening the paths that appear
so be beneficial to the most."
NPR Satellite Operations Director
Ralph Woods was busy contacting ABC
for space on one of its satellites. "It was a
long shot because most public radio stations don't have the receivers, but some
stations may have a good relationship

bridges were in place, and programming
was promised on satellite Galaxy III-R for
1500 that afternoon. The only catch to
receiving Galaxy III-R was that station
engineers had to physically repoint their
dish toward this satellite. The repointing
issue caused concern, not only for the
logistics of locating asatellite 23,000 miles
away, but because many stations installed
their dishes in 1979, and engineers
believed that the mounting bolts would be
frozen in place.
As they repoint
Many stations reported that turning
the dish was easier than anticipated;
NPR Tech Support Coordinators Scott
Bridgewater and Vince Destajo staffed
the satellite tech support phones, and
generated a checklist for engineers to
follow when repointing their dish.
What source did stations use? Raw
data gathered two days after the outage
showed about 138 stations used the telco
bridge, with that number declining as
higher-quality paths became available.
Although the data numbers are approximate, many stations chose to repoint their
dish to Galaxy III-R, while fewer stations
stayed with the PBS satellite feeds, ISDN
bridges and Internet feeds.
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There Are No Two Ways About It:
When You Don't Have The Same Amount
Of is And Os Coming Out As Went Into
Your Digital STL, It's Compression.
It's afact: when you use perceptual
and/or statistical coding to bit reduce
your digital audio, there is something
changing it. It isn't nothing, nada, or
zilch. It's called digital compression.
Despite claims of other digital 950 MHz
STLs in the market, only CD LINKTm
truly does nothing to your 16 bit digital
audio signal from the studio. If you are
in doubt about whether a digital STL is
using compression, just ask them
"What coding algorithm are you
using?" Any answer other than NO
digital compression in any form is
used
means the STL is compressed
and your original studio audio has lost
some of its quality.
Dare to compare the performance of
CD LINK against any other digital STL.
Only aT1 line provides comparable
reliability in performance to CD LINK.
CD LINK STLs are on the air all around
the country, providing bit-for- bit transfer of your digital audio signal from
your studio to your transmitter site
without digital compression. If you
want the uncompressed performance
of T1, yet want to avoid the expense

and lack of control that comes with T1,
CD LINK is your best answer.
The CD LINK 950 MHz STL is available for off-the- shelf delivery. You
program it to your operating
frequency on- site. If you have more
than one frequency available to you,
no problem, you can just reset the
frequency as your needs change.
CD LINK is a field proven product

So, if you're looking for adigital STL
that actually does absolutely nothing to
your digital audio, you need to consider
only one STL, Harris CD LINK.

with many units on the air for a year
or more, while competitive companies are still promising deliveries
sometime in the future.
CD LINK has been tested, used and
praised by some of the toughest ears in
the radio broadcast industry.
Lastly, but far from least, CD LINK is
backed by Harris. With over 75 years
of service to the radio industry, Harris
has provided second-to- none support
and innovation which has raised standards and saved broadcasters money.
And if you ever need service, CD LINK
comes with a full warranty and a
service department rated as the best
in the industry, year after year.

Harris CD LINKTM:
uncompressed, uncompromised
quality in a950 MHz digital STL,
quick delivery available.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
TEL: 1-800-622-0022
FAX: 765-966-0623
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
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Custom-Designed Labs for DAB
USADR, continued from page 1

where it is used for testing. Technicians
can raise and lower the antenna with an
ENG-style motorized Will-Burt mast. A
TV camera on the roof allows the staff to
monitor the antenna from inside the
building.
USADR is using the rooftop omnidirectional antenna to transmit an FM
IBOC signal, layered on each side of an
analog signal, on 93.5 MHz at approximately 600 W. Employees can see the
IBOC signal on aspectrum analyzer and
hear the analog signal on receivers. The
company holds an experimental FCC
license to conduct the broadcasts and
plans to transmit test signals intermittently through the end of the year, with call
sign WD2XAB. A person driving in the
area with an FM radio set to 93.5 would
hear music.
USADR also has on order adirectional antenna that will allow transmission of
up to 2,000 W, allowing signals to reach
Baltimore and Washington.
It has signed amultiyear lease for the
new space, which Martinson said was
custom-designed for DAB development.
The company now has lab space with
features like appropriate electrical power
to support a transmitter, transmitter
hookups, the roof- mounted tower, an
acoustical listening room and an RF
shield room.
Four project teams actually are working on IBOC DAB here; their areas of
focus are AM, FM, integration and
receivers. The integration team works
with the AM and FM groups to help integrate lab work with field tests. The fourth
team is developing prototype receivers
capable of receiving IBOC DAB signals.
Nineteen members of SBE Chapter 46
in Baltimore visited the facility recently.
Guides demonstrated the RF screen

room, designed to test the IBOC system
in aclean RF environment. External signals cannot leak into the reception evaluation tests.
Members also visited the audio or "listening" room, designed with leaded walls
and sound foam installation for acoustically clean audio. "You can hear apin
drop in the audio room," said Martinson.
This is where visitors actually listen to
simulated DAB performance and compare it with that of analog AM and FM.
Computing power
The researchers use special computer
tools to develop simulations of transmitters and receivers. Engineers can develop
these devices and " listen" to them on
computer without actually building aprototype — thus saving USADR time and
money in research and development.
The USADR employees work with
Bittware-designed DSP boards and Sharc
processors, the software development
engines going into the company's prototype IBOC exciters and receivers.
Vice President, Engineering, CBS
Radio and USADR Glynn Walden said,
"The system is being developed on Sun
Ultra Sparc high-level simulation tools,
or SPW, a package that allows you to
build areceiver and atransmitter in software."
During a recent speech to the
American
Radio
Manufacturers
Association in Atlantic City, N.J., Walden
described the USADR computing power
this way: "You go into atoolkit. If you
need adiscriminator, you pull adiscriminator out of the tool kit. If you need a
mixer, you pull a mixer out of the tool
kit. ... You can make copies and glue
them together on the screen just like you
would do (in) word processing."
Under controlled lab conditions,

DIGITAL RADIO

AMRC and CD Radio
Push Forward
WASHINGTON Both of the license
holders to provide satellite-delivered
digital audio broadcasting to U.S. listeners are moving ahead with their
business plans.
American Mobile Radio Corp. has
formed its core management team,
including Hugh Panero as president
and chief executive officer, and Lee
Abrams as senior vice president of
content and programming. Panero
most recently served as president and
chief executive officer of the national
pay-per-view network Request TV.
AMRC said it would also offer
100 channels of music and information programming, as its competitor,
CD Radio, recently announced (
RW
June 24.)
AMRC is counting on dual revenue
streams from subscriptions and ads to
make aprofit. Unlike CD, AMRC plans
to carry advertising on its music channels
"done elegantly enough so that it doesn't
approach the clutter and intrusiveness of
traditional radio," said Panero.
CD intends to carry ads on information channels only and recently

USADR engineers have used multipath
generators to re-create data that the

USADR Codec Evaluation Tests
Electronic Industries Association recorded in earlier tests in Salt Lake City,
copied those and run them through the
USADR system. USADR will use the
Salt Lake City data again, along with
data collected from FM characterization
tests in the Washington area in controlled
lab tests later this year.
"We want to make sure the system we
are designing and building will work
under various field conditions, not just
Salt Lake City," Martinson said.
The USADR vision
USA Digital Radio, apartnership of
CBS and Gannett, was created in 1991. It
is one of three organizations now publicly pursuing research into in-band, onchannel digital radio. It positions itself as
the supplier that best understands the
needs of the radio community, because it
is funded by broadcasters and actively
takes input from the industry.
USADR is working closely with
Fraunhofer Labs, Xetron and Bittware.
USADR hopes to finish project development by the summer of 1999 and
transfer its technology to receiver and

transmitter manufacturers at that time. It
has been working quietly with those
manufacturers already to learn more
about their needs.
USADR envisions a migration of the
radio industry from analog to digital, first
by broadcasters, then listeners, starting as
early as the year 2000 and ending beyond
2010. That way, some broadcasters and
listeners can "be the first ones on their
block" with the new technology, while
other stations and listeners who are not as
concerned with evolving technology can
wait until prices for the digital equipment
drop.
To facilitate the transition to digital,
USADR is developing two systems of
digital broadcasting. One is a hybrid
approach, to be used during the transition
period; the second is all-digital.
The waveform is represented as two
small blocks of digital signal on the
extreme upper and lower portions of the
channel with the analog signal represented as a sharp triangle in the center.
Reception, therefore, can be either analog, digital or both on the same channel.
Severe impairments to the digital signal
can be filled by the analog signal using
USADR's "time diversity blend backup
to analog."
The hybrid systems for FM and AM
are similar, in that the digital signals
reside on either side of the analog signal
in the same allocated channel. Likewise,
the transition to all-digital would be similar, with digital signals existing in the
space currently occupied by the analog.
Will existing transmitters be able to
transmit the hybrid and all-digital signals? USADR says it is possible to pass
the AM DAB waveform through some
transmitters now on the market. For FM,
modifications to transmitters are required
to accommodate IBOC DAB. The cost to
convert to DAB is difficult to estimate
and will vary by station, USADR says,
because it is dependent on age, power
and quality of the equipment in use. For
some stations, USADR says, a digital
exciter will suffice. For others, new
exciters, STLs and transmitters will be
required.

announced plans to carry programming from Hispanic Radio Network on
two channels.

Panero sees satellite-delivered DAB
programming as another entertainment
distribution system. "People who have
limited channel capacity go to where
it's increased...We've seen this in the
introduction of direct broadcast satellite television where people want more
choices."
Abrams, meanwhile, recently consulted Capstar, Nationwide and the
ABC Radio Networks and is credited
with transforming FM by pioneering
the album rock format in the 1970s
and smooth jazz in the 1980s.
Panero said Abrams' hire will
enable the service to develop apersonality "that is not Muzak."

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.
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Sonic Foundry
Noise Absorber
The ACID software from Sonic
Foundry puts apowerful multiple track
editor with unique continuous loop audio
processing behind an approachable user
interface.
Users are able to take audio files from
a variety of sources and easily create
seamless "loops" with precisely matched
tempo and pitch to produce music for use
anywhere amusic bed is required.

The Acoustical Foam Baffle from
NetWell Noise Control is designed
to reduce noise from various
sources around the desired area.
These 2-by-4-foot baffles are convoluted on both sides for maximum
surface exposure to airborne reverberant sound energy. With built-in
wire eyelets at the corners, these 3inch-thick baffles are easy to install
and can absorb up to 90 percent of
unwanted sound in avariety of applications.
The Acoustical Foam Baffles are
ideal for station applications, blocking
out un-encloseable commercial noise
sources. Free catalogs, samples and
consultation are available from the
company.

Fixed Vacuum Capacitors

ACID provides direct output to WAV
and AIFF files and automatically
matches tempo and pitch between loops
for instant synchronization. Loops can
be previewed in real time before being
opened, and unlimited tracks are supported for multiple track mixing, subject only to system RAM. Other features include 16- and 24- bit audio
support, a DirectX audio plug-in support for real-time effects and unlimited
levels of undo and redo.
Hundreds of prerecorded loops of
different formats ship with the ACID
software. Some of the formats include
rock, country, hip- hop, alternative,
techno, funk, rave and industrial.
Adapting these or building new programs can be rapidly achieved whenever new music is needed.
For more information, contact Sonic
Foundry in California at (608)256-3133;
fax ( 608) 256-7300; or circle Reader
Service 139.

Slanted Rack System
Anthro Corp., the Oregon-based
manufacturer of Technology Furniture,
introduces the Anthro SlantRack for
broadcast and multimedia environments.
Designed for easy visibility of rackmountable equipment, SlantRacks
come in three sizes. The 9 Unit model
comes with glides for desktop applications, while the 13 and 21 Unit models
come with four 2-3/8-inch castors for
use alongside desks or rolled underneath to maximize space.
SlantRacks carry alifetime warranty and have tapped mounting rails for
mounting equipment. The unit can be
customized by adding the SlantRack
Base Shelf to store power supplies,
computer boxes and other non-rackable equipment.
For more information, contact
Anthro in Oregon at (503) 691-2556;

New from COMET North America
is the MC MiniCap family of fixed vacuum capacitors. This line of Q- factor,
high-current capacitors are designed for
use in RF applications, including broadcast equipment.

For more information, contact
Net Well Noise Control in Minnesota
at (612) 939-9845; fax (612) 9399836; or circle Reader Service 165.

Flagging Markers are furnished with
25 labels per package.
For more information, contact VIP
Products in Texas at ( 713) 240-0900, or
circle Reader Service 13.

Fast Shipping Furniture
A wide variety of accessories from
Equipto Electronics are available for
fast shipping.
Within five days of ordering, the
"Express Line" service from Equipto
will ship an array of items including
vertical racks, 15 degree sloped front
consoles, workstations and instrument
cabinets.

The MC Mini- Cap family of capacitors feature a compact, rugged design
with a conservatively rated holdoff
voltage of 15 kV peak test. The design
results in minimal internal inductance
and features high- quality RF electrical
connections. This allows the capacitors to perform reliably at frequencies
up to 100 MHz and higher.
COMET offers five standard versions
with capacitance values of 25, 50, 100,
150 and 200 pF. All capacitors boast a
high Q factor, excellent thermal stability,
high current values of 70 A at 13.56 MHz
and asimple, sturdy mounting configuration.
For more information, contact
COMET North America in Connecticut
at (203) 852-1232; fax (203) 838-3927;
or circle Reader Service 87.

In addition to these products, multiple accessories can be specified.
Typical accessories include shelves,
drawers, plug molds, panels, laminated shelves, panel mounting angles and
hardware. Several Express Line products can be ordered in any of 12 standard colors. A company catalog is
available in print or on computer disk.
For more information, contact
Equipto Electronics in Illinois at (630)
897-4691; fax (630) 897-5314; or circle Reader Service 194.

Keyless Lock
Write-on Cable Markers
The MC Mini- Cap is a reliable and
cost-effective alternative to mica,
ceramic " doorknob" or banks of
ceramic chip capacitors, which can
have limited current carrying capability and tend to show considerable thermal instability.

fax(503) 691-2409; or circle Reader
Service 113.

VIP Products announces the availability of write-on Flagging Markers for
fiber-optic cables.
Flagging Markers are available in two
sizes: 2 x 4-1/2 inches and 2 x9 inches.
They are printed with the legend "CAUTION — LASER LIGHT — FIBER
OPTIC CABLE" in black ink on orange
self-adhesive vinyl. The technician simply
writes an identifying code on the marker
before wrapping it around the cable.

There are two ways to apply a
marker to a cable, depending upon
whether permanent or temporary identification is in order. Also available
are markers made with bright orange
fluorescent material, which are especially valuable in dimly- lit vaults or
tunnels.

Neilsen/Sessions,
a
ZERO
Corporation company, introduces the
604 Series multi-purpose lock.
This flush- mounted, steel combination lock offers keyless, streamlined
security. The lock, a new standard in
case and container hardware both in
form and function, can be set and reset
to any three-digit number.

The lock is recessed into a standardsized dish for improved safety and
appearance. The unit is mounted by
means of 10 rivets located around the
combined lock and strike components.
The 604 Series lock will eliminate
the hassles of lost keys and protruding
locks.
For more information, contact
Neilsen/Sessions in Connecticut at
(860) 522-8145; fax ( 860) 525-0180);
or circle Reader Service 168.
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Product Capsule:

Gentner SPH10: Solid Analog Hybrid
W.C. Alexander
For many years, the Gentner SPH-3A
was the industry mainstay for analog
hybrids. There are one or two of these
rugged, dependable units in radio stations
throughout the country. These units were
simple to install, simple to adjust and simple to operate. That combination, along
with attractive pricing, made them popular.
Gentner, afamiliar name in specialized
broadcast equipment, has introduced a
new single- line analog hybrid, the
SPHIO, to replace the SPH-3A. With
many other Gentner products throughout
this company, Iexpected the new unit to
be built to the same high quality. Iwas
not disappointed.
Designed to fit
The SPH 10 is packaged into a singlespace rack-mountable chassis that is 8
inches deep. This is the same size as the
older unit and should fit into any rack
with one available space. The face is

used. As the saying goes, "Out of sight,
out of mind." Having these controls positioned behind ascrewed-down panel will
remove the temptation for operators to
make unauthorized adjustments.
Connections to the unit could not be
easier. The rear panel features astandard

(800) 945-7730, visit Web site
www.gentnercom or
circle Reader Service 90

The SPH1 0
three-prong power jack, a DB25 female
remote jack, a 1/4- inch phone jack for
monitor speaker, an XLR-female "send
in." an XLR-male "caller out," an XLRmale "aux out" and adual RJ11C connector for telephone line and set. One
Switchcraft XLR-male and one XLRfemale connector are supplied with the
unit. It took me just acouple of minutes

crisp send audio.

to connect the unit and get it running.
In atypical installation, amic or amixminus feed is connected to the "send in"
jack. The front-panel DIP switch selects
mic or line level for this feed. For field
use, it is handy indeed to be able to plug
amic directly into the unit with no external preamp. If aline-level send is used, it
should be a0dB nominal level.
Either a clean caller- only output
("caller out") or amixed caller/send output ("aux out") can be used to feed the
console or recorder. Typically, the "caller
out" would be used to feed the console

LINE

GP Measurements:
Once Is Not Enough
W.C. Alexander
This continues a multipart series of
articles about constructing an AM
expanded band station. The previous
part appeared in RW June 24.
If there are special conditions on
your construction permit, you must
comply with each of them in addition
to all of the regular CP/rule compliance issues.
Before and after proof
The FCC may place aspecial condition on the new station's CP that
requires you to make partial proof-ofperformance measurements both

Thumbs Down

For more information contact Gentner at

line during my test calls reported clear,

FEED

Thumbs Up
/ Optical telephone interface
/ Simple, push-button controls
Hidden setup adjustments
/ Balanced I/O
/ Built-in monitor amp
/ Flexibility

while the "aux out" would be used to
feed arecorder.
A standard phone line is connected to
the "line" side of the RJ1 IC connector
while a standard analog telephone set is
plugged into the "set" side. The phone
line is routed to the set until the front-

,/ No null adjustment

Those on the other end of the

painted in Gentner's standard beige color
and features four push-button controls:
on, off and volume up/down. Red and
green LED indicators are positioned
adjacent to the off and on buttons to indicate the state of the unit.
Auxiliary controls are located behind a
removable cover on the left side of the
unit. These controls include send/aux
send level controls, aux and caller output
adjustments and abank of DIP switches
that are used to select mic/line input level
and latching/momentary external control.
Once set, these controls will be seldom

Gentner SPH10 Hybrid

1605• 1705

FM Subcarrier
Monitor/Demod
e."

before and after tower construction or
array modification for diplexed operation. These measurements prove that
the new construction/modification
does not disturb the existing station's
directional pattern.

AM 540 • 650 • 800• 1000• 1300•

without using the console. Operators will
love the simple on/off operation. There are
panel "on" control is pressed.
no complex keystrokes or operator adjustProvision is made on the 25-pin D-conments to cause confusion.
nector for remote control of the unit. Either
Noticeably absent from the SPH10 is a
a momentary or a latching closure to
"null" control. The SPHIO features an integround (DIP switch selectable) can be used
grated optical telephone interface that proto turn the unit on and off remotely. This
vides ahigh degree of isolation from the
feature permits the unit to be activated by a phone line (and should provide agood
console remote start switch, an external
degree of surge and RFI immunity as well).
call selector unit ( KSU) or other remote
This interface features afixed hybrid that
device. Monitor muting is also provided
Gentner claims provides 20 dB or more of
through this connector, as are unbalanced
send/receive isolation in most cases. In my
"send," "caller" and "aux" audio connectesting, Ifound that with one line Iused,
tions. Open-collector status indicators are
the unit produced less than 10 dB of isolaprovided for "on," "off," "caller presence"
tion while with another, about 20 dB was
and "send presence" tallies.
achieved. It was odd to me not to have
After connecting the send, output,
some control of the hybrid null.
speaker, phone line and set to the unit, I
My overall impression is that the
made afew calls. Some adjustment of the
SPHIO is agood, rugged analog hybrid,
"send," "caller" and "aux" levels were
one of few still on the market. It can be
required to get everything just right, but
used in the simplest single- line newsthese adjustments were a snap with the
room operation, downstream of aKSU as
front-panel controls. The "on" control
the heart of a more sophisticated on-air
provides make-before-break operation, so
telephone system, with another SPH 10
an outgoing call can be made on the
for conferencing, or in the field as a
external telephone set and the hybrid
remote telephone interface.
switched on without dropping the call.
With alist price of $499 and astreet price
Those on the other end of the line during
of around $475, dealers report brisk sales.
my test calls reported clear, crisp send
audio. On my end, caller audio was likeCris Alexander writes the column Feed
wise clean and clear. With the built-in 1W
Line for RW. His current series on buildmonitor output connected to aspeaker I ing an expanded-band AM station continwas able to listen to the caller off-line,
ues below left.

k

FM/AM CLOCK RADIO
BAT-TER,' BACKUP

If the directional array is someone
else's, all you must show is the beforeconstruction and after- construction
measurements and the average
before/after ratios on each radial. The
See AM, page 22
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Accurate measurement of SCA, RDS and the new high-speed data
subcarriers. This precision monitor/demod is the ideal companion to
any FM Mod-Monitor. Check these features:
• Dual-conversion design with
precise digital tuning. Covers
54kHz to 99kHz in lkHz
steps.

• Demodulates audio SCAs,
shows subcarrier deviation
and audio level. Balanced
SCA program output.

• Displays subcarrier injection

• Optional RDS decoder plug-in
comes with software for
complete radio-data analysis

level in percent and in
kHz-of-deviation.

MODEL 540 — $ 1150

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (
408) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Timely Measurements Can Be Crucial
AM, continued from page 21
measurements must be made in accordance with the procedure for partial
proof-of-performance measurements outlined in §73.154 of the FCC rules.
The measurement must be made at
10 points between three and 16 km
from the center of the array on each
radial. The measurement points must be
the same as those established in the last
full proof of performance. If the other
station's directional array is out of
proper adjustment prior to construction,
so be it. You only need show that no
substantial change in the pattern resulted from the new construction. Whether
or not the array is in proper adjustment
is not your problem.
If the directional array is yours, be
certain the array is properly adjusted
before making and submitting proof
measurements. Submitting data showing the array is out of adjustment is tantamount to an admission of guilt for
operating it that way. You will save
yourself aworld of trouble if you make
sure the array is "in" before you start
your measurements.
Timeliness
Because the environment plays such a
prominent role in the field strength at any
given point for an AM station, beforeconstruction measurements should be
made as close to the start of tower construction as possible, and the after-construction ones made immediately following tower completion. If the time
between measurements can be kept to a
couple of weeks, that is good. Wait any
longer, particularly when seasons and
ground conditions are changing, and you
may invalidate the measurements.
The cooperation of the other station's
licensee is essential in making these partial proof measurements. You must be
able to ascertain that the antenna monitor
parameters and common point current are
the same before starting each day's measurement, lest achange in the operating
parameters skew the results of the proof.
That licensee should also assist you by
providing acopy of his last full proof so
that you can locate the points.

If the licensee refuses to cooperate or
drags his heels, the FCC can order the
licensee to cooperate. Most station
licensees would rather cooperate than
have the FCC knocking at their door.
Enlist FCC assistance only as a last
resort.
The other station licensee also can
waive the before/after requirement by
letter, essentially assuming responsibility for any adverse effects your con-

In the event that the after-construction measurements do show a substantial change in the other station's measured pattern, you will have to detune
your tower on the other station's frequency and repeat the measurements.
The same apparatus and procedures will
be used to detune your tower as discussed in the part of this series dealing
with detuning unused towers in
diplexed operations.

Detailed report
Once you have analyzed both sets of
measurements, areport must be prepared
and
filed
with
the
license
application/request for program test
authority. This report should include:

Submitting data showing the
array is out of adjustment is tantamount
to an admission of guilt.

struction may have on his directional
pattern. This generally is afoolish thing
for the DA owner to do, however, as it
can leave him holding the bag for something over which he has no control.
This can be expensive in the long run,
but it does happen from time to time —
especially when the DA owner knows his
array is not in compliance but does not
want proof filed with the FCC.
If offered a waiver, be sure to have
your communications attorney review
the document before you proceed with
construction. Your attorney may want to
suggest specific language be placed in
the agreement. Heed his or her advice,
or you may wind up holding the bag for
readjustment of the other guy's DA!
Lost copy
Despite FCC rules requiring acopy of
the last full proof be kept at the transmitter site, these things get lost or accidentally thrown out. If this is the case, the
other licensee may not be able to provide
you with the proof documents you need.
In that case, you can obtain acopy from
the FCC's copy contractor for anominal
fee.

In anutshell, atuned circuit is inserted
at the tower base that will place adetuning component or network in the circuit
at the other station's frequency and make
the same invisible at your operating frequency. The tuned circuit is really half a
diplexer and is adjusted for series resonance at the other station's frequency and
parallel resonance at yours.
Minimum current
The detuning component or network is
then adjusted for minimum current in
your tower at the other station's frequency, usually measured with a temporary
sample loop placed aquarter-wavelength
(at his frequency) below the top of your
tower.
If your tower is less than a quarterwavelength long at the other station's
frequency, you can tune for minimum
current to ground on that frequency by
placing the antenna of a field strength
meter against the ground strap connecting the ground side of the detuning network, or by placing atemporary sample
loop just above the base of your tower
and using its output as atuning indicator.

AlEIG

Detuning your tower at the other station's frequency will make it invisible
to that directional array and prevent it
from reradiating and distorting the pattern. If your tower is quite near the other array and in the main lobe, you might
want to save yourself some trouble and
go ahead and detune the tower before
making the second set of measurements.
A consulting engineer can analyze the
situation, determine whether detuning
will likely be needed and design the
proper network.

/ A narrative describing the purpose of
the measurements;
./ The equipment, procedures and personnel used to make the measurements;
if The environmental conditions under
which these measurements were made;
be A description of any detuning apparatus installed; and
/ The credentials of the person supervising the measurements.
A tabulation of the measurements
should be included by radial, listing the
bearing of the radial, the point number
of each measurement (this must correspond with the point number for the
same point on the last full proof of performance), the distance from the station
(this, too, must agree with the point distance from the last full proof), the DA
field strength noted before construction,
the DA field strength noted after construction and the ratio of after-construction to before- construction field
strength at each point. The arithmetic or
logarithmic average of the ratios for
each radial should be shown.
The next part of this series will deal
with antenna impedance measurements,
spurious/harmonic measurements and
FCC paperwork.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas.
Contact him at (972) 445-1713 or via email at cbceng@compuserve.com

XL12
12kw AM

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

nautel

Transmitter

NAUTEL offers solid state AM broadcast transmitters from
1,000 watts to 300,000 watts and higher, solid state FM
broadcast transmitters from 3,500 watts to 20,000 watts and
a digital FM exciter NAUTEL AM and FM transmitters offer high
overall efficiency, unique redundancy and reliability features and
over 27 years of solid state design experience.

FM-5
5kw FM
Transmitter

ABS is proud to represent NAUTEL Solid State Transmitters.

In the Great Lakes Region:
JACK CONNERS
Toll Free: 800-999-9281

In the Southeast Region:
JOHN GEORGE
Toll Free: 800-951-7443

FAX:
E-mail:

FAX:
E-mail:

616-452-1652
jconners@abg.com

803-951-3123
jgeorge@abg.com

For aquotation or additional information about our solid state AM and FM transmitters and digital FM exciter, please contact Jack or John today.
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The Short/cut Editor is your
next tape recorder, edit block
and digital delivery system.

It's UnReel.
So is our free test drive offer.
Discover for yourself why
the Shortcut Personal Audio
Editor is the perfect replacement for generations of
reel-to-reel tape recorders.
It delivers massive hard disk
storage, provides true cut and
paste waveform editing, and
makes low-cost copies to the
popular ZIP dri
ve .* It even has
built-in speakers.
Shortcut is powerful enough

for production, yet easy enough
for fast on-air editing. All this
in one compact,
Eltrivee, It
portable and sexy unit.
If you've got alot to do,
and not enough time to
do it in, it's time for aShortcut.
So here's our offer. Take it out
for atest drive on our nickel.
We're that sure that after you
test drive it, you'll want to
park it at your place.

Attention call
letter stations.**
You're only a
phone call away
from afree
10-day Test Drive.
So try it out.
We'll understand if
you don't give it back.
(818) 991-0360

PROFESSIONAL

DIGITAL AUDIO

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax ( 818) 991-1360 / www.360systems.com
*Optional accessory.
**Offer good in U.S. and Canada only.
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Get A Better Grip With Ice Hockey Tape
pieces. The emergency job was completed.
Jim also has a tip for worn indicator
Jim Arcaro, aCertified Professional
lines on rotary fader knobs. An operator
Broadcast Engineer, has a great sugcomplained of not being able to see
gestion to keep your hands from slipwhere the knob was pointing. Rather
ping off or being cut by metal tools.
Jim used to play ice hockey and used
than buy a replacement knob, Jim
black hockey tape regularly — it
sought to economize and grabbed alittle
keeps the hands from slipping off the
bottle of fluid used by the receptionist to
correct typing mistakes.
stick.
Either masking tape or " invisible"
He picked up aroll of hockey tape at
office tape can be used to mask the knob.
a sporting goods store and keeps it in
his shop. When he needs a good grip,
Simply repaint the line groove and the
knob is good as new.
he wraps the handle with this cloth
tape.
The indentation in the fader knob will
It works on more than wrenches. I prevent the whitener from flaking off,
recently used some of this tape around
and if it does, just reapply.
the end of ahacksaw blade. Somebody
What is nice about the whitener is that
borrowed the hacksaw frame and all I mistakes can be quickly repaired; just
had were the blades. Wrapping the last
scratch off the dried compound and start
5inches of the blade with the tape both
over.
gave a good grip and prevented the
Jim also has used this compound on
blade from chewing my fingers to
oscilloscope faces where the line is
John Bisset

erbout ET
Ti E

molded into the graticule rather than
printed on in colored ink. This makes
viewing from adistance easier.

jacket, as well as the larger automotive
ATC MaxiBlade fuses used in new cars
today. Those 50- or 60- amp fuses are

MIZE & Co.
Kingman, Kan.
Chris Stuckey
(800) 835-1016
Wiring/hose accessories

1(
Reach Jim Arcaro online at jgarcaro@juno.com
***
Time for another entry in your
Workbench card file. This suggestion
comes from Michael McCarthy, who
runs a full-service contract engineering
and special projects company based in
Chicago. The company is Mize and Co.,
and they sell wire products and accessories.
Some of the products Michael recommends are standard wire lugs and

great in ENG and remote vans. Mize &
Co. even sells the fuse holders.
The company is geared toward the
automotive/retail service center, but they
will sell to the little guy not in that line
of work. Best of all, most of the materials they sell are made in the United
States. To reach Mike McCarthy, call
(847) 640-8965.
***
Finally, remember what a stylus is?
Figure 1offers asuggestion for the empty box.

SAVE '
fir S

Figure 1

Whirlwind makes acomplete line of
specialty items that drop into your
toolkit and save you time on the job.
They offer rugged construction,
thought-out details, and Whirlwind
performance. Call toll free 888.733.4396
for product and dealer information.

îf

hir, ‘ felr' rei (5f

Check out our full catalog! haplhevewhirlwodusacom
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heat- shrink tubing. The company sells
a complete line of lugs for all wire
gages, with various platings and insulators.
For example, Mike averages about
$6.50 for 100 22- gage nylon crimp
lugs. In addition to the standard lugs,
they stock sizes you never knew existed — how about 6- gage to No. 10
screw loop terminal? Maybe a No. 4
wire butt- splice, or even heat- shrink
butt splices with heat-activated sealing
compound!
The company also supplies heavy
wire for 12V applications such as remote
vans, along with an assortment of automotive electrical accessories.
Mike found welding wire with ared

Keeping miniature hardware in one
place can be a challenge. Small styli
boxes can solve the problem, especially
when adeck has been disassembled and
is awaiting replacement parts. If the
hardware is small, clear flexible onepiece cassette storage cases will work
too.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for nearly 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044,
or e-mail to
jbisseteharris.com

E SMART SOLUTION
FUR TOMORROW'S
REMOTES TO ay

from MARTITm- The Remote Experts

Today's telephone remotes demand
asmart solution, and that solution is
SMARTITm - the family of field proven,
adjustable bandwidth telephone
codecs from the MARTI line of
remote products.
Is your telephone codec frequently
renegotiating the modem connection
as the phone line changes? SMARTrs
33.6kbps internal modem auto
adjusts to these changing conditions
and its MFG compression and DSP
technology provides superior audio
quality. Including an array of easyto-use controls, the 51b. SMARTI
out-features and out-performs all

SMARTI
RKS-411

other telephone remote products.
SMART! is available in field portable
or rack mount models.
For complete specifications, or to
order yours for next day shipment,
contact your favorite MARTI

SMARTI RKS-111

distributor or visit us on the

field Portable/Rack Mount

Internet at www.bdcast.com.

CALI NOW FOR SPECIAL SUMMER PRICES!
Guaranteed Next Day Shipment

MARTI products from

Need Solutions 7
nabdcastcom

or fin 645-8183

¡he BI emblem is aregistered trademark ot Broadcast Electronics. Inc
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Neither Rain, Nor Sleet, Nor Snow
Troy Conner
After more than 45 days of fog, wind,
calluses, sweat, bug bites, hay fever and
other pleasantries in Wake Forest, N.C.,
the biggest part of the job finally is
done. The 74-foot, four-and- a-half ton
antenna is up and aligned atop the
1,200- foot WCPE(FM) tower and is
being tested.

Figure 1: Timmy rides the pan.
Last month Irecounted tales of my
tower crew's nearly continuous weather
woes. The crew sat around a lot and
held cookouts on the hotel sidewalk,
waiting for the rain to quit so we could
continue the project for this public radio
station on 89.7 MHz.
We were able to rig the tower and
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then assemble the five- ton, 140- foot
gin pole on the side of the tower. We
then inched the pole and its track up to
the tower top to await a favorable
weather window.
The process somewhat resembled a
NASA launch: the conditions had to be
just right before lifting alarge and basically unwieldy object, in this case a
"spiny" Dielectric antenna.
Sunny day
When a sunny day arrived at last,
things just seemed to take longer than
planned. As with most tasks, the devil is
in the details. The big tasks went relatively quickly, while some of the
"small" items took considerably longer
than anticipated.
The antenna, for instance, was lifted,
aligned and then bolted into place in
about four hours. On the other hand,
"plumbing," or running the four- inch
rigid copper transmission line, took several days longer than originally planned.
The one-and-a-half-inch conduit, serving the antenna electrically, also took
days more than any of us expected. In
fact, because of several shorts, the crew
is back on site as Iwrite this, hastily
repulling runs in the electrical system,
so the top strobes can be lit and the customer can crank the new antenna up to
100-pecent power. In Figure 1, Timmy,
our "top pusher" (on-tower foreman), is
shown riding the pan with a load of
inch-and-a-half conduit.
In addition to man-handling more than
100 10-foot "sticks" of heavy conduit,
threading it together and U-bolting it
inside the tower, we had awad of wires
to stuff. In all, there were 18 wires to
deal with: seven #4 wires, four # 10

• • •

wires and seven # 14 wires. As you
might imagine, the J-Boxes (junctions)
were atad tight.
Another example of an unexpectedly
time-consuming task was the installation
of the antenna elements. Because of its
diameter, the Dielectric TDM antenna
cannot be trucked with all of its radiating elements in place.
Once the antenna was unloaded and
set on its custom trestles ( oversized
saw-horses), some of these elements
could be bolted in place before lifting.
In addition, the elements on the side
of the antenna where the two "picking"
or lifting lugs are located are left off the
mast intentionally, thus reducing the risk

clockwise (toward me) around the gin
pole until it was positioned above the
inkwell or socket. Then the antenna was

Figure 2: It's 'element-ary.' Installation of some antenna elements must
wait until after the antenna is safely rotated around the yellow gin pole.
of hang-ups as the antenna is lifted and
rotated around the gin pole.
If you look closely at Figure 2you can
see some of these elements at about the
level of my feet. Were these installed
prior to lifting, it would become nearly
impossible to rotate the antenna around
the yellow gin pole safely. Taped to each
loose element is the little cotton bag
containing the required bolts for each
assembly.
Chris, our resident New Yorker, is visible about 30 feet below me, making
sure nothing got hung up on the pole or
tower. Large antenna "sets" (or lifts) can
be some of the most dangerous work in
this business. If your insides aren't constricted, you probably shouldn't be up
there.
The lingering fear of aforeign environment and the constant flow of adrenaline
keep us safe. Fortunately, this particular
lift went off in picture-perfect fashion.

Figure 3: At 1,200 feet, the remaining antenna elements are installed.

Bolt proudly
Once the base of the antenna had been
lifted above the tower top ( slightly
above my feet in Figure 2), we rotated it

gently lowered down into the inkwell
and bolted into final position.
When we arrived at 7 a.m., the antenna lay horizontal on its trestles; at noon,
when we broke for lunch, it stood,
proudly bolted, at 1,200 feet. The
remainder of the afternoon was spent
installing the antenna elements on the
gin pole side (see Figure 3).
Ispent a delightful afternoon trying
not to drop tiny stainless nuts and bolts,
all while contorting into odd positions to
bolt the remaining elements into place.
Working with Greg from California, we
would lower the gin pole from element
to element so we would have aplace to
work from.
Typical of my tower pictures, Figure 3
shows my boot. Iam standing atop the
pole so Ican hold the element; Greg is
rooting in his bolt bag for awrench.
Let's just say it was loads of fun, and
leave it at that.
u. .
Troy Conner is the owner of Tower
Maintenance Specialists. Reach him by
phone at ( 704) 837-3526 or via fax at
(704) 837-1015.
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Protect Against Solar Transits
Understand Sun Outages Now in Order to Avoid
Satellite Program Problems This Fall
Bill Sepmeier
Twice each year, broadcasters who use
satellite-delivered programming experience aweek or so of daily interruptions in
program delivery due to "sun outages," or
more accurately, "solar transits." Even
though these events can be predicted to
the second, they still tend to catch us by
surprise. Programs abruptly disappear for
a few minutes each day. Engineers are
called in to "fix" the problem.
The satellites and transponders used in

the radio broadcast industry are geostationary, located 22,300 miles above the
equator in an orbit ring around the Earth
commonly called the Clark Belt.
When an artificial satellite is placed
into this ring, the speed at which the
satellite revolves around the earth coincides with the rotational speed of the
Earth below. Thus, the satellite effectively becomes "stationary" in regard to its
position over the planet. This is handy,
because radio and television signals can
be "bounced" off the satellite to and from

ground-based terminals that do not have
to track the "fixed" spacecraft.
There are only acouple of problems
with this elegant system. First, the Earth
does not rotate exactly in the same plane
formed by itself and the sun. If it did, we
would experience no seasonal changes
here, and life as we know it would be
much different.
So inclined
The Earth spins on an axis that is
somewhat inclined from the solar plane,
and because the spin inclination is constant as the Earth itself revolves around
the sun, the north half of the planet
receives amore direct shot of sunlight for
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ALL THIS

ROADRUNNER

When you're rushing off to your next remote
you don't want to lug around a lot of equipment.
RoadRunner from MUSICAM USA gives you:
A 3-channel mixer
Built-in ISDN Terminal Adapter with
integrated NT- 1
MUSICAMeMPEG Layer II, Layer III and
G.722 for total compatibility
Internal power supply or external battery
All in one box.

Perform
outdist
MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Street, Building 4, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 USA
Tel: 732/739-5600
Fax: 732/739-1818 • Fax On Demand: 732/935-2777

MUSICAM USA

Email: sales@musicamusa.corn
Internet: http://vvww.musicamusa.com

Prices shown are published manufacturer's list prices as of 3/1/98
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half the year, providing us with spring
and summer in this hemisphere. On the
other side of the revolution around the
sun, the other half of the planet gets the
more direct shot, delivering spring and
summer down there while we northernhemisphere folks go skiing and scrape ice
from our windshields.
Because the artificial satellites must,
by design, remain exactly over the equator, their orbit is inclined from the solar
plane to match the planet " below."
Placing them in the right spot is done
soon after launch, and .stationkeeping
needed to keep them there continues until
the spacecraft runs out of propulsion fuel
some 10 to 15 years after deployment.
Satellites that can no longer remain in
the proper fixed location can still operate,
but their orbits incline back toward the
"natural" plane formed by the Earth and
sun. In order to continue to use them,
ground-based antennas must be able to
move and track the apparent movements
of the spacecraft caused by the gravitational pull of the sun.
Not the brightest bulb
Second problem: Communications
satellites do not actually "bounce" signals.
They receive signals beamed up to them in
the microwave bands and immediately
transpose these signals to new frequencies,
which are then transmitted back down at
the new frequency to microwave receive
antennas on the ground.
Most modern C-band satellites transmit these signals back to us with TWTAs,
traveling wave tube amplifiers, operating
at about 15 to 20 W. Ku-band satellites in
general ( non-DBS) service typically
operate at power levels from 15 W on
older platforms, to 60 W on the newer
hybrid spacecraft.
Fifteen watts. Think about it. That is
approximately the same power as the bulb
in your refrigerator. Sixty watts. Almost
too dim even for areading lamp. And we
receive alot of our day-part programming
material from these little fridge lamps
located 22,300 miles away above us. Don't
you love rocket science?
Last problem: In addition to generating and radiating enough light and heat
to support life on Earth, the sun transmits a pretty healthy amount of radio
frequency energy across the entire RF
portion of the spectrum, including alot
of energy on the exact same frequency
as the one in use by the satellite network your station uses for mid-day programming and news.
Twice ayear, the Earth, spinning away
on its little inclined axis, surrounded by
hundreds of little fridge lamps in orbit over
that inclined axis, all of this happily
revolving around the sun, passes through a
point in space where the Earth, your satellite receiving antenna, the fridge lamp you
are looking at and the sun Aline up.
During this period of time each spring
and fall, these so-called solar transits
bring the alignment of your antenna and
the celestial bodies of satellite and sun
within a degree of arc for a period of
about five minutes each day. This lasts
approximately one week.
With the sun and your satellite
transmitting on the same frequency,
and the sun using avery efficient thermonuclear fusion power source, the
fridge lamp carrying Rush Limbaugh
loses. Sure as taxes.
You know the location of your antenna
as well as the location of the satellite you
are looking at. The location of the sun is
See SEPME1ER, page 31
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#1FM all-music station in PhiIly, probably because

the Omnia completes our all-digital studio. Now, our sound is so
loud, so clear.., very well-defined with absolutely -!I, u1
And the Omnia is one thing that my PD and
Iagree on. It's definitely akeeper."
Russ Mundschenk, Chief Engineer,
WBE13, 101.1 FM, Philadelphia, PA

Russ dared to go where his
competition isn't. Yet.
The all- digital Omnia.fm processor from
Cutting Edge delivers all the clarity and
precision of digital, with the fullness and
depth of analog. Positively no grunge.
And loudness that blows the suits right
out of their... well, suits.
•

Demo the Omnia in your station for 60
days*. We think everyone will agree
that the Omnia makes your station
sound better than ever. If not, you have
a money- back guarantee from Cutting
Edge. Call 216.241 . 3343 or the Omnia
dealer in your area. Because this is
where you want to go. Just ask Russ.
Omnia. The promise of digital...
delivered.

CUTTINGEDGE
2104 SUPERIOR AVENUE
-

TEL: 216.241.3343
e:Demo requests :must be submitted as a purchase order.

E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM

'Terms are available from your Omnia dealer listed below

Audio Broadcast Group
Bradley Broadcast Sales

WWW.NOGRUNGE.COM

3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd.
12401 "Nvinbrook Park-way

135W Broadcast Supply
Crouse-Kimzey Company

Grand Rapids. MI 49507

Rockville MD 20852

7012 27th Street West
P.O. Box 155999

CLEVELAND, 011f 441 14
FAX: 216.241.41103

Tacoma, WA 98466

Fort Worth TX 76155

Radio Communications Unlimited

Tel: 616.452.1596

Tel 800.732.7665
Tel: 800.426.8434
Tel: 800.433.25

5509 Barrington

Fax: id 6.452.1652

Fax: 301.230.6526
Fax: 800.231.d:15S
Fax: 972.623..2800

Ocdtewah, 11-N 37363

www: supporteabg.com

www: infoebradleybroadcast.com
www: infoebswusa.com
www: saleseproaudio.com

Tel/Fax: 423.396.3743
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Now you can get digital technology and PR8E reliability in the same console. Integrity Ifs the first digital on-air board that also speaks fluent itnalog. All 1.6 inputs can handle. analog
signals. Ten can also accept digital inputs at any.sample .rate. So :t;'ou can deal with the hodgepodge of equipment in real-world studios. A unique architecture also guarantees alevel of reliability other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest, assured your signal will stay on the air.
Whafs more, you get on-board DST' voice processing, .remote or local configuration controls,
and Channel-specific remote control connections. And you can set, save and. recall. each board
configuratim at the touch of abutton for seamless transitions from show to show.
For abrochure, call us at 760-438-3911, visit wwwpre.com or e-mail sales@pre.com

The LW dispIdgs audio letels, time-of-day
clocks session status and urn, timers with a
WindouN interface to powerful configuration
management and session-basedfeatures.

Intirity:s difference Ls more than just digital.
It also offers fintr special-pulxLse buses to
provide automated mix- minus for telephone
and remote feeds, each with 11.11.

PACIFIC

RESEARCH

Intcwity uses an array of-state-of-the-art
floatinp,-point digital signal processors to perfOrm its mixing, routing and otherfunctions.
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Each fader has a 10-characteralphanumeric
display. The display changes when another
audio source is assigned, which can happen
either manually or at apreassigned time.
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include the management of the network's
country product and services division with a
focus on new marketing strategies.
Premier also has two other new faces on
staff. Michael Connolly has been named
senior vice president/eastern sales manager, and Roby Wiener is vice president of
marketing services. Connolly comes to
Premier from CBS Radio Networks where
he served as vice president/sales manager
of the network's southern region. Wiener,
formerly with Warner-Lambert, has served
as chair of the Radio Committee for the
Association of National Advertisers.

Cariffe Joins Chancellor
Chancellor Media Corp. named Joe
Cariffe to the new position of director of
sales for the company's radio station

Vane ; sa Thomas
Harris Names Bisset to
Sales Team
Harris Corp. named John Bpsset as
the radio field sales manager for the
Middle Atlantic states.
Bisset, a member of the SBE and a
columnist for RW, replaces Carl
Davis, who transfured to the company's television field sales staff.
The Harris Broadcast Division supplies analog and digital broadcast
products, including AM and FM radio
transmitters and related equipment,
and distributes studio products from
more than 10,000 manufacturers.
Premier Appoints Thomas,
Connolly, Wiener
Premiere Radio Networks has appointAl Vanessa Thomas to the new position of
vice president of affiliate marketing/country
division. Thomas' new responsibilities

Predict
Sun
Outages
SEPMEIER, continued from page 28

aknown fact. So it is easy to predict
when these alignments will occur,
especially with adesktop PC.
The
Internet,
especially
www.broadcast.net, is the home of a
couple of nice programs that can
save you alot of headaches.
Finally, if you do forget to predict
a transit and are called into the studio while all of your satellite
receivers are "in fade," one contributor to an Internet forum discussing
solar transits suggested you stand in
front of the receivers, utter a mumbled and cryptic "magic incantation"
while slowly waving your hands
over the equipment, and then
announce, "This will clear up in
about two minutes, but will happen
again tomorrow and for the next few
days. Or until Iget araise."
Bill Sepmeier is vice president, engineering, of NSN Network Services Lid,
a Jacor Communications Corp. company in Avon, Colo. He is afree-lance
writer and public speaker on satellite
and Internet topics. Reach him at (970)
949-7774 or via e-mail at bill@nsn.net
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Joe Cari ffe
holdings in San Francisco.
Chancellor owns five FM and two
AM stations in San Francisco —
KI0I(FM). KMEL(FM), KKSF(FM),
KYLD(FM), KISQ(FM), KNEW(AM)
AND KABL(AM).
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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
-recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features. flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.

Features full 32-B ,tProcessing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as
Multttrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.

Iffluor
DA DPR 32

The ENCO DADpRo32
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On-Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADPRo product, but now optimized
for the Windows NT® operating system,
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format. yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.
Intuitive On- Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.
Complete On-Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously "Live" image.
Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
Interlaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

•

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
shartng of data between
multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.
• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf" computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of awide vanety
of redundancy configurations.
• DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the ffrst
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.
de

Call Your DAD Dade
«
ror ENCO For
Complete Irforrration or Dario
Check Out Tta 3 ENCO W
merco.

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.
24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 0 wqvw.enco.com
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Richmond Radio Ready to ' Explode'
Lack of Format Competition Makes Market No. 56
An Attractive Buy for Radio Advertisers
Lynn Meadows
Richmond, Va., is steeped in history
yet on the verge of tremendous growth.
The city is sometimes called "the perfect
blending of past and present."
Virginia legislators serve here in the
neo Classical Virginia State Capitol
building, designed by Thomas Jefferson.
Jefferson Davis served as president of the
Confederacy here in Richmond. He is
buried here, as are more than 18,000

monument to Richmond native and tennis great Arthur Ashe, Jr.
Beyond the city limits are the counties
of Chesterfield, Hanover and Henrico that
make up the rest of the Richmond market
and add the suburban sprawl of malls and
single-family homes. The city was recently
named the No. 1mid-size city in the south
by Money Magazine. Total 12+ population
in the market is expected to approach 1
million by the year 2000.
The blend of past and present is evident

half of the stations in the market.
Of those three groups, Sinclair Telecable
has the longest history in Richmond. The
family-run company also owns radio stations in Norfolk, Va., and Austin, Texas.
Richmond native Ben Miles is vice

July 8, 1998
president of Sinclair Telecable and general manager of its four Richmond stations:
urban station WCDX(FM), urban AC
WPLZ-FM ( licensed
to
nearby
Petersburg), smooth jazz WSMJ(FM) and
gospel WGCV(AM).
Miles joined WCDX in 1987, two years
after Sinclair Telecable built the station.
The company had been trying avariety of
formats without great success. When it
See RICHMOND, page 35

A Rossfock' and His
01' Yellow Legal Pad
Doug Tracht

Photo by Alan R. Peterson

For abossjock charged with the job
of making people laugh every morning, nothing is more frightening than

Ihave to write stuff down or I'll
forget about it. That's my life — I'm
always in pursuit of ajoke, and paper
is where my jokes reside ( after I've
thought ' em up, that is). What am I

Doug The Greaseman Tracht

Radio in Richmond airs against a background of history.
Confederate soldiers. Granite stones honoring Robert E. Lee, Jefferson Davis and
Stonewall Jackson share space on
Monument Avenue with a newly added

in Richmond radio, where the same faces
have remained in management positions
despite the flurry of consolidation activity
in which three groups have scooped up

staring at a blank yellow legal pad.
That's why Iscribble on just about
anything that's not nailed down —
including that pad — in an effort to
help me remember what the heck I
want to talk about on the air! Hey, I'm
organized ... an organized mess!

going to talk about on any given morning? What new topical or zesty joke
can Iunleash on my unsuspecting public? What's on TV or in the papers that
Ihave to pontificate about? It all goes
down on my yellow legal pad. I'll tell
See GREASE, page 37

We bring you the biggest niiht
in country music...EVERY NIGHT!
e

•Live from Music Row with Dallas Turner & celebrity co- hosts
•Mon. - Fri., 7p- mid

JONES RADIO NETWORK'
For market exclusivity, call Michael Henderson, Director of Affiliate Saks 303-784-8700
Grde ( 159) Ow Reader Service Card
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Perfect Cart machine replacement: play, stop, pa,ise, loop, link . .
Perfect for Live Assist: Jingle box,

Honer Editcr., cP_y. much more .

Perfect for Automation: Voice Over 2ecorder, Segue Eoitor, & more . . •
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#1manufacturer

Live On Air
$495

of Pieta' Workstations in Radio !!!
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(includes Live Assist software)

Cart Machine Control
$750
Jingle Box Control
$1,195
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Optional Front S4SS

Dl4 Digital Audio Engine
2,995 ( 24- hrs — 2,000 spots)
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The DLz1- is atechnology & price breakthrough I!! More reliable aid 1/4 the price of c,omparable products.
the DL4
that

;
5

is NOT

controlle

a F'C computer with sound card in it.

The DL4 is in fact a digital audio appliance

by Arrakis LCD control panels, jingle boxes” and Windows

95

FC computers.

If

the PC -fails, your audio library is still available ! H Expandable from 5 Mays & 1Record to up
to SE Fays & 32 Records, the

DL4

its

any size station o reeds. You can even use your

favorite I
9C based digital editor for production with the DL4 On .Air !!!

Call TODAY '_;
o find

out how little t yi,1 cost for you to SAVE money aria move into the 21st century !!!
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(970) 224-2248
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'We Got Hacked!' Here's What to Do
Kim Komando
A flabbergasted program director
phoned me recently seeking advice. He
explained that his station's Internet Web
site was "hacked," apparently by some
unfriendly listeners who wanted to tell
the station and its Web site visitors what
they really thought of one of their most
popular talk hosts. This went unnoticed
for hours until the general manager called
with the news. Talk about bad timing.
The best way to manage a security
breach is to keep it from happening in the
first place.
What can you do?

your Web page and the information, look
to your internal operations. Change passwords often, and use amixture of letters,
numbers, and other characters such as the
ampersand ("&"). This is important for
radio stations that usually have a fair
share of visitors, employees and staffing
changes.
You also must limit access to sensitive
information within the station. Ask yourself these questions.
•Who will update and change the Web site?
•Who else knows the passwords?
•Which computers in your office have
access to the passwords?
•Most important, how well do you know
the person (or persons) in charge of doing
the job, and can he or she be trusted?

Safe and secure
The first step is to make sure that your
system is as secure as it can be. When I
say "your system," Imean whatever sysWhen hackers attack
tem you do business on, whether it is
How can you tell whether you have
your computer system or that of your
been attacked? And more important, what
Internet Service Provider.
should you do?
Your first line of defense is areliable
First, make sure that you review daily
firewall, acombination of hardware and
the activities on your Web site so you
software that controls access to acomknow what it normally looks like, and
puter system. Suppose that the only
also to track what is and is not working.
means of remote access to your computer
The best way to tell whether you have
is by using amodem attached to the cornbeen attacked is to monitor your site con-

Team. The sole purpose of this nonprofit, around-the-clock organization, sponsored by various members of the
Internet community, is to address security issues and concerns.
You can reach CERT by phone at
(412) 268-7090 or by e-mail at
cert@cert.org
Ialso suggest visiting the CERT Web
site at www.cert.org for some valuable
information.

RICHMOND, continued from page 32

changed the format to urban contemporary that year, WCDX was in the top
five within eight months and has
remained in the top five ever since,
Miles said. The group acquired competitor WPLZ in 1992 and WSMJ in
1996. It LMAs WGCV with Hoffman
Communications, which has two other
religious stations in the market.
Clear Channel came to Richmond
in 1992 and now owns six stations:
big band WTVR(AM), light AC

thing you can do is talk about it on the air.

stantly for any — Irepeat, any — suspicious or unusual activity.
Consider these points:
•Have you noticed an unexplained
increase or decrease in traffic through
your site?
•Are you suddenly using up considerably
more disk space?
•When you look at the daily activity
reports and hits from your Web site, do
you notice any unusual activity or patterns?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, there probably is a good
explanation. You should still check
everything out, however. If you don't
know how to proceed, contact CERT,
the Computer Emergency Response

RADIO REVENUETh 'I
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WTVR(FM), news/talk WRVA(AM),
sports/news WRNL(AM), classic rock
WRXL(FM) and CHR station
WRVQ(FM).
In 1996, Clear Channel purchased
AC station WTVR(FM) and its AM
counterpart for $ 18 million, the highest sales price in the market so far.
WTVR " Light 98" General Sales
Manager Jean Massey believes that
figure would definitely be higher
today.
"We've gotten great ratings. The
format seems to be really hot right
now across the country. Country used
to be number one in this market for
years, and this is our third book in a
row in adults 25-54 that we have been
number one over the country station,"
she said.
Formats
Atlantic Star, adivision of Capstar,
is the most recent player in the market
thanks to the purchase of SFX
Broadcasting. The group owns country station WKHK(FM), classic hits
WKLR(FM), hot AC WMXB(FM)

9%

Local

10

15

20%

Strong sales gains at the national level in April helped drive up year-to-date
national radio revenue performance. A 17 percent jump in April did the trick,
helping to drive combined national and local radio revenue to apace 10 percent
ahead of last year's.
"The recent trend of national dollars filtering into small and medium markets
continued in April," said Radio Advertising Bureau President and CEO Gary Fries.
April marked the 68th consecutive month of ad revenue gains, RAB said.

If you do get hacked, the very worst
thing you can do is talk about it on the
air. That tells other malicious folks just
how vulnerable your site is and gives
the culprits attention that they seek.
After your station gets hacked, silence
is golden.
Copyright 1998, The Komando Corp.
All rights reserved. Kim Komando hosts
the most popular weekend and daily feature computer talk radio show syndicated
by WestStar TalkRadio Network. For
more information, call ( 602) 3818200 ext. 201 or send e-mail to
affiliaterelations@weststar.com

New Retail Openings
Bode Well for Richmond

If you do get hacked, the worst

puter. Simply turning off the modem is a
firewall in its simplest form.
If you are involved with broadcasting
online and promoting your show or station, you want the entire world to have
access to your system around the clock.
Although this access is great for listeners,
it is easy to see the security problem this
creates.
Your system is vulnerable to attack 24
hours aday, seven days aweek. You have
no reason to cut corners. Unless you are a
phenomenally talented hacker, don't even
consider building your own firewall. Just
like brain surgery, this is one area you
should trust the experts.
Unfortunately, agood firewall can cost
as much as brain surgery, so don't be surprised when you get the bill.
After securing the server that contains
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and WBZU(FM), which is the only
alternative station in the market.

"One thing that is really good for us
in the market is there are no duplications of formats," Massey said. There is
only one FM country station, for
instance, one alternative station and one
classic rock station. The three urban stations on the FM band, two of which are
urban AC, are the exception.
"I think Richmond is somewhat
unique in that, for acity its size, it is
probably 'under-radio-ed,' especially
in terms of FM stations," Miles said.
"I don't think it has the level of competition you would find in most markets this size or in markets within
close proximity, like Norfolk, Va., or
Washington, D.C.
"The agencies all the time say 'Hove
buying Richmond' because you can
really reach the 25-54 audience with
about three stations," Massey said.
Sherry Jenkins, senior broadcast
buyer with The Martin Agency,
agreed. "With Richmond, you've got
one of each format. You can go in and
be very specific targeted. If you've
got a specific product, you know
exactly who you are going to need to
talk to."
Hot growth
The hottest trend in Richmond is
growth. Motorola and White Oaks
Semiconductor will soon open plants.
New retail businesses like Home
Depot are moving in, and Kohl's
Department Store opened its first
three Richmond area stores in April.

IQI.1
Since the passage of the
Telecommunications Act, market revenue growth has been in the single
digits. About 12 local stations report
revenue information to Miller,
Kaplan, Arase & Co.
According to Massey, the Miller,
Kaplan figures in 1996 show a 6.5
percent market growth for local and
national dollars combined. In 1997,
that figure fell to 5 percent. Year-todate through April, the number was
6.2 percent.
"I would like to see the market
grow alittle bit better than that, to be
very honest with you," Massey said.
"But Iam hoping that it will grow
with the growth in the market, with
See RICHMOND, page 43
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Internet-Only Time Machine Bows
Will Recreating the Feel of 1960s Radio Be the
Answer to Profitable Webcasting in the '90s?
Alan Haber
What it means in the grand scheme of
things is anyone's guess, but Ricky the K's
three-hour, five-night-a-week "Solid Gold
Time Machine," available only on the
Internet and only to subscribers, may wind
up pointing the way toward what many
consider to be either simply elusive or
patently non-existent: profit in cyberspace.
Buck stops here
Stations and other program providers
trying to make a buck on the Internet
might be well advised to at least keep an
eye on the DJ otherwise known as
Richard Kaufman.
"We're giving people radio that they
haven't had in 35 years," said Kaufman.
That's what alittle plate reverb and vacuum tube compression and limiting will do
for the average ' 60s radio denizen.
As radio continues to stab at
Webcasting in the hopes of either

increasing brand awareness or adding to
the bottom line, focus groups and other
research-oriented activities beget hints
that may or may not suggest ways to
make the Internet work for the medium.
Kaufman certainly is working, putting in
long hours in his Dallas studio, pumping out
'60s groove after ' 60s groove. He doesn't
call the songs he plays "oldies"; he finds the
word "very demeaning." Ricky the K projects with abandon into his RCA 77-DX ribbon microphone, spewing bit after bit, intro
after intro, recreating the feel of ' 60s radio as
only achild of the '60s can.
"We are the HBO of radio," said
Kaufman of " The Solid Gold Time
Machine."
"You can go watch free movies in a
thousand different places, yet people are
willing to pay extra money to watch
HBO, to watch Showtime, to watch
Cinemax. There are athousand places to
listen to oldies, but there are people
(who) are willing to pay extra money to

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

630

Sound Effects
on - $ 9.9
60 day money- back
guarantee! Call Ghostwriters
at 612-522-6256 or write to:
elheoeswinseo
2412 Unity Ave N., Dept RW,
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For complete track listings, go to
web site: http://radio-malicom
READER SERVICE 46

Radio Station Data Base
Only $149!
Addresses, Formats, Phone, FAX
Market Size, Ratings & More!
Also: Group mailing to
GMs, PDs, SMs & CEs.

The Radio Mall
1-888-852-4747

1012 hit songs from 1980-1995
1229 hit songs from 1954-1969
545 hit songs from the 70's
819 Kickin' Country Hits
on CD for Only $499 each
(per set plus shipping)
For complete track listings
NOW go to web site:
http://radio-mall.com or
Email: mediamall@aol.corn or
Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at
1-888-852-4747
For radio broadcast only'
READER SERVICE 96
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10 CD's of Buy-out Music,
Production & Sound EFFects

Only $495
60-day money-back guarantee!
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ORDER TOLL- FREE
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More songs
Like musical variety.
Kaufman boasts he bests the
number of songs on the average oldies station playlist
with his 3,000- strong tune
arsenal and won't repeat any
song for about nine weeks.
"We have to distance ourselves as far away from the
oldies stations as possible,"
said Kaufman. " We have
looked at all the people who
really, really love oldies —
what their major complaint is
with all oldies stations — and
we've addressed those complaints."
"The Solid Gold Time
Machine," Kaufman said, "is
designed ... for long-term listening, for people who will listen to all three hours every
night." Music lovers pining for
Barry McGuire's No. 1 1965
waxing, "Eve of Destruction,"
or Allan Sherman's No. 2
smash from 1963, " Hello
Mudduh, Hello Fadduh! ( A
Letter From Camp)," or The
Critters' top-20 1966 tune, "Mr.
Dieingly Sad" ( or, possibly,
Rolf Harris' 1963 No. 3platter,
'Tie Me Kangaroo Down, Sport") will find
peace everlasting in the arms of Kaufman's
Machine.
Announced in 1995 but not premiered
until May of this year, "The Solid Gold
Time Machine," which reports to ASCAP
and BMI, has taken its time to metamorphose from aproposed satellite-delivered
entity into an available- only- on- theInternet music and screaming DJ compote. The reality of cost overhead, lower

A

you reading
someone else's
copy of Radio World?
re

If so why not apply for your

personal free subscription?
Simply complete the
subscription card ey-return
it to us! You'll never have
to risk missing an issue of

RacJito WcorlcJ

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800 -336 -3045,
extension 154.

Richard Kaufman
are making aprofit. Thanks to low overhead and getting "enough subscribers a
week before the show even went on,"
Kaufman is optimistic. The sky's the limit, in fact, for gaining more sympathetic
ears for The Machine.
The chief cook and "Solid Gold Time
Machine" bottle washer does it all — he
records the show in half-hour segments as
WAV files onto ahard-drive system from
approximately midnight to 3 a.m. and

We're giving people radio that
they haven't had

Jn

35 years.
— Richard Kaufman

Over 1200 tracks! 7Ms with hundreds of :30
& :60 music beds. 2CD's with hundreds of lasers,
stingers, whooshes, news & Feature elements; &
1CD with 300 genuine sound & cartoon effects.

TOLL FREE

"Salute to
Vthe American
Farmer"

get the things that we can give them that
oldies stations can't or won't."

press time, more than 100 happy listeners
in the United States and abroad — in
mono. because Kaufman thinks it sounds
best on the Net that way. Everything on the
show is on cart except for Kaufman's live
bits, and played on 12 cart machines.
Kaufman and his partner, Dennis
Ardizzoni, aTexas state bank examiner,

in cyberspace than in the plain-old sky.
made the decision to set his sights solely
on cyberspace easy for Kaufman.
To jingle freaks and just-plain-fans of
'60s radio born basically between 1940 and
1955, the four subscription choices offered
by Kaufman may seem like acollective bargain in light of what they get in return.
They get 42 to 45 blasts from the past
per show, erupting from the years 1955 to
1971 and atotal pool of 3,000 stacks of
wax; about ahundred PAMS jingles from
the ' 60s, used under license from the jingles' owner, PAMS Productions Inc. of
Dallas; hundreds of vintage commercials,
mostly from the ' 60s (complete with the
original tags read, as God intended, live);
Kaufman's corny comedy attacks; and a
whole lotta Tonto goin' on. The Lone
Ranger's trusty sidekick kicks in with a
variety of pithy soundbites, drawn from
the do-gooder's 1950s TV show.
"The Solid Gold Time Machine," which
originated on KOMA(AM) in Oklahoma
City in the early 1990s, is Webcast to, at

uploads them as RealAudio files to his
Web site by 8:30 a.m. Subscribers must listen to the current show before the next one
is uploaded; shows are not archived.
No prep
"We're in this for the long haul," said
Kaufman. "Iintend to do this for the rest
of my broadcast life." And without prep
for his on- air antics, either. " Idon't
believe ( in traditional prep)," he said.
"Show prep is for losers. If you're doing
personality radio and you can't ad-lib,
and you can't be spontaneous, then you
had better go back and evaluate your
validity as an air talent."
The secret of Kaufman's planned longterm success on the Net? "You either
have to be different than, or better than,
and hopefully we're both."
Ricky the K's " Solid Gold Time
Machine"
Web site resides at
www.60sradio.com
Reach him at pamsjngl@flash.net
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So, What's
Funny? Ask
Grease!
GREASE, continued from page 33

if the dog eats my homework, I'm
in deep poop!
What's ripe for ribbing? The
Greaseman team and Ipretty much see
most things in life as fair game for
comedy. Sure, Itry to keep common
sense in mind, but jokes are all about
finding a scapegoat — someone,
something, someplace is going to
catch the brunt of our laughter.
To me, telling ajoke is like releasing apressure valve. For askinny kid
from the Bronx who was the victim of
alot of derision and jokes growing up,
it's kind of a payback. And it kinda
makes you feel good. In fact, Ithink a
lot of my listeners find laughter not
only therapeutic, but adaily requirement — like getting enough roughage.
Just about anything can spark a
laugh. Whenever some sort of major
news event or hideous, Hollywood
happenstance is on the front pages, for
example, jokes come out of the woodwork from every conceivable place on
earth ... and beyond! My crew and I
create and write a bunch, but they
spread like wildfire on the Internet. Ya
can't stop ' em!
And ya can't stop what they're
about. Funny's funny and, hopefully,
it's timeless, too. Ihave aton of timeless favorites. Timeless can mean just
about anything, even araunchy Redd
Foxx-like routine or a sinewy
"Seinfeld" plot twist that has me in
tears of laughter. Just about anything
is fair game.
The challenge for me and for all of
us radio people who hang our hats on
humor is to make fresh material timeless! And, when material is timeless,
you just know it.
The
golden
rule
on
The
Greaseman Show is: if it makes us
laugh, then we'll do it ... keeping in
mind, of course, the station's license.
My producer, Bill Scanlan, always
knows Ihave areal sick or zesty one
ready when Iask him, "How can we
get away with this one?" Sometimes
Ican't, so it goes into my stand-up
act. That said, I've always operated
under the adage, "Better to beg forgiveness than seek permission." Hey,
Inot only test the envelope, Ilick it!
If your job is to be funny on the
radio, be funny. Don't limit your comedy. Laugh at lots of stuff. Ilaugh at
"The Far Side" comic strip, "ILove
Lucy," comedian/actor Dennis Leary
in the movie, "The Ref'— hilarious!
Broaden your horizons. Pick up a
drop-dead serious book like one of
those holier-than-thou self-help tomes.
That'll make it easier to find laughter
in more places in the world and perhaps spark ajoke that you can jot
down on your yellow legal pad or
cocktail napkin or crumpled sliver of
paper. But be legible!
Fortunately, unlike some general
managers I've worked for (relax, it's a
joke!), Idon't doodle.
ya,
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Fans, Co- Workers Remember Morgan
day for 35 years might be a factor," he
stated.

Bob Rusk
The death of Robert W. Morgan has
silenced one of the most beloved voices
in radio. Morgan, a morning drive fixture on the Los Angeles airwaves for 30
years, passed away on May 22 after a
lengthy battle with lung cancer. He was
60.
Morgan, who most recently worked at
CBS-owned KRTH(FM), took aleave of
absence from the oldies station last year.
In an emotional statement to his listeners at the time, Morgan acknowledged
that he had cancer.
"My doctors aren't quite sure what
caused it, but suspect those two packs a

A

Huge ratings
Morgan arrived in Los Angeles in
1965 and was the original morning man
on " Boss Radio" station, KHJ(AM),
now KKHJ. With his signature phrase,
"Good Morgan," he awakened the audience with his rapid-fire baritone delivery and top-40 rock. It was a winning
combination. Morgan amassed rating
shares in the high 20s, an accomplishment that since has not been equaled in
the market.
Morgan was born in Mansfield, Ohio,
See MORGAN, page 41

Robert W. Morgan
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Tracking the ' Pulse of the Planet'
Linda Sultan
Jim Metzner, award-winning producer
and host of "Pulse of the Planet," lets
nature speak for itself.
"Pulse of the Planet" is aseries of 2minute radio programs that track the
rhythms of nature and culture. The awardwinning series is heard on more than 200
stations in 20 countries around the world.
Capturing sounds for radio as diverse
as dolphins talking, tree sap flowing and
tops spinning requires some innovative
recording techniques.
Attitude
"The most important recording technique is the attitude of the person behind
the microphone," Metzner said.
While recording, Metzner said, he tries
to be as unobtrusive as possible, letting
the sounds do the "talking." It is abalance of how to be aguide without getting
in the way of the sounds that is one of the
program's biggest challenges.
"You have to say enough so that listeners can relax and know where they are and

elephants and the ultrasonic sounds of
bats.
Metzner has encountered some unusual
situations in his role as aradio producer.
While on Cape Cod, he became part of a
whale rescue team. He learned that pilot
whales had beached themselves nearby.
With microphones in hand, he rushed
to the scene, but soon put down his
equipment and became a participant in
the rescue.
Even when on holiday, Metzner continues to record. Once on atrip to Morocco, he
took his microphones to the rooftops of the
city of Fez to recorded the call to prayer.
To assemble more than 250 programs
ayear from all over the globe, "Pulse of

the Planet" often relies on field producers and scientists who use their own
equipment.
Recently acolleague in Southeast Asia
recorded the sounds of top spinning in
Malaysia, where spinning tops is alocal
September tradition.
The tops, about the size of bowling balls,
are wrapped with rope. One team member
dramatically throws the top at full force,
another of the top-spinning team catches it
in mid-air and then athird person balances
it on asmall pedestal. The tops are squirted
with oil and often spin for hours.
It is acompetition of sorts, judged by
how well the top is tossed and how long
it spins. Music is often played at these

Radio World

top-spinning events.
Although many of the sounds featured
on "Pulse of the Planet" come from exotic
locals, Metzner also records sounds in his
own community. In the springtime, he
records the extraordinary sound of toads
found in his neighborhood.
"The sounds are hauntingly beautiful
and melodious," said Metzner. "Each toad
has aregister that it sings from and its own
separate pitch. The different sounds come
from different parts of the pond or the wetlands. When the toads sing together it is
like listening to asymphony."
11
For information from " Pulse of the
Planet," contact Andrew Rosenblum at
Murray Street Enterprise in New York City
at (212) 619-1475; via fax at (212)-3490744; via e-mail at pulse@munaystreet.com
or circle Reader Service 116.
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You've got your own set of problems.

Jim Metzner
what is going on and then the sounds speak
for themselves," Metzner said.
"Pulse of the Planet" travels the world
to record the sounds of natural phenomena and cultural events. In arecent program about sugaring time in New
England, listeners heard the sounds of
sap becoming syrup: the dripping of the
sap into the buckets and the wood fire
part of the process.
Sound to signals
Another program explored gamma ray
bursts. Because gamma rays are inaudible, very high-energy bursts detectable
only by satellite, Metzner called on scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) to translate the signals
into sound using asynthesizer. Listeners
could hear the gamma-ray bursts as tones
in the synthesizer.
"It was the first time anybody had
done that," he said.
Hand-held stereo and binaural microphones are often used to give areal sense
of the essence in aspecific location. A parabolic reflector is frequently used in field
recording. The large parabolic dish is useful in gathering bird sounds and far distant
sounds and bringing them closer.
An unusual technique employed for
the show is the use of "translations." The
technique involves receiving signals that
are well below or well above the range of
human hearing, and then adjusting the
speed of the signal so that listeners can
detect the sounds.
The technique has been used with the
infrasonic sounds of blue whales and
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Morgan Dead at 60
I> MORGAN, continued from page 37

and liked to joke that he was destined to
work in radio. After all, his parents' initials were AM and FM. "It gave me a
great excuse for not finishing my final
year in law school," he once quipped. His
first job was in 1955, on the campus station at Wooster College in Wooster, Ohio.
He then moved west and was hired at
KACY, now KTRO(AM), in Port
Hueneme, Calif. He hosted the
overnight show, " Kegler's Spare Time
with Bob Morgan," live from The
Wagon Wheel Bowl.
Morgan switched to the morning shift
at KMBY, now KNRY(AM), in
Monterey, Calif., but soon left for
KOMY(AM) in nearby Watsonville. He
worked at KOMY for just one day;
KMBY lured him back at five times his
salary after the station was flooded with
calls from Morgan's loyal fans.
Turning point
The turning point in his career came
in 1963, when he moved to KMAK,
now KCBL(AM), in Fresno, Calif. He
was hired by Ron Jacobs, who was
vice president of programming at
Colgreene Broadcasting, which then
owned the station. Jacobs did mornings
at KMAK, and Morgan was brought in
to do afternoons. " But," Jacobs told
RW, "when Iheard how much poten-

tial Morgan had, Ileft, and he took
over morning drive."
Jacobs, who would go on to be coarchitect of the "Boss Radio" format and
program director at KHJ, had two ideas
that proved crucial to Morgan's future
success: while at KMAK he changed
Morgan's air name to Robert W. Morgan
"because ' Bob Morgan' sounded less
glitzy than what we wanted:" and he
suggested that Morgan not refer to his
shift as the "Morning Show."
Good Morgan
"Why should aguy named ' Morgan'
call that time of the day ' morning.' It
was such an obvious thing," Jacobs said.
KMAK then began promoting the daypart as "the Morgan."
But Morgan quickly moved on to stations in Sacramento, Calif. and Oakland,
Calif., en route to his "Boss Jock" gig at
KHJ, where he made radio history with
his phenomenal ratings.
He brought acaustic wit to the Los
Angeles airwaves and made no apologies
for comments that sometimes raised eyebrows. An incident in 1969 provided the
kind of material that listeners had come to
expect. As he walked to his car one morning, Morgan was stopped by apolice officer. He was carrying ahandheld hair dryer, which the officer apparently mistook
for a gun. Later on his show, Morgan

Station Billboard Bares
All... For aWhile
A vandal did some celebrating on
the latest WFBQ(FM) billboard. The
Indianapolis station flaunted its 20th
anniversary with the original billboard, which proved irresistible to a
certain spray- paint "artist."
The vandal anatomically altered
the billboard, which was further

defaced several days later.
WFBQ fielded listener complaints about the graphic enhancements, as well as suggestions on
how to make the billboard more presentable, and settled on the current
picket- fence design, complete with a
new pun.
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called the officer a "punk cop."
Morgan then told the audience, "He
pulled his big gun on me ... gonna shoot
the disc jockey for carrying ahair dryer
down the street. Imay be alittle funny,
but it wasn't even plugged in!"
When alistener called Morgan's show
to complain about what he was saying,
he put her on the air. "You better watch
out, lady," the master of the one-liner
shot back. "I'll bring my hair dryer down
there and terrorize your neighborhood!"
Morgan left KHJ in 1970 and went to
WIND(AM) in Chicago. Two years later, the California sunshine lured him
back to KHJ, where he remained until
1974. He spent the remainder of his
career in Los Angeles, working at stations including adult standards-formatted KMPC(AM), now KDIS(AM).
Morgan returned to his top-40 roots in
1992, when he joined KRTH.
During his career, Morgan hosted several nationally syndicated radio programs,
including "The Robert W. Morgan Special
of the Week" in the 1970s. Among his
television credits, Morgan was the
announcer on the syndicated music show
"Solid Gold" throughout the 1980s.
Morgan was recognized with astar on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame in 1993.
The following year, he was among the
charter inductees into the National
Broadcasters Hall of Fame, along with
former President Ronald Reagan, Larry
King, and Ted Turner.
Morgan is survived by his wife
Shelley and daughter Susanna. Donations

in his name may be sent to: The Robert
W. Morgan Cancer Awareness Fund,
19528 Ventura Boulevard. Suite 603.
Tarzana, CA 91356.

Tributes
"I followed Robert in the 9 a.m. to
noon slot at KHJ and learned alot from
him. We are all composites of people
we admire, and he was someone I
always admired. As long as I'm doing a
show, there will always be a ' Good
Morgan.' There's alot of him in me."
— Charlie Tuna
"Robert and Iworked together at
KMPC. He was a wonderful friend
and one of the greatest radio people of
our time. A couple of years ago, when
he was at KRTH, we put on the
Beautiful Downtown Burbank Film
Festival and showed only one film:
'Attack of the Killer Tomatoes.' jt was
amagic moment!"
— Gary Owens
"Robert W. Morgan was to Los
Angeles morning drive what Johnny
Carson was to national television. It is
impossible to imagine radio in Los
Angeles without the best 'Boss Jock'
in the business. His unique combination of timing, wit, and charm made
him aman without peer."
— Kevin Gershan, former producen
"The Roben W. Morgan Show"
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Bayliss to Roast Randy
Michaels in October
Stephanie Muller
The John Bayliss Broadcast
Foundation will host its 13th Annual
Bayliss Media Roast on Oct. 27 at
The Pierre Hotel in New York City.
The Bayliss Foundation, which was
established in 1984, gives scholarships to students who plan to pursue
careers in radio.
This year, the foundation hopes to
award 20 scholarships in the amount
of $5,000 each. All proceeds generated
by the Media Roast go toward this

scholarship fund.
This year, Jacor Communications
CEO Randy Michaels joins along list
of distinguished past roastees, including Scott Ginsburg, former FCC
Commissioner James Quello, RAB
President Gary Fries, and talk show
hosts Larry King and Dr. Ruth
Westheimer.
Randy Michaels began his career in
radio working for Taft Broadcasting at
WGR(AM)/WGRQ in Buffalo, N.Y.,
as a programmer. He climbed the
broadcasting ladder of success, taking

Jacor CEO Randy Michaels
positions at AM radio stations in
Cincinnati and Kansas City, eventually
being named vice president of programming for Taft.
Seven Hills
Michaels went out on his own in
1983,
forming
Seven
Hills
Communications, which later became
Republic Broadcasting.

DON'T MISS THE
ENGINEERING
CERTIFICATION
W ORK SHOPS!

Michaels
joins

long list of

distinguished
past roastees.

Seattle, Washington

vinww.nab.org/convent ions/

Michaels was named executive vice
president when Republic merged with
Jacor Communications in 1986.
Michaels has held his current position, CEO of Jacor Communications,
since 1993.
Invitations will go out later in the
summer for the black-tie event. This is
the only fund raiser that the Bayliss
Foundation will hold; but it will
accept donations throughout the year.
Anyone interested in supporting
this cause can send acheck to Bayliss
Foundation, P.O. Box 221070,
Carmel, CA 93922.
For more information on the foundation, or details regarding this year's
Media Roast, contact Kit Hunter
Franke at (408) 624-1536, ext. 240; or
via e-mail baylissroast@kagan.com
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Richmond Poised for Big Growth
something that they need to market very
cautiously," Wayland said.
For instance, two buyouts of longstanding Virginia banks have taken place
recently and the newcomers are spending
a lot of radio dollars to introduce themselves.
"People don't like to see a lot of
change. It takes along time for anything
new to be accepted in Richmond,"
Massey said.
Making programming changes also can
be challenging. When WRVA started airing
Dr. Laura, Wayland said the time needed
by the audience to adjust "was probably
three times that of the national norm."
"I cannot tell you the number of phone
calls we had in the beginning: ' Who is
that woman? She's mean.'
"People expect consistency, stability
and credibility out of us," Wayland said.
"A lot of that is heritage. When you
have been on the air for 73 years, you
have ( listeners who are) parents, grandparents, people that just grew up with
the radio station and know no other dial
position. Of course, they are the ones
that get mad at Dr. Laura."
WRVA has received the award for best
news operation in the state by the
Virginia Association of Broadcasters for
17 consecutive years.
George Nadel Rivin, partner in charge of
broadcast services for Miller Kaplan Arase

RICHMOND, continued from page 35

the Home Depots and the Kohl's and
some of those coming in. Idon't see why
it won't."
The big stores may be helping already.
National revenue year-to-date in the market is up 16.9 percent, compared to a4.8
percent increase during the same time
span last year.
Ken Wayland, general sales manager
of news/talk WRVA, uses four benchmarks to assess the Richmond economy:
retail, financial, automotive and building.
"If you look at those four cornerstones, all are experiencing growth right
now," Wayland said. He said much of
Richmond radio is aderivative of what is
happening in those industries.
"It truly is in aposition to explode,"
Steve McCall, general manager of the
Atlantic Star stations, said of market
growth.
According to Miles, Richmond is the
most successful of all the Sinclair
Telecable markets.
"Our stations had arecord month ( in
May), the biggest month in the history of
the triopoly. So Iwould have to say business is good," said Miles.
New growth already is bringing more
revenue to radio, as advertisers try to
introduce themselves.
"Richmond is kind of ... dominated by
conservatives. For that reason, change is

Richmond

Radio Market Overview
Stations

Owner

1997 Est. Rev.

Format

Winter 1998

Rating

in $ mil.
WKHK(FM)

Atlantic Star

6.8

Country

10.6

WCDX(FM)

Sinclair Telecable

5.0

Urban

10.1

WTVR-FM

Clear Channel

5.5

AC

10.0

WRVA(AM)

Clear Channel

4.1

News/Talk

8.9

WRVQ(FM)

Clear Channel

3.6

CHR

7.0

WPLZ-FM

Sinclair Telecable

1.8

Urban AC

5.6

WSMJ(FM)

Old Dominion

1.25

AC

5.5

& Co., said he thinks consolidation has
allowed large groups to attract top-quality
managers to the smaller markets, where
groups now can offer managers more stations, more responsibility and more money.
McCall is an example. Prior to coming
to the Richmond market 10 months ago, he
worked for SFX Broadcasting in Raleigh,
N.C. Everyone else interviewed for this
story, however, had worked in Richmond
for at least seven years.
Jenkins of The Martin Agency is one
example of aconstant in the market. She
has been buying in the market since 1986
and says she still works with some of the
same people.
"A lot of the people that started out at
the radio stations at an assistant level are
now sales managers, general managers of
the radio stations," she said.
"Richmond is agreat city," McCall said.
"They have an appreciation for their past
and aprospect for afabulous future."
nu
Lynn Meadows is afree-lance writer
based in Chesapeake, Va.

Richmond Radio
Snapshot
Market Rank: 56
Revenue Rank: 45
Number of FMs: 14
Number of AMs: 14
Est.
Est.
Est.
Est.
Est.

Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue

1994:
1995:
1996:
1997:
1998:

$36,800,000
$37,700,000
$40,200,000
$43,000,000
$45,800,000

Revenue Growth:
'91 - ' 96: 5.7%
'97 -' 01: 6.5%
Local Revenue: 80%
National Revenue: 20%
1997 Population: 937,400
Per Capita Income: $ 16,264
Median Income: $35,133
Avg. Household Income: $41,999
Source: RIA Research

Stamp Celebrates Radio
Take astroll back in time with the new commemorative "Celebrate the Century"
stamps, representing significant events for each decade of this century.
The Citizens' Stamp Advisory Committee already has approved stamps spanning
1900 to 1949, including the "Radio Entertains America" stamp for the 1920s (pictured).
The stamps representing the years 1950 to 1999 will be voted on by the public.
Anyone may vote at post offices, where ballots for
each decade are available; or online at the
"Celebrate the Century" Web site (
www.stampvote.msn.com).
The 1970s is the next decade to be voted on.
Voting begins on September 1, 1998 and concludes
at the end of that month. Among the 30 eligible
categories are three radio-themed entries: Citizen's
Band radio ( CBs); disco music; and PBS and
National Public Radio.
Voters will decide which 15 of the 30 eligible
categories will be commemorated with astamp.
- Stephanie Muller

Broadcasting LLC
WMXB(FM)

Atlantic Star

3.8

Hot AC

4.9

WRXL(FM)

Clear Channel

3.4

Classic Rock

4.0

WKLR(FM)

Atlantic Star

1.35

Classic Hits

3.6

WBZU(FM)

Atlantic Star

1.8

Alternative

3.2

WKJS(FM)

FM- 100 Inc.

3.1

Oldies

3.1

WTVR(AM)

Clear Channel

5.5

Big Band

1.8

WS0J(FM)

FM- 100 Inc.

0.75

Urban AC

1.6

WREJ(AM)

Belle, Walton &

0.5

ChrsContemp

1.5

Fidelity
Ç) Investments

Cummings, Charles
WXGI(AM)

Gee Comm. Inc.

OIS

Country

1.4

WFTH(AM)

Johnson, James Jr.

0.35

Gospel

1.1

WDYL(FM)

Hoffman

NA

ChrsContemp

1.0

0.55

Urban/Olds

0.9

Comm. Inc.
WCLM(AM)

World Media
Broadcasting Co.

WRNL(AM)

Clear Channel

0.75

Sports/News

0.9

WGCV(AM)

Sinclair Telecable

0.2

Gospel

0.8

WVNZ(AM)

4M

NA

News

0.4

Communications
WLEE(AM)

Pearson, Max H.

0.1

News/Talk

0.3

WDZY(AM)

Hibemia Comm.

0.1

Oldies

Not rated

WGGM(AM)

Hoffman Comm.

Not Listed

Inspiration

Not rated

WPES(AM)

Calvary Comm.

Not listed

Business News

Not rated

WYFJ(FM)

Bible

Not listed

Christian

Not rated

Broadcasting Network

I
BIA Rzi
ESEARCH

Issues, Insights and Ideas
for Your Listener
All Commercial Time Within Program.
Available for Station Sale, No Cash Payments.
Billboard only for Sponsor, Fidelity Brokerage Services, Inc.

Stations are ranked in order ofArbitron Winter '98 12+ ratings.

For information and afree demo tape contact:

Copyright 1998 The Arbitran Company. May not be quoted or

David West at:
Dick Brescia Associates ( 201) 385-6566

reproduced without the prior written permission of Arbitron.
Other information provided by RIA Research through its
MasterAccess Radio Analyzer Database software.
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Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

NEW! DM- 1

Shively Labs
Signal and Coverage

AES/EBU Digital Monitor

UNIVERSAL XE -1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

Are What Its All About.
Shively Will Give You The Best.

EAFIALSEOU DOTAL IICEATOR

•Superior Engineering
III 361012mni

• t •
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•Multi- Station Solutions
•Filters & Combiners

• Portable Digital Audio Monitor

•Detailed Pattern Studies

cZ

• AES/EBU Digital Input

•B- LINE Coax

• 1/4" Amplified Headphone Output

•NEW Lindenblad Antenna

• Sampling Rate Indicators

FM & TV Antennas

• Input Termination Switch

and Related RF Equipment

• 9V Battery or AC Adapter

because ...
it pays to be heard!

• Low Cost
Rear Panel

$249.00

Call for aVideoquip products catalog or visit our web site.
lam

Internet: www.videoquip.com

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: ( 207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mall: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee-Owned Company -

READER SERVICE NO. 23

READER SERVICE NO. 49

Phone. 1 (416) 293-1042
Toll Free: 1-888-293-1071
Fax:
1 (416) 297-4757
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LIMITED

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER

> •Translators

txtalitur ClettronitsS
''Per HA-1Hybrid Adapter

New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).

REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)
CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION
Phone: ( 614) 866-4605

- RSAI—
UNIVE

Fax: ( 614) 866-1201

ELECTRONICS, INC "
Communications Specialists

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135
READER SERVICE NO. 75

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

*HANDSET

•

Delivered and

MIL HYBRID

Extatibur

HA - 1HYBRID ADAPTER

installed by

The HA- 1 Hybrid Adapter allows you to use
your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any
telephone — old, new, single line, multi-line, etc.
Since the HA- 1hooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to
the telephone line is needed. With the HA- 1's
front panel push-button out, your telephone functions normally. With the button pushed in, the
handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now
on line; nothing could be simpler or easier. The
performance of your hybrid will be the same as it
would be if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.

ECHROLOGY
TEL: 800-676-0216
FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

email: vfiola@chesco.com

Please circle our bingo number for adata sheet and adealer list.
READER SERVICE NO. 22

READER SERVICE NO. 101

The Perfect Digital Console Interface

T

he AD2004 A-to- D converter is the cleanest, quietest, most neutral sounding converter available! It was

designed for the 20-bit multichannel user who insists on the very finest performance. This device introduces
ground breaking improvements in A to D conversion. Analog preprocessing significantly reduces distortion
products, while acustom phase lock loop IC all but eliminates jitter induced sidebands, under all operating
conditions. The graph shows an FFT analysis with virtually no jitter
induced sidebands. Best of all, the AD2004 comes in at the most affordable price of $2200 for four channels.

And now the eight channel

AD2008, housed in afull width 1RU chassis, is available for $3950.
Protect your investment: get next generation performance today with
the BENCHMARK converter serie s.Call Rory Rail today!
402004
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Now recording at The San Francisco Symphony. Tetare Records. Encore Recording, and other notable facilittc,

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
llie measure of excellence!'.

800 262 4675, 315 437-6300, http://wwwbenchmarkmedia.com
READER SERVICE NO. 100
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Programs and Services for Radio Stations
Mail info and photos to:

Hunt Bargains With
The Underground Shopper'

RVV S:ation

Services, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

motor sports correspondents Eli Gold,
Jim Phillips and Steve Waid

Give your listeners a new reason to
tune into your station with "The
Underground Shopper."
Talk Productions has syndicated its
program "Bargain Buylines," hosted by
Sue Goldstein.
For 26 years, Goldstein has made a
career of informing the general public
about how to get the most for their money. She has written more than 60 books
on shopping and has made appearances
on many popular television programs,
such as "Oprah" and " Good Morning
America."

Geoff Alexander in Virginia at ( 703) 8182425; or circle Reader Service 111.

Travel Radio Journeys
to Great Britain
For people who just want to get away
from it all, On Travel Radio presents its new
one-hour program "The Jewels of Britain."
Listeners are invited to participate in afascinating journey that will take them to places
such as London and Wales. The show also
will visit some of Britain's historical landmarks, including Bath, Greenwich, St.
Andrews in Scotland, and Shakespeare's
Strafford-on-Avon.

ON

ilndergroun hopper

TRAVEL
Alan Jackson

The show is available to all formats and
is set up to run as aseries of daily vignettes,
Monday through Friday. Goldstein will lend
her bargain hunting skills while providing
valuable tips to listeners.
Talk Productions' president Jerry
Schraeder said, "Whether in New York
City or Raton, N.M., the public in general is always looking for the best deals
available ... and Sue Goldstein knows
just where they are."
For more information contact Mike
Sala or Angelo Celidonio in Texas at (888)
668-4595; or circle Reader Service 59.

Jaffe Offers New
Audio Service
Jaffe Associates has taken steps to
make legal research easier for journalists
by incorporating anew audio component
into the Jaffe Legal News Service.
The items in the service contain
soundbites of well-known attorneys commenting on newsworthy issues. It links to
aWeb site and is particularly beneficial
to radio journalists because the 15- to 30second quotes can be downloaded as
WAV files for use in audio stories.
Also available via the Internet is the Jaffe
Legal News Service Archive, which
includes acollection of back issues listing
legal sources. It be searched by keyword at
www.get-serious.com/publicity.html
For more information, contact Roni
Singleton at (301) 972-3008; or circle
Reader Service 85.

"Thunder Road" provides listeners with
pit and on-track racing news surrounding
the NASCAR events. In addition, listeners
can enjoy interviews with country music
artists, and get news on what's happening
in Nashville from Sue O'Neill.
Country music listeners will enjoy
another of United Stations' new programs, "Country Giants."
The three-hour monthly radio program features biographical salutes to
some of country music's leading performers, including Vince Gill, Reba
McEntire, Garth Brooks and Alan
Jackson.
For more information from United
Stations, contact Julie Harris in New
York at (212) 869-1111; or circle Reader
Service 163.

BIA Makes Broadcast
Research Easier
Up-to-date radio and television commercial data can be accessed easily in a
timely manner using MEDIA Web Search.
BIA Research has produced an online
research service, available to the broadcast industry via the Internet. Users have
amultitude of information at their fingertips, around the clock.

NBG 'Mic Check,'
A History of Hip- Hop
NBG Radio Network's newly syndicated
"Mic Check" gives hip-hop fans achance to
explore the history behind the music.
rib
'
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Hosted by the "Urban Commentator"
Josiah, the show traces the history and
progress of popular hip-hop artists through
their music. Veteran New York hip-hopper
DJ Excel, the man behind the mix, brings
his musical knowledge to the show.
The 90-minute program is available on
compact disc, and is offered on amarketexclusive basis.
For more information contact 011ie J.
Holmes at (800) 505-5640; or circle
Reader Service 189.
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Country Music and NASCAR
Heat Up Airwaves
Somehow, aday at the auto race just
wouldn't be complete without your
favorite country artists to help celebrate
the festivities. This is the concept behind
the United Stations weekend radio program, "Thunder Road."
After acquiring "The Road" from
Stillman last fall, United Stations has
joined forces with Stillman President
Winslow Stillman and Executive Vice
President Charles Crutfield to combine
two popular pastimes: country music and
NASCAR Winston Cup Racing.
The show is hosted by on-air personality Bobby Mitchell at WWKA(FM) in
Orlando, Ra., who is joined by veteran

This radio adventure aims to leave listeners yearning for the real thing. Those adventurous types are given the opportunity to call
l-(800) BRITAIN, to obtain afree copy of
"The Jewels of Britain" directory.
The program will be hosted by noted
broadcast journalists Paul Lasley and
Elizabeth Harryman, and will be broadcast

by National Public Radio and several stations
around the country. "The Jewels of Britain"
is free to interested stations.
For more information contact C.
Michael Leone in California at ( 714) 4937988; or circle Reader Service 137.

Debbie Metcalf, BIA vice president,
said, We are excited to answer the loudest and most often-voiced request of our
clients, ' Ineed the most current and
accurate information now."
Users can access Arbitron and Nielsen
ratings information. FCC filings, data
from the Census Bureau and links to other BIA databases. All obtained data in the
program can be exported easily into
many spreadsheet applications.
BIA industry surveys also will be
accessible through MEDIA Web Search,
providing figures such as estimated station revenues and projected market
growth.
For information from BIA, contact

Slop ICancel'

Broadcasters around-the-world are discovering our
easy-to- use WaveStation automation.
Install our
software on your PC and you have apowerful, versatile
music- on- hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95.

24 HOUR
Mg1

888-13S IUSA -1

$999

Try Before You Buy.

Bomar
www.bsiusa.corn

BSI

Broadcast Software International

Circle ( 213) on Reader Service Card
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Radio World

Off to Africa With Music in Mind
Anders Áttlin
Two years ago, RW brought you to the
waterfalls in Monserrat to read about
recording the sounds of nature. This time,
author Anders Áhlin takes us to
Northwestern Africa to record and preserve the musical traditions of the
Gambian people.
Facing the shiny new terminal of the
modern Banjul International Airport, I
realized how quickly social and technical
standards were developing here in
Gambia — atiny, narrow country tucked
into Senegal in Northwestern Africa.
Unfortunately, with this progress
comes the realization that many traditions would be lost along the way. This is
what brought me from Sweden to the
capital city of Banjul.

PRODUCT

Since 1993, The Malmö Academy of
Music, part of Lund University, has featured amulticultural program that allows
its students to visit Gambia for athreeweek period. Students meet musicians
and learn about the different musical traditions of the region, preparing them for
the multicultural reality of modern
Sweden. As part of the program,
Gambian musicians are invited to visit
the Malmö Academy as guest students or
as teachers in their respective fields.
Recently, the very first Gambian
music school for children, the Maali
Music School, opened in the Nemakunku
village near Banjul. The school, headed
by Alagi Mbye, akora musician and jali
(griot, or old master) of the Mandinka
tradition, allows children of the village
to study their traditions and a regular

curriculum simultaneously.
This is anotable development in both
Nemakunku and Gambia, because the old
music masters do not write down their

July 8, 1998
on our itinerary, notifying griots and the
people of each village of our arrival and
explaining why we would be there.
In addition to all the standard technical
equipment we would need, we had to consider environmental concerns. How would
we protect our equipment from red sand
dust? What about the heat and humidity?

Recording a ditty on a pair of riti, Gambian one-string fiddles.

EVALUATION

Sony Multitrack MiniDisc
Deck Gets aSecond Look
Alan R. Peterson
Back again in Studio Sessions is the
Sony MDM-X4 MiniDisc multitrack

was the introduction of the MDM-X4
M1c2, an updated version of the original unit.
In last year's review. Isuggested the

The Sony MDM-X4 Mk2, Synchronized to Cakewalk Music Software
recorder. We gave this unit aworkout
about ayear ago and proclaimed it an
innovative use of MD technology as
well as the logical successor to cassettebased personal multitrack recorders.
What made this revisitation necessary

addition of a second MIDI jack. The
first version had only one MIDI jack,
which limited the unit's versatility in
synchronizing with other digital
devices. The unit now has MIDI
See MINIDISC, page 54

11

history. The griots keep everything in
their minds, passing the heritage along as
they tell stories to the children.
Now, with this recent modernization,
the country risks losing its musical traditions. When the old masters pass away,
the history and musical knowledge they
retain in their minds and hearts will disappear.
To help maintain the musical tradition of Gambia, the Malmö Academy of
Music set out to preserve the griots'
teaching in letters, digital sound and
video.
Ijourneyed to Gambia with my colleague, music historian and musician Eva
Saether, for two weeks in February to
record "Gambia CD 2," acollection of traditional music complete with rare interviews with traditional music masters.
This effort would provide Lund
University with valuable research and
educational tools, but would also help
Gambian teachers educate children at the
Maali Music School.
Anyone who has done audio recording
knows how important it is to plan ahead
— to prepare for aproduction and anticipate all needs. But when it came to producing aCD in Gambia, unexpected situations meant our plans and preparations
were critical.
Six months prior to our departure date,
we asked Mbye to scout out the locations

How would we recharge our battery packs
when electric power would be scarce?
Once in Gambia our first stop was
Sofaniama, located in the Maccarthy
Island Division. There we met
Momodu Camara and unpacked our
equipment to record his performance
on a bolonbata, a kora instrument that
was used in the past to instill courage
in warriors during battle.
Our equipment consisted of aTascam
PDR 1000 DAT recorder and Brüel &
Kjœr 4006 omnidirectional microphones
for most of the recordings. An ElectroAcoustique Appliquée microphone preamp kit was used to boost the performance of the DAT recorder.
The preamp provided us with signal
adjustment options and gave us 10 hours
on asix-pack of conventional batteries.
Our second appointment was the
Mandinka village of Katamina in
Njamina, where we stayed overnight with
Ousman Sonko, the village's Mandinka
drum master.
In Katamina, we recorded two masked
dances — The Mamo and Kankurang —
along with acouple of sets of Mandinka
drumming and two riti musicians. A riti is
a single-stringed violin with avery special sound.
After Katamina, we moved to Basse
Santa Su, the main city of Basse, the

Live- Assist - Automation - Cartwall - Program- & Music- scheduling
News Editing audio & text - News Room - Multitrack Production - Voicetrack
Networking - Archiving - Digital Radio - RDS - Internet - ISDN - WAN
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Earthworks Mic Is Flat to 30 kHz
Rich Rarey
Interesting transducers have been
coming our way lately. The most recent
was an intriguing microphone from
Earthworks Inc., of Wilton, N.H. The
company sent us one of their Z3OX
Enhanced Cardioid microphones that
they say is flat from 30 Hz to 30 kHz.
For anyone who has already seen or
used an Earthworks microphone before, it
still looks like aStar Trek medical diagnostic tool: A rounded nine-inch-long metal body not much larger in diameter than
an XLR connector, narrowing to aslender
cylinder at the pickup end. A series of slit
ports in the tapered cylinder give the Z3OX
its cardioid directional abilities.
At $750 list, this is amicrophone that
will attract the attention of music
recordists, voice-over talent, and others
looking for aclose-in mic that delivers a
surprisingly even sound over awide frequency range.
From the top
We began our subjective evaluation of the
Z3OX by placing it next to amicrophone
very familiar to us: the Neumann U87.
The U87's rolloff switch was engaged
and its output fed into the right channel of a
DAT through aBenchmark preamp. The
Z3OX was placed on aseparate Benchmark
preamp feeding the left channel of the DAT
recorder. A familiar program host was
placed in front of both mics.
In listening to spoken- word recordings, we were struck by the fidelity of the
Z3OX and how, at three inches, the mic
exhibited only slim proximity effects,
notably the chest-cavity resonance of the
human voice.
Interestingly, by comparison, the U87
sounded as if it had a distinct mid-frequency rise in the sibilance range at
about 1.2 kHz. The Z3OX captured and
properly translated human sibilance without sounding edgy or phasey. Earthworks
literature recommends using the Z3OX
for close miking.
The Z3OX comes with a foam cap. I
might have suggested a Popper- Stopper
or similar filter be used to prevent breath
noise, until Ifound out Earthworks has a
new pop filter intended to replace the
provided foam cap. The latter seemed to
be ineffective against direct plosives.
Even without afilter, the compact size of
the microphone makes it possible to position it in avariety of ways and still allow
voice talent to easily see their scripts.
Off to a gig
To exercise the Earthworks Z3OX, we
passed the microphone to NPR recording
engineer Mark Greenhouse. It was fortunate that we had already done our voice
evaluation, because we never saw the
Z3OX again. Greenhouse used it once on
amusic gig, and refused to give it back.
Greenhouse wrote us later — fearing
we would demand the Z3OX factory
loaner back — and was enthused. " I
tight-miked a lead vocal in a 12- voice
acapella group and the Z3OX had a
smooth presence Iliked. The rest of the
group was on Neumann U87s and
TLM170s. The Z3OX had not only a
good blend with the Neumanns, but adistinct presentation perfect for the lead."
Greenhouse also took a gamble and
used it to record musician Lew Tabakin's

performance with Billy Taylor for atapto the sax and it added size to
ing of NPR's "Billy Taylor Jazz at the
an otherwise unnatural sound,"
Kennedy Center."
he said.
"Lew
plays flute
and
sax,"
Greenhouse told us, "and the Z3OX was
'Swap ya'
his flute mic. Iwas delighted with the
Greenhouse traded DAT
natural, open, unshrillness of the mic,
recordings made with the
both at close range and as aplayer in an
Z3OX with us. We got his
ambient array. Iwas able to use it flat,
music DAT and he received
with just reverb added."
our spoken word tape. We had
Greenhouse recorded Tabakin's bariachance to hear for ourselves
tone sax with aSennheiser MKH40 mic,
the pleasing, breathy presence
and found himself using substantial EQ
of the recorded flute sound. It
to remove apeaky, sibilant edge that the
was smooth without being grathigh sound pressure levels caused. "I ing or scratchy. Even on
used the Z3OX to give some atmosphere
Tabakin's fortissimo ( very

Earthworks Z3OX Cardioid Microphone
in Wood Carrying Case
See MIC, page 53
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SAVE TIME It MONEY WITH AudioPOINT®
I
fyou're building new studios, or consolidating
into one location (and who isn't?), routing audio is
expensive. But you can be aHero just by installing
an AudioPOINT DSP-based routing switch. It's the
only one that mixes analog and digital sources on
the same matrix and eliminates external

AID,

DIA

converters. Plus no more costly cabling, patch
bays or distribution amps. That saves money. ;:,•-‘\
ii
AudioPOINT is easy to install, maintain, and it's
more reliable than traditional routing solutions.

c
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Even its windows-based configuration and control
software is easy to manage. So, to switch from
"overworked engineer" to "money-saving Hero,"
contact Broadcast Electronics today.
• Analog/Digital/MADI inputs & outputs
• Expandable from 32x32 to 1024x1024 channels
• Allows mixing, summing and tone generation/
signal analysis
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Rotary Remote Control Panel

Customizable Edit Suite Panel

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
or (
2111 224-9600

Hardware Button Set-up Panel

Solutions far
Tomorrow's Radio

The BE emblem is aregistered trademark of Broadcast Electronics Inc.
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Audio Field Assignment: Africa
GAMBIA, continued from page 46
able adapter as quickly as possible. After
astressful half-hour, he arrived back with
innermost region of Gambia. We arrived
about an hour before sundown, and I the proper one. Finally, Icould recharge
the batteries.
needed to charge the batteries.
The next day we visited the Kanuteh
There was no power to be had, as one
Mandinka family compound just outside
of two main generators supplying the
Basse Santa Su. This family represents
town broke down. This meant half the
the deepest roots of the Mandinka jali
city was without power, including, as
luck would have it, our hotel.
Fortunately, we were able to draw energy
from the shop next door.
Back in my room, Inoticed that the wall
power receptacle was an old British-standard style outlet. And where was my power adapter for this type of socket? Safe in a
locker back home in Sweden, naturally.
•
Iconvinced ayoung boy to find asuit-

understand a single word. Still, the
atmosphere was extraordinary.
The lecture lasted for more than 90
minutes without a pause. Ihad just
loaded anew tape into the DAT recorder,
allowing me to record the entire interview without abreak.
We stayed one night in Bansang before

Author Anders Áhlin looks on as a Gambian griot listens to a recording.
tradition. Little did we know that this
would become the most unexpected day
of our entire trip.
We started to record a few traditional
jali songs performed by village women,
accompanied by the kora and drums. As
soon as the first song began, the atmosphere became quite heavy.
Emotional moment
Ahmadu Kanuteh, the old Mandinka
master, let his tears flow openly, certain that our intentions were honest —
to preserve tradition and carry on the
customs.
Later in the afternoon, Iinterviewed
the old master. Ahmadu Kanuteh spoke
in the Mandinka language, so Idid not

LX-5105

The LX-" 5100" Series can read
Time Code (
ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand-Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
•Self-setting time code
readers
•5", 12" & 16" models
•Sweep & Step second
hand modes
•Lighted Dial and Rack
Mount options
•Time Zone Offset
•3Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com
310-322-2136 • FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA
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heading back to Banjul. After some rest,
we conducted some more recording sessions with Demba Danjo on the guitar-like
konting. The last days of our journey saw
us translating the recorded interviews.
All the recording sessions took place
outdoors, and the light breeze and other
background noises were aconcern to us.
Fortunately, it never became anything
more than a concern. In Gambia,
February is the austral summer, and the
weather is usually hot and serene.
While wind was not aproblem, other
environmental noises did come through
on the tape. Ijust had to accept this, as
music events in Gambia are always spontaneous and the environmental noise
becomes part of the event.

We used two different microphone
setups for recording (see the sidebar). An
XY coincident pair was used on instruments and voices of different volume output, as in the Kanuteh sessions.
This was done rather simply by placing the microphones a suitable distance
from the performers, depending upon the
sound response. By placing the microphones at the right spot, Iwas able to create agood, natural mix among the kora,
the drums and the voices.
We also used the XY setup quite close
to the sources when recording the belonbata and the konting, because they had a
very weak output.
We went over to using an A-B setup on
only two occasions: during the masked
dances in Katamina and for the ritis.
The DAT recordings were dubbed over
to a hard disk editor. We used a TC
Electronic Finalizer for some gentle processing. To my ear, analog tape with
Dolby SIR noise reduction has acertain
quality that, unfortunately, is not yet
available in the 16-bit digital domain.
Heading home to Malmö
We flew back to Sweden, exhausted
but very satisfied. In our hands was
approximately 25 hours of extremely
rare and valuable material. The more
than 1,000 kilometers we had just traveled on the rough roads of Gambia
proved to be only avague memory in the
overall picture.
We also decided that this project is
only the beginning: There is so much
more to explore. And the few discomforts
we experienced on the trip were asmall
price to pay for the joy of knowing that
our work will help preserve the musical
traditions of this wonderful place.
is
Anders Alilin is the senior master of
music for aural training, music production and engineering at the Malmo
Academy of Music in Malmö, Sweden.
Contact
him
via
e-mail
at
anders.ahlin @ mhm.lu.se

Stereo Mic Techniques Used by Ahiin
The mic techniques employed by
Áhlin and his assistant are common
configurations that offer decent stereo
imaging and separation. Both are
described in great detail in the book,
"Stereo Microphone Techniques" by
Bruce Bartlett, who also contributes to
RW ( 1991, Focal Press/ButterworthHeinemann).
XY mic placement, also known as
"Coincident Pair" (Figure 1), normally
is done with apair of directional mics
mounted one above the other with their
grilles nearly touching. The mics are
angled apart, pointing toward the left
and right sides of the performance.
According to Bartlett, the greater the
angle, the wider the stereo spread. But
coincident cardioid mics tend to create
anarrow spread.
A variation on this technique is
called " Near- Coincident Pair" or
"ORTF" ( Office de Radiodiffusion
Television Francaise, the organization
that created the method). ORTF milcing
also places two mics at an angle, but the
bodies criss-cross in the middle and not
at the grille surface.
The A-B method (Figure 2) is also
called "Spaced Pair," and is simply a
pair of identical microphones spaced
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If your field recording has been in
mono until now, practice recording to
stereo cassette, DAT or MD with these
microphone techniques. It is possible to
capture broadcast-quality stereo recordings even with two of the battered 635
mics you keep in the news remote bag.

Vary angle as needed

Lchannel
out

Figure 1: X-Y miking
several feet apart and aimed straight on
at the performance being recorded.
Omnidirectional microphones are the
most popular type for this application.
And again, the greater the spacing of
the mics, the wider the stereo image.
The caution here is in spacing the mics
too wide. The time delay between channels can cause unusual phasing effects
and the positioning can cause exaggerated spreads that do not sound realistic.

Experiment with different angles to
hear the stereo image changing and the
effect it has on amono mix.
—Alan R. Peterson
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PCs Are Right for Voice- Over Artists
Travis
It has been said that, of all the things
that have changed our lives in the past
decade, the personal computer has had
the most impact.
About one-third of the people Iknow
in the voice-over business are heavily
into their computers. Another third have
acomputer but do not use it for much.
The final third have no idea why they
would ever want such athing.
Being acloset geek, Imyself have had
computers of one sort or another since
1981. Rather a long time by today's
"computing" standards
Does it have a windup key?
Sometime back, sandwiched between
my radio career and current voice-over
profession, Ionce operated an audio production recording studio. My first "computer" was essentially a geek toy that
cost only about $ 180.

business operator and anyone working
free-lance.
Ialso experimented with recording
audio on my little machine. At the time,
professional digital audio equipment was
just appearing on the market at prices
well beyond my studio's meager budget.
So Ibought a small AID converter,
hooked it up to the computer, wrote alittle program to record the audio as digital
data and then play it back.
It was then that Idiscovered how truly
horrible 8-bit digital audio could sound.

dred dollars, Ihave far more studio power in my personal computer than Ihave
ever had in my entire recording studio.
Inow have 16 audio tracks, lots of
processing and much faster editing
capability than Iever had on tape.
Certainly Imiss the feel of tape, but Ido
not miss the occasional cut finger from
razor blades.
Though Iam now happily out of the
studio business with no desire to return,
having so much recording capability
available to me for such asmall investment comes in very handy to me as a
WO performer.
First, it provides me with avery convenient way to produce audition maten-

Hurray for the '90s
Today, a decade later, that has all
changed. For an investment of afew hun-

1.

•i

le

ais. Sometimes aclient will ask to hear
what Imight sound like on aparticular
spot and simply wants atape rather than
have me go through the normal audition
process. With a "studio" inside my computer, Ican provide asemi-polished version, complete with music and sound
effects.
The system is also used to keep my
WO demo current. Whenever Iget a
good copy of one of my more noteworthy
projects, they are loaded into the computer to be dropped in when it is time to produce my next demo.
And maybe best of all, Ihave the ability to just mess around with audio. Now
that it is no longer ajob Ineed to worry
about, Ican fire up the PC and produce
something just for the heck of it. Turn the
power on, let the program boot, load in
See TRAVIS, page 53
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Bridging the gap between digital and analog has never been easier!
Bradley is pleased to introduce the new Marantz PMD680 and PMD690
compact digital recorders. Both are portable, rugged, and offer typical
Marantz sound quality and versatility—making them perfect for all your
critical in-the-field recording and editing needs.
Utilizing state-of-the-art Type II or Ill PC cards, the mono PMD680 and
stereo PMD690 recorders allow easy and accurate remote recording
and simple, reliable data transfer to studio computer systems equipped
with standard PC card slots or parallel ports. In the field, you can record

Travis

in either space-saving, high-compression MPEG format ( perfect for web

Iwas eventually able to purchase what
was then a truly wondrous machine —
one equipped with a cavernous 1,048
bytes of memory, operating at ablistering
speed of 1million instructions per second. In contrast, my current machine is a
very average IBM compatible: 800 times
as fast as my earlier box with 64 MB of
memory. This is roughly 61,000 times
more memory.
For those of you who have yet to actually own a computer ( what's taking
you?), the overall "quality" of acomputer is rated by memory and speed. Asking
how much memory and speed one might
need in acomputer is roughly like asking
how much horsepower you might have
in acar.

applications), or ultra-high fidelity PCM format. And using Marantz's

Ground breaker
Back then in the Bronze Age, nobody
had PCs. So you can well believe my little machine created alot of interest at the
studio.
As soon as Iupgraded my machine to
what was then a hefty 16 kB memory, I
began my first studio computer "project:"
a list of the studio sound effects library,
sorted alphabetically. At the time, my
sound effects library consisted of about
80 LPs — you do remember vinyl
records, don't you? — from awide variety of sources. A sorted list of effects
would save a considerable amount of
time searching for appropriate effects.
Ialso began doing studio billing on the
machine, and soon after that, some simple word processing. It became very clear
to me that computers were rapidly going
to become valuable tools for the small

built-in non-linear, non-destructive editing functions, you can perform
easy on-site re-sequencing. With either unit's built-in analog and digital
connections and built-in analog phone jack, you can even transfer your
data over regular or ISDN telephone lines in industry-standard Broadcast
.WAV file format!
No matter the application—
field recording for ENG,
studio recording, post
production editing, or
web site development—the new
Marantz PMD680 and
PMD690 can make your
job just a little bit easier.
Contact your Bradley representative today for more information
on these exceptional new products!
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7313-G Grove Road, Frederick MD 21704 • Toll Free: 800-732-7665
Tel: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377
http://www.bradleybroadcast.com • E-Mail: info@bradleybroadcast.com
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Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to:

Otan iCD Duplicator
The Otan CDP-50 CD-R Duplicator is
appropriate for small to medium radio
program syndicators and production
houses needing to do small runs of CDs.
The tabletop unit can continuously dupli-

RW Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

processor and 16 MB RAM capacity. The
optical head and disc transport mechanisms all fit into the case shown below the
CRT monitor. The CDP-50 has amaximum disc duplicating capacity of 50 discs.
For information, contact Otan iin
California at (415) 341-5900 or circle
Reader Service 34.

WHo Did THaT
MUSiC? Releases

cate up to 50 discs from one master disc.
Master disc data is read and downloaded into the CDP-50 internal hard
disk. Data is then copied onto blank CDR media at 4X copy rate in any write
method: Track- at- Once, Disc-At- Once
and Multisession.
The device has abuilt-in Pentium 166

New releases from WHo DId THaT
MUSiC? include the Gravity and
Revolución production music libraries.
The "Gravity" library is ahard-edged
collection, influenced by the music of contemporary musical artists such as Prodigy,
U2, Nine Inch Nails and Pulp Fiction.
Tracks are described in company literature
as " manic," and " a raw provocative
approach." The initial release of Gravity
includes cuts called, "Reactor," "Fracture,"
"Elemental" and "Bang, Warp and Pulse."
"Revolución" is 300 tracks of Latininfluenced production cuts, blending traditional musical roots with an aggressive
new sound that is now emerging in club
scenes. Titles include, " Latin Hard
House," "Rock'n Español" and "Latin
Garage/New York Club."
The WHo DId THaT MUSiC? library
is licensed on an annual blanket fee

structure or by "laserdrop," and is based
on market size and intended use.
For information, contact WHo DId
THaT MUSiC? in Los Angeles at (310)
442-1440 or circle Reader Service 60.

WaveFrame Enhancements
The WaveFrame 408 Plus is anew digital workstation with roots in the earlier 401,
408 and StudioFrame DAW-80 systems.
The 408 Plus provides playback of

previous versions of the workstation. The
R8-Plus board can be retrofit into any
existing 408, 401 or StudioFrame system.
The R8-Plus option is $995. The price of a
complete WaveFrame Plus system begins
at $ 10,995 for an eight-track, eight analog
I/O configuration.
For information, contact WaveFrame
Corp., in California at (818) 843-7004 or
circle Reader Service 86.

Denon Multi-Zone
Mixing Amp
Originally designed for sound systems
contracting, the Denon DN-A850 multizone mixing amplifier has applications in
combined station facilities.
The DN-A850 is normally used in
restaurants, clubs, bars and theaters to
route four different music sources to four
different zones. For station use, the DN-

eight audio tracks from a single SCSI
bus, identical to the format used in the
Tascam MMR-8 multichannel digital
recorder. It is based around aPentium
processor, includes 64-bit ATI graphics
and integrated Ultra SCSI controller for
multimedia applications.
The eight-track-per-SCSI-bus function
is possible due to the new WaveFrame R8Plus board, which doubles the capacity of

DIGITAL
UDS II Ultimate Digital Studio Il
We will take the best user interface into the next century.
•easy ouse
•handles CD changers and harddisk systems
•includes digitally controlled mixer
•apprved in hundreds of radio stations
all around the worlds
•allows total flexibili
•sounds great

nd one,
both!"
Elena Caresani,
roduction Manager
SI/RETEI,
working with
second UDS Il
- by

For information and

ON AIR

free demo disk contact
in North, Central and
South 'What, Asia,
Australia a3d New Zealand:

ITAL

in Europe:

suld.
ON AIR DIGITAL

13370 Branrhview Lane

Tel: + 1 / 972-481-8700

email: info@onairusa.com

Hauptstrasse 65

Tel: +4 (0)30/ 85 95 59 -0

USA

Suite 120, Dallas, TX 75234

Fax: + 1 / 972-481-9499

online: http://www.onair.de

D-12159 Berlin

fax: b49 ( 0)30/ 85 95 59 19
online: http://www.onair.de
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A850 can be used to play each station's
respective programming into specific
zones around the facility; such as in the
lobbies or management corridors of each
station. One side of the building can have
a popular music format piped in, while
another portion can receive the talk-formatted AM.
Two mics can be plugged into the DNA850 to provide paging facilities to one
or all four zones. The selected channel
dips by 30 dB and the mic signal is
mixed in. Each zone has individual bass
and treble controls and individual channel LEDs indicate when a signal is present.
The DN-A850 is rated at 50 W per
channel. The unit is priced at $ 1,300.
For information, contact Denon
Electronics in New Jersey at (973) 5757810 or circle Reader Service 112.

New Lightweight
Fender PA
Following the success of last year's
Passport public address system, Fender has
rolled out the Passport 150; anew lighterweight self-contained portable PA system.
Both weight and wattage has been
scaled back on the Passport 150. Down
from more than 50 pounds and 250 W,
the new Passport weighs in at less than
30 pounds and pumps 150 W through
two speaker enclosures. The entire package is as small as asuitcase.
A switching power supply allows the
Passport 150 to work anywhere in the
world without adapters. "Field" 12 VDC
operation is also possible with an optional DC/DC converter. Four 6.5-inch transducers — two in each cabinet — provide
clear, full-range coverage of voice and air
signal at remotes:
Internal digital reverb and dedicated
inputs for cassette or CD are all included
in the Passport 150.
For information, contact Fender
Musical Instruments in Arizona at (602)
596-7242 or circle Reader Service 138.
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Harris to Distribute
CD Factory

destructive real-time balancing of volume
levels between tracks and full editing

with aprintable list_
For basic wave editing and audio
acquisition,
Professional CD
Factory
also
includes acopy of
Sound Forge XP, a
"lite" version of the
company's popular
audio editnr. Tools
include graphic EQ
and
dynamics,
reverb and time
compression.
For information,
contact
Harris
Corporation
in
Illinois at ( 800)
622-0022 or circle
Reader Service
190.

Harris Corporation has been named
the exclusive broadcast distributor of the
Sonic Foundry Professional CD Factory,
a software-based system that lets broadcasters create audio CDs with aPentium
PC.
The CD Factory has been developed
by Microboards Technology and consists
of a Panasonic 4080 external CD
Recorder, Sonic Foundry CD Architect
software, an Advansys SCSI interface
card and all necessary cables. Two pieces
of recordable media are included.
The CD Architect software burns Red
Book compact discs that will play on any
CD machine. The software allows
recording and indexing 99 tracks per disc
with 99 sub-index points per track, non-

Digital Consoles
As simple as...

%\

\

MX Analog Consoles

/

simplicity of
operdtion

•serviceability
+true modular
design

Soundcraft B400 Console
The British- made Soundcraft B400
Broadcast console (
RW, April 15) is
available in the U.S., distributed by
Harman Pro North America.

Divis on of Am .lifonix

Fl DEL IPAC ® 21,171i01a7dBeilapiikidbpkae1P91a1c5e4

Designed for production and on-air
use, the B400 is based around the design
of the Soundcraft B800 mixer. Frame
sizes from 24 to 56 modules can be created, with any mix of mono, stereo or
stereo telco modules installed. Board
connections include one stereo and three
mono auxiliary busses.
There are LED indicators on all
switches and each channel strip has its
own LED bargraph VU meter. Master
metering and talkback/slate are also
available.
For information, contact Soundcraft in
Tennessee at (615) 360-0471 or circle
Reader Service 164.
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Phone 215.464.2000
fax 215.464.1234

DynaTools
Digital Interfacing
Solutions

www.fidelipac.com
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EVALUATION

place at 4,000 Hz or higher. At those
frequencies, there is an average
apparent noise reduction of about 11
dB when the reduction slider is set
for 20 dB of noise reduction. But
below that point, the noise reduction
thing matching the noise sample.
tapers off to virtually nothing.
DeNoiser applies an algorithm that
For one test Iused a reel-to-reel
it uses to reduce unwanted noise.
recording of a newscast Idid when I
Steinberg describes the process this
was in public radio back in the early
way: "DeNoiser is based on spectral
subtraction. Each section of the fre'70s. Like many studios put together
on a shoestring, it left a lot to be
quency spectrum that has an amplidesired.
tude below the estimated noise floor
There was a prominent hum at 65
is reduced in intensity by use of a
spectral Expander. The result is a Hz, and after one application of
DeNoiser, the 65 Hz hum was still as
noise reduction that does not affect
prominent. A second application of
the phase of the signal."
DeNoiser reduced the higher frequency
Most conventional noise reduction
noise even more, but made no dent on
software has a multitude of variables
the 65 Hz hum or other low-frequency
that affect the final result, and masternoise.
ing them all can require a lot of
Ifound the same thing true when I
experimentation.
tried DeNoiser on those 16- inch
DeNoiser has only three on- screen
broadcast transcriptions. It reduced
slider controls. In less than five minthe higher frequency noise substanutes, one can easily figure out how the
tially, but made little or no dent in the
controls affect the final product.
low- frequency surface noise that
Because DeNoiser does not require
often accompanies phonograph
anoise print, you do not have to wanrecords.
der through your sound file looking
When I ran the same material
for a " silent" portion typical of the
through the noise reduction software I
offending noise you want to remove.
normally use, with a setting of 20 dB
When you press the preview button,
DeNoiser begins to dynamically anaof reduction, I found that both
DeNoiser and my other software
lyze the program material. It then
applies its own algorithm as it plays
removed about the same amount of
noise in the higher frequency areas, but
the file.
the other software also removed an
Take the controls
equal amount of noise all the way
down the lowest frequency in the specEach of the three controls can be
trum, resulting in a noticeably quieter
adjusted during the preview process
and the resulting change is heard in
sound file.
However, DeNoiser does seem
real time.
to have less
effect on the
ambiance and
creates
less
artifacts. This
was particularly noticeable
where aperson
takes abreath.
Most noise
reduction software provides
Steinberg DeNoiser: Three faders fix noisy recordings.
the ability to
remove up to 100 dB of noise in one
The Level control is a threshold
control that determines the level at
pass, versus the DeNoiser maximum
of 20 dB of noise reduction. However,
which the noise reduction is applied.
in my experience, attempting to
The noise level is graphically repreremove more than 20 dB in a single
sented on the screen by a yellow line.
pass will almost invariably create artiAll that needs to be done is to set the
facts..
Level control's green line slightly
higher than the noise line.
DeNoiser is easier to learn and use
The Reduction slider determines
than most other noise reduction software currently available, but is limithow much noise reduction is applied. It
ed in its effectiveness to those frecan be set anywhere from 0to 20 dB.
quencies that are at or above 4,000
Finally an Ambiance slider allows
Hz. It will definitely reduce certain
you to fine-tune the noise reduction to
kinds of noise in your sound recordminimize the affect on ambiance in the
ings, and if time and speed are imporsound file.
tant considerations in your work, you
Without a doubt, this is one of the
should consider DeNoiser for your
easiest and fastest noise reduction modaudio arsenal.
ules Ihave come across. Does it work?
DeNoiser has aretail price of $ 399.
Well, yes and no. Let me explain.
Steinberg North America is at 9312
To test DeNoiser, I used Sound
Forge 4.0 as the digital audio host for
Deering Avenue, Chatsworth, CA.,
91311. You can also check out the
the plug-in. On tape hiss, it does relatively well. On vinyl recordings, I company Website at www.us.steinberg.net
found it much less effective than othmum
er comparable noise reduction softFor information, contact Steinberg
ware.
North America in California at (818)
Iused the Sound Forge Spectrum
993-4161; e-mail info@steinbergna.com
Analyzer module to look at the noise
in several sound files before and after
or circle Reader Service 190.
Read Burgan is afree-lance writer
processing by DeNoiser. Here is what I
and aformer public radio station mandiscovered.
Most of the DeNoiser effect takes
ager.

Steinberg Eliminates ' De Noise'
in noise reduction. Many software
companies have developed digital
It seems like only yesterday that I noise reduction products that eliminate all kinds of noise while leaving
labored over the transfer of a particuthe sound itself intact.
larly noisy 16- inch broadcast tranOne of the latest of these is the
scription. Iused all of the hardware in
Steinberg DeNoiser. This works with
my audio arsenal, including a onemost any PC-based digital audio softthird octave equalizer and a graphic
ware that employs Direct- X plug- ins.
equalizer. No matter what combination
There is also aMac version available.
of filtering Iused, Icould not eliminate the noise without drastically
Departure from the norm
affecting the sound itself.
Most similar software products
Certainly that was then and this is
work by taking a noise sample from a
now. If there is one area where digital
sound file and then removing anyaudio has had a dramatic impact, it is
Read G. Burgan

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #11
with over 1,000 sold!
The Master
Control
Studio, shown
right, is one of
seven Affair's
studios in
Sony's
Manhattan
network
origination
center for SW
Networks.

Arrakis furniture is # 1...
• Off the shelf -or- Custom
•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery !!!
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow. to Tokyo,
to Manhattan...

(303) 224-2248
or (970) 224-2248
1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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Earthworks
Mic Goes
To 30 kHz
MIC, continued from page 47

loud) passages, the microphone
remained faithful.
Greenhouse in turn, remarked
about our spoken word recording.
"I was immediately struck by a
size difference from the U87," he
said. "The Z3OX sounded bigger.
It must be a midrange phenomenon that activates the speakers
differently. The end result is that
the voice sounds, well, bigger.
The volumes were the same, the
proximity the same, yet the
Earthworks sounded more like
what Iwant to hear."
Eric Blackmer, director of sales
and marketing at Earthworks, told
us, "The key to the sonic performance of the Z3OX is fast and accurate impulse response," he told us.
"All microphone diaphragms ring
like drum heads. This adds coloration (excess phase) to the signal.
With small diaphragms, this ringing
is less pronounced than with larger
diaphragms.
"We also optimize the impulse
response of the microphone," he
said, " partially by creating a
reflection- free zone around the
element and partially by acoustic
and electronic compensation. We
also pay very close attention to the
acoustic path to the rear of the
diaphragm."
On or off
Blackmer stated, unlike typical
directional microphones, the offaxis frequency response of the
Z3OX is nearly as flat as the on-axis
pickup, but with some attenuation.
This means less off-axis phase distortion and discourages feedback in
live-sound situations.
Blackmer also recommends
against using the Z3OX for ambient
miking such as location classical
recording. Outside of the bass
proximity range ( 15 cm), its
response curve has a " down
elbow" starting at 400 Hz.
Earthworks intended the Z3OX to
be used for close miking.
Our only complaint about the Z3OX
is that it was slightly noisier than a
U87, heard by turning up the monitors
to high levels. In actual use with nominal levels, using spoken word and
music, the noise was not audible.
Overall, we were pleased with
the performance of the Z3OX, noting that it does indeed work well in
close mic situations and sounds
good to our ears.
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Sound VIO Advice: Get aComputer
TRAVIS, continued from page 49

machines that run a little fast. And
although Ican pitch- up my voice to
approximate the sound of my sped- up
demo tape, it would still be much better
if potential clients would hear my work
"Demo'-gogue
at its natural speed.
One of the more recent advances that I
For about $400, Ihave been able to
find extremely useful in voice-over work,
install a CD recorder in my computer.
is the ability to record audio CDs.
Blank recordable CDs are now under $2
Ever since cassettes replaced open-reel
each — even less in volume purchases —
demo tapes, Ihave been disillusioned by
which means Iam now distributing my
the audio quality of my demo tapes.
demo on CDs that Iburn myself.
Modern cassettes are better than ever in
My demo now has the quality which
terms of noise and frequency response,
used to be available only on open reel
but so many cassette machines run slighttapes. Even cheap CDs run on-speed, and
ly off-speed. Demo tapes quite often are
the appearance aCD has is much more
played on inexpensive boom- box
impressive than acassette.
the appropriate music and sound effects,
then record my voice and put an entire
audio production together.

1
1
1
How much
audio does your
digital system
throw away?

It seems to me if you are in the
voice-over business or plan to be, buying a computer and taking the time to
learn it would certainly be a good
investment. Especially now that computers capable of broadcast- and audition-quality audio can be bought for
under agrand.
If you have one now, think about
upgrading its audio performance and start
pricing CD writers. It just may give you
the edge.
Travis is a California- based voiceover talent. He can be reached at
Ttravis@compuserve.com or drop anote
to him do RW.

It's time we stopped fooling ourselves.
Compression is not just asmaller and more
efficient kind of audio. It's less audio.
Every time you air acompressed signal, regardless
of the algorithm you use, you discard alarge portion
of the audio. Literally throw it away. Forever. Sooner
or later, that means aserious loss of audio quality.
If you're tired of throwing away audio with your
digital system, listen to Digital Universe.
Digital Universe gives you 25 simultaneous stereo
signals from asingle PC. Uncompressed.
That's more than four times the
uncompressed channels of any other
system. With every bit of the
`,

signal intact.

fr

You'll appreciate Digital
Universe's robust, client/server
architecture that carries even
your heaviest multi-studio load
without slowdowns. Your
operators will like the clean,
/

uncluttered screens and having
just one PC in each studio. And

the boss will sign off on the standard
Windows'

NT hardware and open

systems approach.
Sound too good to be true? Call CBSI today
and get the whole story.
With Digital Universe from CBSI, you
don't have to sacrifice quality or capacity.

DIGITAL

Custom Business Systems, Inc.
For
information,
contact
Earthworks in New Hampshire at
(603) 654-6427 or circle Reader
Service 8.
Rich Rarey is technical director
of National Public Radio's " Talk of
the Nation." Reach him at
rrarey@npr.org
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Sony MD Deck Has Improved Sync
MINIDISC, continued from page 46

ln/Thru/Out jacks, making it possible to
sync with another MDM-X4 for eightand-beyond tracks of recording.
Many other desirable enhancements
include scrolling song names of up to 20
characters, punch-in pre-roll times of up
to 20 seconds and new functions buried a
level or two beneath the Edit key.
Gulick reminder
For those who may have missed the
original review, the MDM-X4 is Sony's
four-track MD machine. The MD multitrack requires Data MiniDiscs rather than
conventional MDs. This allows more
than two channels to be recorded onto a
disc. In fact, Yamaha has managed to
place eight tracks on its competing Data
MD-driven multitrack device.
Conventional MDs can be recorded
and played back on the MDM-X4, but
only in two-channel format.
For anyone used to multitrack mixers
and/or personal mulitrack recorders, the
mixer portion of the MDM-X4 Mk2 will
be familiar.
Input strips 1through 4 have aTrim
control with a 40 dB range; Mic/Line
input selector switches that double as
Track Return switches; fixed 3-band EQ
with shelved highs and lows and apeaking midrange; a two-way Aux control
feeding the auxiliary busses, and apair of
Assign keys directing the input signal to
the desired Group Bus (track). The Pan
knob adjusts balance and directs audio

towards the proper Group Bus.
The final two Input strips are aganged
Channel 5/6 and a Master channel.
Channel 5/6 has two bands of EQ and the
Master Aux send controls. The Master fader on the far right of the mixer portion of
the MDM-X4 Mk2 includes four Cue balance controls and four buttons to monitor
the unaffected signal on all four tracks.
The Transport and Record controls
occupy the right side of the top panel. This
is where the Record ready keys are found,
as well as the extremely easy-to-understand Play/Record/Skip controls and a
large Jog/Shuttle dial.
The fluorescent display includes level
meters, atime display, Record Ready, and
status indicators that show if MIDI clock
or MIDI Time Code (MTC) is engaged.
Finally, a strip of jacks along the top
surface connect the MDM-X4 to all of
your audio gear (XLRs on Channels 1
and 2). The MD itself slides into aslot on
the right side of the unit; the Eject button
is with the transport controls.
Get in sync
The picture shows the MDM-X4 Mk2
synched up to the Cakewalk 5.0 music
sequencing program. The Mk2 Sync setting was switched to EXT (external MIDI
clock), to be driven by the MIDI time
references output from Cakewalk.
When Ifired up Cakewalk, nothing happened. Ineeded to set up MIDI Machine
Control (MMC) so the Sony MD unit
would understand the transport commands

MORE THAN SEVEN REASONS WHY
PROFESSIONALS USE...

being sent by Cakewalk. Once Idid that,
the two devices locked up fairly quickly
and ran perfectly in step.
Isuggest leaving a few seconds of
"roll- in" on your projects so external
recorders, processors or other outboard
devices can chase the time code before
any critical material comes along.
The new sync feature is very neat.
When used in conjunction with a MIDI
sequencer, the MDM-X4 Mk2 can be tied
together with an effects processor, which
can switch in an effect at aspecific point
in the mix. The processor can be dropped
into the Aux lines and placed under automated control by the sequencer.
The MDM-X4 Mk2 does not have
automated mixdown, as would a DAW.
The unit is a blessing to anyone who
likes feeling real faders under their fingers, but may seem awkward to folks that
draw volume curves on ascreen.
Why consider an MD multitrack?
There is still acamp of audio folks who
want to be able to hold media in their
hands rather than trust aperformance to
the intangible workings of ahard disk.
The unit is portable, so it goes where
nothing else might. Rather than record
that cassette "winner" cut in flat mono at
station appearances, amultitrack MD can
record stereo crowd ambiance and jock
rnic all in one pass. Mix it down to stereo
back at the station by plugging directly
into the production board.
The mixer portion of the MDM-X4
Mk2 is of good enough quality to mix

and feed audio back to the station via
codec. Those Cue faders are quite handy
to have around, as they avoid having to
bring splitters for separate mixes.
Those remaining stations that mn earlymorning public affairs programming can
use an MDM-X4 and atrio or quartet of
mics at aguest's office, capturing audio of a
quality not possible with noisy cassPttes
Getting creative
Finally, creative jocks and production
people cut bits and comedy songs at home,
generally in very cramped quarters. A selfcontained MD multitrack makes sense.
The finished product must be mixed to
compatible media that can be brought to
the station.
The "I-hear-the-compression" debate
rages on. Isuppose if you use an MD to
capture a soft string quartet, maybe you
will hear something. All Iknow is Icannot hear compression artifacts when an
MD track clears the processors and hits
the air. MD is acapable radio performer.
The changes made to the Mk2 version
of the Sony MDM-X4 make it abetter studio performer. You may want to keep an
eye out for the competing Yamaha eighttrack MD version, but remember that total
track density reduces the time that will fit
on asingle MD disc. You get alot of tracks
but not alot of time to fill them. In the
portable studio world, four tracks still sell
better than eight
Sony continues to make the MiniDisc
apopular format. A device such as the
MDM-X4 Mk2 is fast, easy to use and
sounds better than anything ever rolled
out for analog cassette.
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*Because more than 2000 unitsof its predecessor MAR SYSTEM have been sold.
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more than any other

"It's mature
technology.
It stab(
Hie like
the software.
functionality
Steve Densmore 4
Manager of Operations for
RBC lladio Networks, Washington DC.

OPEN
SOLUTIONS

Cost Efficiency
Whether you are alarge or small market station, Dalet
offers acompletely integrated suite of software which
allows the entire staff to work together. All departments
- traffic, production, programming, news and on- air have simultaneous access to all audio, copy and logs.
With modular software options, the Dalet system can
meet your specific budget requirements - growing with
your business needs.
Standard hardware also means cost savings. The system
is not proprietary, and will grow with the industry.
Finally, with Dalet's easy-to- use interface your staff will
be operational in no time.

Tieliability
Dalet has the proven expertise to assure that your
station stays on the air. Choose from awide range of
security options (RAID array, mirrored servers, local
backup) to meet your specific requirements.
Dalet's digital audio system has been running on
Windows and networks for eight years, at hundreds of
sites - from stand -alones to hundred- plus workstation
networks. It works for them, it can work for you.

Unprecedented Support
Dalet is aservice- driven company. With more than 70
engineers, we assure that your station stays on the air.
Dalet's support experts are on call, 24 hours aday.
Clients have on-line support over the Internet.
We can also provide on-site visits to upgrade an existing
system.
"It's almost like the Maytag repairman, we don't really
call them that much. But when we do have problems,
they respond right away."
Steve Densmore

Group Connectivity
Consolidation can gemerate huge productivity gains,
provided groups have the right tools. Dalet is
continuously developing new solutions to meet the
evolving needs of our clients. With TeamRadio - Daiet's
traffic and billing software - the business of over 1000
radio stations can be linked together. Intranet
applications allow stations within agroup to access each
other's orders and audio remotely.
The production work done by one station can be used
by another, only minutes later.
Circle ( 109) Om Realer Service Cord

Call (212 825-3322
or visit
WWW.dalet.corn
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Buying an Automation System?
by Carl Lindemann
Building agood relationship with your
automation or live-assist system is like
making agood marriage.
Sure, love at first sight can happen.
But a courtship period — and maybe
even some prenuptial counseling — is a
better bet for ahappy, healthy union.
Much worse is the shotgun marriage
method. "Isee alot of people taking the
'ready, fire, aim' approach," said Dave
Scott, president and CEO of Scott
Systems. " They wait until the cart
machines aren't going to make it another
20 minutes. Then they make aslap-dash
decision."
That can be disastrous. Usually, the
right choice is the result of careful planning. An extensive review of the marketplace is one element of success. As you
narrow the choices, make field trips to
other stations to see systems in place.
Conduct hands-on testing at your own
facility. Throughout, management, engineers and air staff can bring important
perspectives to the process.

WONT ( FM) Chief Engineer Jim McGivern with his Dalet5 System
The final decision affects virtually
every aspect of station operations. "This
isn't alittle PC toy that will be used for
few recreational hours in the evening,"

USER REPORT
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Scott Studios Spot Box
Replaces the Carts
by Daniel J. Ferreira, Jr.
SBE/CBT
Chief Operator/Engineer
WNIUA(FM)
AM H ERST, Mass. A year ago,
WMUA(FM) General Manager Brad
Davidson decided to replace our analog cartridge tapes.

said Scott Slocum, western division sales
manager for Computer Concepts Corp.
"This system handles the on-air signal for
the station, all revenue- generating
announcements, and the final product

playback; the ability to record in the
air studio when desired; multitrack
recording in the production studio
(with capability to go on-air if necessary); many hours of backed-up on-air
storage; automatic transfer between
studios; balanced +4 line levels, and a
touchscreen pick list. Inexpensive and
expandable storage was also desirable.
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Orban. "Buyers need to closely examine
issues of scalability — how quickly can
they expand their system and how easy is
it to add additional workstations."
Having defined these basic parameters, next determine the reliability of a
system.
"We hear from disappointed stations
that have bought inexpensive systems,
thinking that all systems are reliable, but
they found that is not the case," said
Beau Sanders, who handles eastern
regional distribution for Pristine Systems.
A crucial difference between packages — even coming from the same
vendor — is the operating system that's
"under the hood." Systems based on
DOS, Windows 95, Windows NT and
UNIX are right for some situations, but
wrong for others. Be explicit when considering your needs. The wrong OS can
bring a plague of lockups, crashes and
audio drop-outs.
Another important infrastructure
matter is how sound files are distributed
among workstations and servers.
"Centralized audio provides instantaneous and simultaneous audio play
from any studio. You can play a cut
without waiting for afile transfer," said
John Davis, U.S. vice president of radio
operations for MediaTouch. With
rum:
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The Audio Wizard CFS32 From Prophet Systems
that determines whether the station will
be able to attract and keep an audience."

Daniel Ferreira, Jr. in the VVMUA Control Room
Our goals consisted of cart replacement with console remote start/stop;
three stacked decks in the air studio
for automatic sequencing or manual

We did not want automation,
because WMUA is always live.
Block formats of modern alternative
See SPOT BOX, page 59

Best of what's around
With the myriad systems on the market, selecting what's right for your station
seems daunting.
The first task is to determine your
needs. How many stations and formats
will be covered? What about satellite
feeds? Will these be changing?
"Systems that work well in large facilities can also work well in small ones —
but this is not always true the other way
around," said Toussaint Celestin, on-air
audio delivery product manager for

improper system architecture, spots can
be missed while the system struggles to
transfer sound files to where they are
needed.
Hammers and nails
Reliability also is ahardware issue. Many
vendors offer turnkey systems, but allow stations to source the computers separately. You
may be tempted to cut costs by building
them yourself, or even obtaining hardware
through trades with local vendors. That can
be problematic in the long run.
"Much of the time, trade-out computers are those that had a problem, or
See AUTOMATION, page 62
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UDS II 'Reliability Plus'
by Greg Pyron
Operations Manager
KOMC-AM-FM, KRZKiFM)
BRANSON, Mo.
At Hometown
Radio, KOMC(AM)-FM and KRZK(FM)
in Branson, Mo., the Ultimate Digital
Studio II and DCS combo make the job of
operations manager abreeze. Just don't
tell the general manager — he thinks this
computer stuff takes alot of work.
We program two 50 kW FMs: one for
country listeners and one for alarge population of adult standard fans. We have a
UDS II system with a Sony 3600 CD
changer in each control room.
Training is abreeze. Operators learn
one system, then go from station to station, maximizing our air talent resources.
They all love the UDS II system. Old
vinyl-and-tape guys like me pick it up in
a flash. Even people who have never
done radio can operate the UDS II with a
minimum of instruction.
Ihave been ahappy Ultimate Digital
Studio customer since our original purchase in 1991. When Iheard anew feature-rich UDS II system was in development in 1994, Iwas on the phone to
Dallas to get on the list to be one of the
first kids on the block to have one. It
turned out to be asound choice.
Reincarnation
The previous incarnation of the UDS
II was aproduct of TM Century. TM sold
that portion of the company to On Air
Digital, USA about ayear ago. As along
term UDS customer, Iwas abit uneasy
about the deal at first. But the best of the
TM team moved with the product, and
service from On Air is stronger than ever.
The reliability of the UDS/DCS combination is impressive. Neither the UDS
II software nor its associated computer
have caused me to be off the air for one
minute in the past seven years. The only
time it has been off is when we turned it
off to rearrange the studio or when a
power failure ran longer than the UPS
backup could hold on.
We have since installed a4kW generator to power all components attached to
the UPS. All Ihave to remember now is
to keep the gas tank full and give it a
squirt of Stabil once in awhile.
The four networked DCS computers
have been similarly trouble- free. We
have had to replace amonitor or two and
have managed to beat a keyboard to
death, but the system ran on while we
borrowed what we needed from odd
office computers down the hall. And
because the UDS II is PC-based, acquiring replacement peripherals is a snap
with avisit to the local computer store.
Ioften hear tales of woe from my contract engineer friends about someone's
system locking up, a glitch with some
software or aunit mysteriously fried by
some errant static charge. Ijust smile and
say, "Maybe Ishould knock on wood.
That just doesn't seem to happen at
Hometown Radio."
Icredit the people who have built
these systems with a commitment to
quality. There are some top-drawer
developers at On Air Digital who are
continually refining and adding useful
features to the UDS II. Meanwhile, the
folks in Lenexa, Kan., at Computer

Concepts (home of the DCS) have established a track record for reliability as
well.
Put the two systems together and you
get apackage that allows walkaway operation without constantly looking over
your shoulder.
Adding to the mix
The original Ultimate Digital Studio
system was a reliable box, but lacked
time-based features that even older proprietary units could boast. The UDS II
came along to address those issues and
added ahost of other features. Although

the on- screen display did not change
much between the two versions, the
entire UDS II software scheme was
rewritten from the ground up.
The new software was thoroughly tested in-house in Dallas and in real-world
beta tests in the United States and abroad.
The result is a product that controls a
wide range of audio sources, interfaces
with all major music scheduling software
packages and allows the operator to time
out every hour with precision.
Control room clutter is kept to a
minimum. We have done away with
paper logs, PSAs and liners can appear

Ultimate Digital Studio II
on screen with a keystroke and even
the weather has an on- screen home. A
pop-up countdown timer is handy for
contests, there is a perpetual calendar
and a calculator that does basic math
and time calculations. The UDS II
makes provisions for RBDS as well.
See UDS IL page 64

MITER
CONTROL

The world's finest on-air system.
"We love it
because it does
everything!'

Ask any software or hardware company how much combined RADIO EXPERIENCE is on their staff We
guarantee nobody comes close to the wide radio backgrounds of RCS people. We've been where you
are...station ownership, management, engineering, programming, production, on-air. Experience in ALL facets
of radio is curiously absent from other digital computer companies. Plus, RCS uses industry-standard
components including Digigram audio cards. Rarely do you make such an important decision...Make this the
right one. Get Master Control NT from RCS.

Want afree video?
Jot your name and address in this box
and fax to 914-723-2258. We'll rush
you your video and more info on
Master Control NT.
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Sound Software

Name:
Station:
Address:
City:

State:

Tel:

Fax:

Radio Computing Services, Inc.
Two Overhill Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583 USA
Tel: 914-723-8567, Fax: 914-723-2258
E-mail: infoercsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com
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ENCO DAD Family Excels at EXCL
by John Burger
Chief Engineer
KLOK(AM)/KBRGIFM)

In early 1994, EXCL owned just two
stations. By the end of the year, we had
acquired three more. The most costeffective way to operate them was to network our San Jose programming to them,
eliminating separate programming and
production staffs for those stations and
future acquisitions.
Satellite delivery was chosen for reliability, cost effectiveness and long-term
growth of the networks. We selected a
well-known, computer- based store- forward system seen in operation at another
small chain of stations.
This system was not as robust as we

SAN
JOSE,
Calif.
EXCL
Communications owns and operates 17
radio stations, broadcasting three allSpanish formats.
Programming and production originates at our San Jose headquarters.
Fourteen properties rely on unmanned
workstations to maintain the final on-air
product. Local station staffs concentrate
on sales and promotions and leave the
driving to us.

were led to believe. By 1995, its unreliability and spotty technical support —
along with our need to accommodate
future growth — forced us to abandon it
and revisit our decision.
We budgeted for another year to
select, install, and get a new system on
line to support our projected growth.
Store- forward was the most important
criteria, followed by a reliable studio
interface for both production and on-air
operations. After our initial bad experience, the choice was not going to be easy.
PC automation was popping up like
mushrooms. But when it came to actually

1 998

seeing store- forward capabilities in
action, we kept hearing, "We have asystem running 22 stations in Sweden," or,
"We have our system installed in a 38station chain in Australia."
ENCO was the only manufacturer
able to show us asystem in operation on
U.S. soil.
What we needed
The company showed us satellitedelivered programming and production,
store-forward that worked and a robust
studio/production interface. From an
engineering point of view, the power and
flexibility of the DCL (DAD Command
Language macros) closed the deal, while
management's attitude was simply, "This
one better work!"
The key elements are DADeuo workstations for uplink on-air and production,
DADSAT for store-forward control, and
DADJu
Limited
Functionality
Workstations for the unmanned local stations.
DADpuo is acloset full of tools for the
broadcaster. It equips studios with many
familiar machines: Cart Record and Play,
Multi- Cart Decks, Digital Editor,
Automation and more. Use as many or
few of these as necessary.
Choices
Our main dilemma when we installed
DAD was feeling overwhelmed by the
choices we had available, but we soon
determined what worked best for our
application and ran with it.
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The transition of the world's " Digital Original" OpLOG' to Windows is done,
fully functional and ready for delivery. The simplicity of AIR functionality and high operational reliability of
MediaTouch OpLOG , have been further enhanced with an impressive array of new live assist operational features.
To arrange an on site demo at your station.

Call 1-800-636-0123

2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, Florida 34480-7500
Tel. 1-352-622-7700
Fax: 1-352-629-7000

Watch our web site as details
on OpLOG-2000 are released at www.omt.net

ENCO DADpRo32 System

KRIISTY

Windows 95 and Windows NT are trademarks
of Microsoft Corporation.

MasterLog, the live-assist/automation
machine, quickly became our preferred
vehicle. It melded well with our jocks'
need to produce localization elements
while still running their shows.
In production, the DAD Editor sees
nearly as much action as our DSE-7000,
and the Array panels provide rapid access
to production elements.
We run dual file servers, and all nine
studio workstations have full and equal
access to both. We have had zero crashes
or delays using this system. Dolby AC-2
compression is used and the digital audio
is fed around the facility on a100VG network.
This network is immune to the RF
generated by our transmitter on the other
side of the wall from our server room.
We cannot get RF out of the telephones,
but DAD plays on and on.
DADSAT is the "Forward" in storeforward. The terminal works in conjunction with aDADpuo Workstation and our
uplink. We can immediately dispatch
commercials, liners, etc., or build a
See DAD,
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Spot Box Is King at WMUA(FM)
SPOT BOX, continued from page 56

rock CDs, 1950s vinyl and even the
occasional 78 rpm platter are away of
life here.
Two factors kept us out of digital
and still using analog cartridge tapes.
One was not knowing whether the
industry would stay with removable
media such as floppies or MD, or
move to hard drives. Another was the
high cost of digital mass storage with
expensive "bells and whistles" that are
not necessary for us.
This is aUniversity of Massachusetts
station. Purchasing rules mandate
sealed bids. Most vendors pushed what
they wanted to sell instead of what we

wanted to buy. All kinds of bids for digital automation, scheduling, voice tracking and/or networking system came
back with hefty price tags. Some even
wrote that our requirements "cannot be
done."
And the winner is...
One cart replacement bid met our
specifications and budget: The Spot Box
by Scott Studios Corp. of Dallas. We
have used Spot Box on-air and in production for more than ayear. Windows 95
Ethernet networking links the two units
together. They give us awesome CDquality audio.
The Spot Box touchscreen is simple

USER REPORT

Arrakis DIA Resolves
Audio Storage Issues
Gary Alan Kline
Chief Engineer
WAZY-AM-FM, WGBDIFMI
Lafayette, Ind. Just afew years
ago, stations contemplating a move
into the digital audio storage era could
expect arack full of expensive equipment and many hours spent getting
everything configured and ready to go
on the air.
The Arrakis DL4 resolves these
issues and makes digital audio storage
reliable and cost-effective for largeand small-market stations alike.
A single DL4 unit, as shipped,
includes three playback outputs and
one source input. This would replace,

MPEG II is compatibility — audio can
be sent from one station to another using
the Internet, asatellite network, or any
other data delivery method.
As for ease of use, the DL4 replaced
Denon 951FA CD players in our stations. Because the front panel controls
mimic those found on cart decks, CD
players, reel decks and other conventional sources, air personalities have
no problem adapting.
To play any cut stored on the DIA, the
user enters an alphanumeric code indicating the selection. When our station is in
live-assist mode, the jock uses the same
number listed on their music scheduling
log. He or she then designates which output to send it to, then pushes Play.

to use. The left side of the screen is a
triple-deck virtual cart machine that
comes up on three console faders. The
right side shows astack of carts categorized numerically or alphabetically,
with abutton to change from one to the
other.
The user scrolls through the Pick List,
touches the desired event, then touches
the deck to load it. Touching the onscreen Start button plays the event.
Operators are not lost in aquagmire of
tabs or pages, nor confused by the
machinery. The simplicity of the Spot
Box is an added bonus for our student
operation at WMUA.
The on-air and production Spot Boxes
share the same capabilities, although the
pop-up production cart recorder covers
the Pick List of the air studio machine.
Spot Box is ideal for hands-on training of
new people. They learn how to use Spot
Box in production before they go into the
air studio.
All audio is stored where it was
recorded and sent by LAN to the other
Spot Box for backup. We have had no
problems in our first year with the Spot
Box. Should a catastrophe happen, we
can go on-air from production or move
the production Spot Box into the air
studio. Both machines are ready to go
with the same audio in the same places,
and on the same screen that operators
are familiar with.
In case of failure, recordings can still
be made in production and patched to the
on-air Spot Box for recording.
Where it's at
The least expensive multitrack production unit Scott has uses the SEK'D
Samplitude program. The Scott Trim and
Label software enters the name, cue,
date and runtimes for start and end. Spot
Box gives you the cut-by-cut option of
compressing or not. WMUA usually uses
4:1 compression, which sounds fine.
Installation of the Spot Box was
simple. When operators pick and play

59

an event from the touchscreen, the
associated mixer module is activated.
By touching the Off button, the associated mixer module turns off.
Spot Box formerly used the same
remote for start/stop and provided no
remote run tally light. Icalled Dave
Scott, president of Scott Studios, and
sheepishly asked if Spot Box could have
tally added. He said, "Sure. Why not?
You're the boss!" Within aweek, we got
a free software upgrade from Scott to
control my tally lights.
Spot Box is working well for us.
WMUA finally is airing stereo announcements with CD quality. Our recordings
are clean, clear and crisp like never
before. And Spot Box also avoids using
"out of date" material.
Show time
Our operators appreciate the Spot Box.
All recordings are at the operator's fingertips instead of across the room in a
cart rack. The studio remains tidy with no
carts all over the counters and, most
important, all material will be there and
will be cued up.
Carts at WMUA once were hoarded
like gold. Carts already in use by others
were often taken from the control room
for new projects. Those headaches are
now gone, along with blades, reels, splicing tape and the like.
We air a reggae show with many
drop- ins — far too many for separate
carts. At one time, the operator had to
search along cart for the right cut, then
wait for it to recue. But with the Spot
Box, everything is always cued and
ready. After play ( or audition), the
"cart" is locked out to prevent unintentional replay. However, we can override
that by touching the Off button for a
second go-round.
With the Spot Box, there is no wasted
time. This producer finds Spot Box better
sounding and more convenient than carts,
and it enhances the on- air creativity of
WMUA programs.
For more information, contact Scott
Studios in Texas at ( 800) SCOTT- 77;
fax ( 972) 620-2211; or circle Reader
Service 216.

"David-II"
...FM Simplified
The Arrakis DL4 System
for example, two cart decks and aCD
player or any combination of traditional audio sources.
After a straightforward installation
procedure, users get a front-end control panel, which is intuitive and logical. For us at Artistic Media Partners in
Lafayette, Ind., operating WAZY-AMFM and WGBD(FM), the DL4 has
helped us to switch to digital audio
storage with few, if any, glitches.
For us, the three most important reasons we chose the DL4 were audio
quality, ease of use and reliability.
The MPEG-II compression scheme
used on the DL4 creates asound which
we find indistinguishable from the original material. An additional advantage of

Commonly used functions such as
headphone volume, record threshold and
remaining hard-drive time are available
on the front panel of the DL4.
Maintenance and utilities are handled
with an MS-DOS or Windows program
provided by Arrakis. A PC used to perform these operations can be connected
to the DIA via an RS-232 port.
The reliability issue: the basic DL4
includes its own internal drive, operating software and motherboard, rather
than rely on an external PC. The internal
components were selected for professional use. A data port is available for
advanced applications such as station
automation, live assist, and production.
See ARRAKIS, page 64

Common sense
tells you that even a " giant" of an FM audio processor can't guarantee
market dominance. Day after day, hundreds of " David-II" users prove
that astrong-yet-clean, non-fatiguing sound is an ideal companion to
creative programming.
Inovonics' " David-II" combines rock-solid PWM audio processing
with true digital synthesis of the FM composite baseband signal. Elegant in its simplicity, " David-II" more than holds its own against the
more complex and far more expensive FM processing alternatives.
But don't take our word for it, your preferred broadcast equipment
supplier can arrange ademo at your own station. Phone, fax or check
our website for complete technical details.

"DAVID-II" (Model 716) — $ 1985

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: ( 408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Products Ea Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Would you believe that you can visit a dozen
markets in an hour without leaving your desk?

From Triodes to lètrodes...
Your best source for quality
rebuilt transmitter tubes
for AM Transmission
since 1940.

if you have theTeleRadio from CircuitWerkes at your stations,
you can listen to every radio station in each of your markets.
Old-fashioned air- checks are okay, but they have some real drawbacks.
Among them are:

- - ...i.._
,•,=.-

1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air- check. You
may be hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.
2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and
react accordingly.
3. By the time you get an air-check in the mail, it may be too late to
respond to the competition.
The TeleRadio beats those problems by letting you listen to both your
station andthe competition in real time. If you have aTeleRadio, you
simply dial dup from any phone. As soon as it answers, the internal
radio begins playing down the phone line to you. You can control the
radio by using the buttons on your phone. It's just like being there!

75412 Highway 25
Covington, Louisiana 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626
(504) 893-1243 FAX ( 504) 892-7323
www. free/and-inc. corn
Email free/and-inc corn @ free/and-inc. corn

CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW 3,
-d Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555 fax 352-380-0230 http://www.circuitwerkes.com
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Eliminate Static
Electricity

F
EATURE PACKEDDint

with the

The PD1 Multifunction Hybrid
A full-leatured analog hybrid in a ›, mall, ! in.+ cost
package. The Phone Dock's small size & low price
make it ideal for production studios, news facilities IFB
listen lines, dial- up transmitter monitoring, and remotes.
•Just 8.5 a1.75" (desktop)

•Automatic/manual answer

•Single/tandem racicmount

•Automatic disconnect

•017AF (touch tone) control

•Microphone 8, line inputs

•RS-232 Control Port

•Level controls with LED VU

•Relay and DC outputs

•4channel Input routing switcher

•Available now for S499

•Input mule (8, much more)

Take control of your phones! CALL:

.1"Staer
I.

....CRN THEY TRANSLATE INTO POOR SIGNAL QUALITY?
A

NOT IF YOU GO WITH THE INDUSTRY LEADER!
LEX-25 FMR: 25W,
Frequency agile in/out,
Excellent audio quality
in a no frills package.

HPT series: 20,40.60W,
Best signal quality in the
industry. Most features,
BEXT's top of the line.

eeteancl cAoduele, ¿ ne.

The Tele Radio even has aDTMF selectable external audio connection
so it can be used as astandard telephone coupler too. An optional call
progress decoder is available for using the TeleRadio on PBX analog
lines and in areas that don't support CPC.

.21-11_AliaJi121219121_s_LLI_J

Gila-Stat

The
is designed to
reduce lightning
dama ge by
lowering the
likelihood of a
direct lightning
strike to:
Buildings

Communication Towers
Electric Utility Substations
Industrial Facilities

11111111111

From entry level to the top of the line, when you buy
BEXT you always get precision crafted equipment fro
quality- minded people. Translator prices start at $2495

Call for your BEXT catalog with FM Antennas, Exciters, Amplifiers,
Transmitters, Translators, Boosters

STL's, or view it on-line!

619 239 8462 • fax: 619.239.8474
www.bext.com • mail@bext.com

READER SERVICE NO. 21

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION
• STL's • RPU's • TSL's
• Exciters • Optimods

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
• Beier • Marti
• Moseley
• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors
• Remote Control Systems

• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification
Asakaan-,

Broadcast Telephone Systems

r

into@innoyadey.com

web: www.innoyadey.corn

roure

1-888-890-7424

3801 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

Innovative Devices, Inc.
READER SERVICE NO. 47

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

phone 505-327-5646 fia 505-325-1142

(541) 471-2262

READER SERVICE NO. 73

READER SERVICE NO. 99

Programmable Schedule Controller

Attention Advertisers!
List .5399.00

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
The PSC. Programmable Schedule Controller from Broadcast Tools can store and
control up to 136 events. Events may be programmed with Hour Minutes Seconds
and Day Month Year or Day of Week. Each event may control any one of 20 spot
relays provided with the PSC and or 32 serial custom commands. Optically isolated
Sync input, allowing clock updates any time within any hour from an external source.
For Control Of:
•VIRTEX StarGuide II Satellite Receivers
•Satellite channel . transponder controllers ti.e. USC-16. DSC-20. or XP-3i
•Tone decoder selection
•Audio Video switchers
•Transminer power and or pattern changes
•Any device needing alatched or momentary contact closure or serial
string to perform afunction
•Super stable time base with supercap backup
•Programming is accomplished with anon-dedicated computer
Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

BROADCAST

to o is

E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com
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USER REPORT

A Serving of SALSA in Bar Harbor
by R. Scott Hogg, President
Bridge Broadcast Group
WMINIFMI-WAKN(FM)
BAR HARBOR, Maine Smallmarket broadcasting presents financial
challenges unique in today's everchanging broadcast industry. These
challenges force many broadcasters to
succumb to automated satellite broadcasting, thereby removing much of the
"local feel" inherent in small- market
stations of the past.
Although these feeds are well- produced and revenue-directed, many times
the local communities of license are the
ultimate losers in this battle of property

ro —d•roc. •
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uploads. Color coding of the studio
operation screen separates music, traffic
and
nonmusical
elements.
Instantaneous drag-and- drop functions
allow the operator complete control of
log manipulation.
Probably the most exciting SALSA
application our station has utilized was the
implementation of "jock drop" inserts
throughout the broadcast day. SALSA's
ability to record and play simultaneously
allows our one- studio facility to be used
primarily as aproduction studio, while
competently managing all on-air operation.
Six-hour jock shifts are compressed
into 30- minute "jock recording sessions," recorded daily and uploaded for
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manipulated by clock time as well.
SALSA comes complete with a music
and jock scheduling system, offering 24
different music and jock clocks.
Probably the most impressive feature
of SALSA is its 24/7 technical support
line. Bob Wille, the software guru for
LPB/Systemation, is available every
step of the way, offering easy- to-understand step-by-step directions over the
phone or via e-mail.
With SALSA being our first automation product, everyone in the organization had to learn the system from square
one. SALSA takes the prize in both initial set-up training and product support
for a surprisingly inexpensive annual
support fee. It is this product support that
gives all station employees the confidence needed in a successful transition
to automated system integration.
Jumping the hurdles
Some of the drawbacks of the SALSA
automation system include its current limitations on the Pentium platform and higher memory processing speed. SALSA uses
gobs of higher memory which, at times,
slows down other software functions.
For instance, when the system is on
the air firing a commercial set, the
search functions available to the jock
and the ability to edit advance music
schedules are slowed considerably. LPB

is working on some memory reconfiguration to combat these problems.
In the live-assist mode, changes made
to elements currently loaded into the onair screen (two hours of elements) cannot
effectively be made unless the clocks are
reset. To change a recorded weather
report scheduled to fire in ten minutes,
one would have to reset the clock after
the recording was made to load the new
report into its slot.
Although this drawback is relatively
minor, it does detract from the otherwise
smooth and friendly operation of the rest
of the system.
The Bridge Broadcast Corp. has
recently begun construction of anew station in Maine. Ihave had the opportunity
to compare the LPB/Systemation product
to many of its competitors. Although
more expensive systems come with more
bells and whistles, SALSA seems to be a
perfect alternative for cost-conscious stations looking to break into partly or fully
automated systems.
Additionally, if the learning curve is
important to you and your staff. SALSA
is capable of making the transition
process to automation easy to understand and operate.
For more information, contact LPB
in Pennsylvania at (610)644-1123; fax
(610) 644-8651; or circle Reader
Service 61.
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The SALSA Automation System From LPB/Systemation
next days airing. Four to eight jock
drops per hour are loaded easily in
minutes, then fired in their respective
time slots. This creates the sound and
impression of live, real-time operation.
Two hours of our morning show are
even recorded, with over 15 inserts per
hour, seamlessly fired by SALSA.
In fact, the SALSA element structuring and manipulation features have
allowed our stations effectively to
eliminate jock burnout and productivity loss. Instead of having ajock stuck
inside a studio for six hours a day, he
or she is now in there for less than an
hour. All drops are perfect, as mistakes
Decisions, decisions
during the recording sessions are
SALSA offers four modes of automadeleted and re-recorded. Our jocks can
tion: satellite, CD, hard-drive, and livenow manage other station functions
assist automation. The Bridge stations
like traffic, news, weather and quality
use SALSA exclusively in the liveshow prep, outside the live studio
assist mode, although much of our daily
environment.
programming is fully automated. Our
SALSA also is capable of handling
music plays from six Pioneer PDF-100
large volumes of data, including our
CD changers. Tracks, times, intros,
current use of over 3,400 songs, 475
overlaps and song data are entered and
commercials, and 1,200 liners, sweepedited into the system easily.
ers, promos and nonmusical elements.
The system operates in the DOS
Conversion from live-assist mode to
environment, but is graphically friendsatellite or hard-disk mode is done with
ly and controlled by drag- and- drop
a simple button- push. Operators can
mouse operation and keyboard control.
punch up the system most applicable to
Most important, SALSA is user-friendtheir specific use. Mini- backups are
ly, presenting a quick and painless
learning curve normally mastered in a made daily, and the four most recent
backups are stored automatically to the
matter of hours.
hard drive and/or floppy.
Music and traffic scheduling inteThe SALSA live- assist mode opergrates easily with SALSA, either via
ates on a sequential system. but can be
LAN networking or floppy disk

and cost consolidation. It has been the
mission of Bridge Broadcast Corp. to
effectively create a successful marriage
between technology and personnel, thus
maintaining adequate cost containment
without sacrificing 24-hour, locally produced programming.
The backbone of our system integration is the SALSA Automation System
by LPB/Systemation. The software,
running on a standard 486/DX66 PC
with a4GB hard drive, is areliable and
cost-effective alternative to many higher-priced automation suites.

Model
MP- 1
MP-2

EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

MP-3
MP-4
MP-2-4
MP-3-5

Power
600W
800W
800W
800W
2,000W

Bays
1
2
3
4
4
5
6

3,000W
3,000W

Gain
-3.3
0
1.4
3.3
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5.2

Price
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LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES
Model
GP- 1
GP-2
GP-3
GP-4
GP-5
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2,000W
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6,000W
6,000W
6,000W
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Gain
-3.1
0
1.5
3.4
4.3
5.5

Price
$350
$1,350
$1,900
$2,600
$3,150
$3,7911/

MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES
Power
4,000W
8,000W
10,000W
10,000W
10,000W
10,000W

Bays
1
2

Model
SGP-1
SGP-2
SGP-3
SGP-4

3
4

SGP-5
SGP-6

5
6

Price
$690
$2,690
$3,595
$4,500
$5,300
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Planning Your Automation Setup

Alexander, director of engineering for
Crawford Broadcasting and acolumnist
for RW, put it: "If the operators hate it,
the system is doomed to failure."

ment and look for features as they would
tems administrator for National Public
for any other equipment," Schad said.
Radio, determined the delicate balance
Vendor relations
"What it sounds like is much more imporbetween ease of use and functionality
Actual implementation takes time.
tant than what the screens look like. Look
after ahands-on evaluation of some six
Cris Lawton, senior systems engineer for
at features needed in areliable broadcast
systems.
Susquehanna Radio, is in charge of
automation system. A good computer
"The easiest system did not have the
installing and maintaining digital audio
doesn't necessarily mean agood automarequired functionality. The system with
storage systems within its multistation
tion system," he said.
the greatest functionality was not the
operation.
What about sound
easiest to learn and use. The ultimate
"Changing from analog to digital is
8:13:24 sal AM May 3 98
quality? Will you
decision (Dalet) was deemed workable
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delivering, in their shipping product,
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Setting sampling
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Sports
rates, however, made
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found that the ease
Temp
AbbosUoarello
Three Day Forces!
Trafic recoil
scheme which will become obsolete
in the compression much less noticeof operation dur
Network
I
fe.1
will require expensive upgrades down
able." Nevertheless, higher sampling
ing a fast- pace
Lime°
the road," said Eileen Tuuri of
rates or uncompressed audio means
morning
show
Wese lot So Baal
Janet,
Ter
• ew..eo.
CBSI/Custom Business Systems Inc.
larger sound files, as well as the need
began to be very
ïig
traMpelip
tpaPtrN/B..p
Even the best components can fail.
We
for more capacious hard drives to
important. Some
!par/Palle,
ty.e'rey.teib.
Complete reliability comes from
match.
systems had a lot
1
1
, 70
Lou,
et"
redundancy. How much redundancy is
So you narrow the search to systems
of features, but
enough? In setting up the ENCO
that can handle your operation reliably.
moving around the
DADpRo system for World Radio, a How will your staff handle operating the
screen and switchA Handy Automation Tool From SMARTS
new network that provides programsystem?
ing
between
ming for public radio stations, Chief
Typically, there's some compromise
screens made it difficult for on air operaEven as the system becomes an
Engineer Ned Keller wanted to be sure
between simplicity of use and the systion," he said.
ongoing part of the day-to-day operathey would stay up and running no
tem's ability to handle complexity.
Every system requires some training,
tion, the relationship with your vendor
matter what the circumstance.
Finding the right balance often comes
and this needs to be figured in as part of
isn't over. Upgrades and modifications
"We went with dual redundant everyfrom talking with other users and visitthe overall cost. "An easy-to-use digital
are vital parts of maintaining the system
thing: mirrored drives, dual power supply
ing their operations. Referrals from othsystem that doesn't meet your needs is
through its life cycle. Rod Thannum,
— and Ieven have aspare monitor, keyer stations was essential to the search
just as useless as asystem that can meet
chief engineer for Northwest College
board and mouse lying around," he said.
according to Ken Bryant, operations
the need but can't be figured out," said
Radio based in the Minneapolis- St. Paul
"It is way worth a little bit more money
manager and owner of Seneca
Eric Briggs, senior account manager for
area, said the 13- station network decidin the long run."
Broadcasting.
Broadcast Electronics. "Training is crited on its vendor because it offered the
"We went looking at other station
ical with any system. The money spent
best opportunity to forge a solid workWhat computer?
operations and (asked for) referral inforto have your staff properly trained will
ing relationship.
In\ cling in quality computers is
mation from other station management
prevent hours of frustration and lost
"Our research told us that any of the
important, but don't lose sight of the big
and engineers," said Bryant. "The reason
productivity."
three vendors ( they considered) could
picture. John Schad, president and owner
we hit upon LPB/Systemation was the
For some, this is best carried out in a probably meet our needs," said
of Smarts Broadcast Systems, suggests
relatively simple operation and referrals
formalized fashion — i.e., school. "We
Thannum. "In the end we selected the
that it's best not to think of these as comfrom two other stations that already had
dedicated agreat deal of money and perArrakis DL4 because it not only meets
puters at all!
this equipment in use."
sonnel resources to create the PSI Training
our technical and operational criteria,
"Prospective buyers should consider
The next step: Try before you buy.
Academy," John Marquis, Director of
but the relationships developed with the
that they are purchasing broadcast equipDavid Julian Gray, digital audio sysTraining at Prophet Systems, said.
personnel at the company gave us an
Despite extensive research, Walter
indication as to how well expansion and
Hooper found that the system he first
upgrades would potentially go. In my
(purchased for the five-station group he
view we were not just buying abox of
Innovative Solutions
owns in Tennessee wouldn't do. "We
Hearing
the
current
time
and
hardware and a couple of floppies to
spent most of our time trying to figure
run our stations. We were buying the
temperature is important to your radio
Voice: 615-228-3500
out how to work around system limitaservices of avendor to meet our current
audience. The Time- Temp Thing makes
Fax: 615-227-2367
tions. Ibelieve very strongly that the
needs and grow with us," he said.
this possible on satellite and automated615-227-2393
Fax- On- Demand:
Web: www.sinesys.com
automation system should work for you.
With the on air/live-assist system at
stations. It can speak the time, the temperaYou should not work for the system, nor
the core of your operation, this ongoture, or both. It even automatically changes the way it speaks the
should you have to compromise your
ing relationship is indeed like a marinformation so it doesn't sound like a machine. A contact-closure is all
programming to accommodate the
riage. Irreconcilable differences may
it needs to make it speak and an EOM contact is provided.
automation system," said Hooper.
happen, but it's unlikely you will ever
After this ordeal, Hooper switched to
be divorced from this technology all
111111•11M1111.
the ENCO DADPRo32.
together.
Time- Temp Thing
Making asystem "user friendly" — by
OP
design, training or both — will make or
Carl Lindemann hosts " Cyberscene,"
break a system. Dalet user Cris
adaily feature carried on public radio.
AUTOMATION, continued from page 56

couldn't be sold otherwise," said
George
Thomas,
president
of
Cartworks/dbm Systems. "Purchasing a
complete unit ensures that the components of the system are compatible with
each other and all your support comes
from a single source. One vendor can't
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the system switches over to the secondary.
A Microsoft NT 4.0 server provides
system status information and log reporting for each music format. Additionally,
the server provides delivery and processing of daily playlists. The log report is
required for Canadian content regulations
as well as for diagnostic feedback.
An
audio
workstation,
with
MediaTouch MediaDisk software, is available for the delivery of other audio source
material onto the servers for integration
into the automation system.
MediaTouch provided Galaxie with a
mixture of standard, customized and
developmental software for the automation, control and reporting features of the
Galaxie facility.

USER REPORT

CBC Taps MediaTouch for Galaxie
by Fred Benedikt
Senior Engineer
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
TORONTO Galaxie is anew subscription audio service developed by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., delivering
30 channels of continuous, commercialfree CD- quality music, overseen by
music programmers from across Canada.
It is delivered to ExpressVu, a
Canadian DTH (direct-to-home) service
and select cable companies via fiber
optics and satellite. Distribution to other
service providers is planned as they
become available. Galaxie was operational as of Sept. 10, 1997.
Galaxie has some unique automation
and control features — specified by
Galaxie/CBC and implemented by
Oakwood MediaTouch Technologies
(0MT/MediaTouch) as aturnkey vendor.
The system utilizes the strength of the
CBC infrastructure for operational, technical and computer support combined
with the fault-tolerant MediaTouch system design. CBC looked for an experienced radio broadcast automation
turnkey vendor, preferably Canadian, as
CBC has ahistory of preferring to work
with Canadian companies.
Background
A key criterion of Galaxie is the unattended operation and automatic failure
detection. The Galaxie system minimizes
the amount of user intervention required
during normal operations and component
failure conditions.
Each of the 30 formats has apreprogrammed backup audio source should
any major system component falter.
Failure of audio or missing programming
is reported to aWeb page on the CBC
national intranet, where management and
programming staff could monitor system
status in real time from almost anywhere.
Low operational costs and WAN system access were the most challenging
design aspects of Galaxie. Technical
facilities are in Toronto, while Galaxie
management is 300 miles away in
Ottawa. Twenty-one music programmers
are located in five Canadian cities from
Montreal in eastern Canada to Edmonton
in western Canada.
CBC's intranet WAN, running from
coast to coast, proved to be the critical
component in offering the high level of
system access with low operational and
communication costs. The music programmers create their music playlists
with the assistance of RCS Selector software and deliver them electronically to
the Galaxie technical facility in Toronto.
The programmers make this connection
with alocal phone call.
A little help from our friends
Galaxie has 30 Pioneer CAC- V5000
500-bin jukeboxes, the first in Canada.
These CD jukeboxes are controlled by
MediaTouch
OpLOG
software.
MediaTouch OpLOG automation software has been customized to play individual cuts and/or complete CD albums.
The core server is two DEC Prions
P166 HX Network File Servers with 20
GB of SCSI Fast Wide disk storage. A
high-speed fiber optic link keeps the
two file servers mirrored with identical
data. During a primary server failure,
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Galaxie shown in use at the CBC.

See CBC, page 67

Eliminate Carts for $5,000
At last!
A " cart" replacement
system that works like carts, but
with digital audio quality that
sounds like compact discs.
It's Scott Studios' new Spot Box.

8:13:24

The triple-deck digital player has
everything you would expect. Big
green Play buttons, bnght red
Stop buttons, VU meters, large
countdown timers, flashing Endof-Message signals, and large
legible " cart" labels.
You can start each spot manually
from the screen, from remote Start
búttons (and run lights) on the
console, or touch the AutoManual button to have Spot Box
smoothly start the next deck itself.
Spot Box is really easy to use.
There's only the one screen, so
jocks never get confused. Even
though Scott Studios uses
Windows 98, 95 or NT, Spot Box
works like carts, not acomputer.
If you use apaper log, load any cut
quickly with the blue number
keys at the bottom of the
touchscreen, or type them in with
a10-key pad. Or, pick and play
any recording by number or name
from the scrolling " Wall of Carts"
showing all your spots, promos
and jingles in ABC or 123 order.
As an option, Spot Box can import
logs from your traffic computer by
diskette or Local Area Network.
You get detailed printouts showing exactly which spots played
and when. With the traffic import
option, you see at a glance the
comparison of schedule and air
times.
If you have several stations under
one roof, record aspot only once.
There's no limit to the number of
Spot Boxes or hard drives you can
connect by LAN for additional
studios and redundancy. Every
spot can be instantly played in

, . ,. . , )

CompLISA -Epson

2474 ,o1/1:00/C

PCM

CM

Q. 1-800-CompUSA
111 •

It's the easiest hard disk digital
system to use!
There are two parts: A tripledeck " cart" player on the left, and
a "Wall of Carts" pick list on the
right.
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Central Bank & Trust
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Cinema 12
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Here 'sthe simple ard easy Scott Spot Box cart replacement. It sounds great, with three channels of
uncompressed digital audio on three console channels.
1,750

every studios' Spot Box.
Recordings can be locked so they
only play on designated stations,
days and times.
Scott Studios is first with a PCI
digital audio card that plays three
uncompressed stereo channels
with overlap from one card while
recording or playing afourth!

1,500
1,250

o

1,000
750
500
250

Scott Systems are best due to:
• the easiest user interface;
• uncompressed digital audio;
• 3product lines—Good, Better &
Best.

Scott's non-proprietary 32-bit
audio card is superior to anything
else: > 90db signal-to-noise, ruler
flat frequency response, and your
choice of MPEG II, uncompressed
or both, intermixed at all sample
rates. Others use inferior 8- or 16bit audio cards designed 5-10
years ago.
It's afact: over 1,750 radio stations
have 3,950 Scott digital workstations, including major groups
like CBS, Chancellor, Disney/ABC,
Clear Channel, Emmis, Citadel and
many more.
Ord, (
32) Oa Reid« Woks Card

Scott Studios' digital audio is
affordable.
A triple-deck Spot
Box Pentium recorder- player
with touchscreen starts at $5,000!
Call Scott Studios to see how a
digital system can be tailored to
your needs and budget.

Se

oee S eeddiee
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (
972) 620-8811
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
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360 Systems: Instant Gratification
by Ross Alan
Executive Producer
Tom Joyner Morning Show'
ABC Radio Networks
DALLAS When talking about liveassist products, there are systems that
merely work, and others that work hard.
The Instant Replay from 360 Systems is
one of the latter.
My initial experiences with the Instant
Replay were in Atlanta, where Iwas producing "The Tom Joyner Morning Show"

product that requires localizing, done
with Joyner's prerecorded voice setting
up traffic liners, time checks, simulated
conversations, intros and IDs. This gave
our listening audience the impression that
the show was happening right there in
Atlanta. Tom knew all about the current
traffic problems and local news.

The two fully loaded machines
allowed me to stretch creativity. All
audio elements were categorized and
loaded so Icould access any type of comment or effect when desired. Ieven had
liners that allowed for mistakes when I
pressed the wrong button.
For instance, if Ihit atime check for
6:07 and it was actually 7:07, Ihad abutTom in a Box'
ton for, "Wait, wait, wait aminute, Iblew
With four hours of in-box memory, I it (laugh). Idon't want you to tear up that
could get creative by mixing liners to
fast lane rushing to work. Igave you the
construct full simulated conversations
wrong time. Let me see ... " Then of
course Iwould hit the correct time and
not only did Icorrect my mistake, but it
gave the impression that Tom really
goofed and corrected himself live.
With the machine's capacity of 500
pre-assigned liners and hundreds more
stored in memory, Iwas able to come up
with many creative moments. Seeing
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what Iwas accomplishing with the two
Instant Replay units, Joyner recommended all 96 affiliates carrying the show also
check them out.
Three months later, Tom hired me as
executive producer of his national show
from the ABC Radio Networks in Dallas.
On location
The first thing Idid when Iarrived
was order two new four-hour Instant
Replays for our remote broadcasts and
load them up with jingles, contest beds,
sound effects and music.
You might wonder why we needed to
bring the units on location instead of simply originating the music and beds from
the main ABC studios in Dallas. Because
we do the show with alive audience on
location, the crowds tend to sing along
with the intros and outros to the songs
and jingles. This causes adelay problem
— the feed comes from Dallas, up to the
satellite, down to the remote, back to
Dallas and out to the rest of the country.
See INSTANT, page 66

DIA: A Versatile Tool
for Radio Stations
ARRAKIS, continued from page 59

Instant Replay is integral to the '
Tom Joyner Morning Show.'
on a local basis for WALR-FM, " KISS
104.7." In fact, Iwas the only show producer utilizing the Instant Replay, compared to the other 96 affiliates using outdated cart systems. Joyner visited the
station in Atlanta on several occasions
and saw what Icould do with the two
units Ihad purchased.
The show is a satellite-fed "generic"

between Tom and the local on-air staff.
The unit has a Playlist function that
allows the user to preprogram aseries of
liners to be played back-to-back at the
touch of abutton. This let me do contest
giveaways with sound effects playing
along with music beds in the background.
At the time, Inamed the unit "Tom in a
Box."

In our station, the versatility of the
DL4 has been an advantage.
WAZY(FM) already owned aDigilink
III which was used only for spots, jingles and other non-music cuts. When
station management wanted the ability
to automate certain air shifts, we needed the ability to store our music library
(currently 731 songs) on hard disk.

On Air Digital, USA
Scores With UDS II
UDS II, continued from page 57

When recording liners for walkaway
operation, we can key in the run times
of your announcements. As these are
entered in the playlist, the Time Update
key can display how the remaining
hours of the day will time out. Judicious
use of this feature and the voice-tracking
capability of the UDS II has led seasoned radio pros to inform me they can't
tell when Iam live or tracked.
Going awry
Every once in a while, we all
make a bonehead mistake that will
put some information on the screen
never seen before. But help is only a
phone call away and the answer is
right there.
Ionce got confused and loaded the
KOMC (adult) schedule for the ensuing day into the KRZK ( country)
machine. When Isaw that most of my
music had not loaded, Iimmediately
thought there was aproblem with the
machine — as they say, popes and
operations managers are infallible.
Technical support helped me check
out afew things on the scheduler list.
Suddenly Irealized Iwas looking at

the Andrews Sisters instead of the
Forrester Sisters on my country
playlist. Reloading the proper schedule put everything right and the current day's events continued to run
like nothing ever happened. And the
tech guy was gracious in trying to
make me feel less stupid for performing the radio equivalent of the square
peg in the round hole.
Reliability, ease of operation,
dependable tech support and a vision
to the future make the UDS II a suitable choice. From time to time, Ihave
suggested features to enhance the UDS
II system, and each time the On-Air
folks have responded with software
that does the job. Iscan their "wish
list" of enhancements for other customers using different source devices
and find they are meticulous about
meeting the needs of each client.
If you are looking for asystem that
will reliably take your station into the
21st century, Iwould recommend you
look at the UDS II.
For information, contact On Air
Digital, USA in Texas at (972) 4818700; fax ( 972) 481-9499; or circle
Reader Service 9.

VVAZY(FM) DJ Rick Mummey
We wanted the extensive features of
the DL4, but needed compatibility
with our earlier Digilink III systems.
The cost of adding an expansion unit
and hard drive space to the existing
Digilink III systems was similar to the
cost of acomplete DL4.
The layout
With the software provided by
Arrakis, the Digilink III interfaced
directly with the DL4. Our Digilink
III still contains all spots and jingles
and instructs the DL4 when to play
the music. Music is input to the DL4
from a Yamaha 02R digital console
in our production room. The DL4 is
controlled remotely from the production room with Windows 95 control program.
On the air, the segues between programming elements and music are
flawless. The cooperation between

these two systems does not affect the
ability of each to operate on its own.
The DL4 can be connected to analog or digital consoles. Users have a
choice of analog balanced I/O, 32 kHz
AES/EBU digital or MPEG if desired.
With the inexpensive Arrakis ( DLXFER) option, an existing PC-based
production editor like Cool Edit or
Digigram XTrack can be used.
Each of the unit's three playback
sources has its own analog or digital
stereo output. However, the DIA also
has a software-selectable mode which
will mix the analog outputs into one,
allowing them to be controlled by one
fader on the console.

Three is the magic number
At WAZY, we use three separate
outputs to feed our console, because
this allows air talent to mix sources
as they did before the transition to
digital.
The DL4 has tally and remote logic for the start and stop functions of
each deck. We use the tally and
remote logic functions to interface
with our Arrakis 12000 console,
although the DL4 can be fairly easily interfaced with any console.
When we operate unattended, the
console faders are left up. The tally
logic of the DL4 turns the channels
on and off. This prevents the unused
pots from being left open, possibly
picking up unwanted RF signals,
such as from the 1kW AM transmitter 50 feet away. In our station, the
audio output from the Digilink III is
fed to its own fader.
For about the price of a wellequipped PC, the Arrakis DL4 provides acomplete digital audio system.
Add a PC with appropriate software
and it becomes afull-featured system
capable of unattended operation, live
assist and production.
For more information, contact
Arrakis in Colorado at (970) 2242249; or circle Reader Service 142.
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problem. The problems were found
promptly and the unit was upgraded at no
charge and delivered back via FedEx.
This type of service separates broadcast
vendors from consumer vendors.
In addition to the above- mentioned products, CNNRadio
also uses Broadcast Tools
audio swiCchers and button
boxes in our day-to-day operation. All provide cost-effective
and timesaving solutions to
many engineering problems.
Documentation is good and
tech support is just an e-mail
or phone call away should you
The Programmable Schedule Controller
need it.
bugs when we loaded it down with the
For more information, contact
second service. A quick call and afaxed
Broadcast Tools in Washington State at
(360) 428-6099; fax (360) 428-6719; or
copy of our schedule revealed two probcircle Reader Service 36.
lems: operator error and aprogramming

PSC Eases Pains at CNNRadio HQ
!Itiy Darrin Tebbe
CBTE
CNNRadio Networks
ATLANTA A rapidly growing radio
network means arapidly growing number of projects to complete.
The networks of CNNRadio present
this challenge to the engineering staff.
Projects require off-the- shelf solutions
to ensure quick completion, reliable service and most important, quick replacement. Broadcast Tools provides acomplete line of such solutions. The
company specializes in the little things
you always have needed but usually had
to make.
'Live on-hold
CNNRadio has become the ancillary
audio services branch of CNN. Oddly
enough, perhaps the most important is
the service that provides the latest news
"on hold" for every Turner phone system
in Atlanta. The on-hold audio loop consists of two minutes of CNNRadio
Network news, updated every half-hour.
The feed was previously provided by an
outside source, sometimes delayed for
hours. The problem: Callers on hold at
the world's news leader would hear
three- hour-old news. It was decided to
bring the service in-house.
The solution had to be automated, low
in cost and maintenance- free. A Henry
Engineering Digicord recorder/player
was chosen for audio storage. A
Broadcast Tools 2X1 audio switcher
would cut between live and recorded
audio. The missing link was a low-cost
controller that could reliably operate the
system based on the time of day.
The
Broadcast
Tools
PSC
'(Programmable Schedule Controller) fit
the bill perfectly. With 20 output relays,
136 program steps and the ability to sync
to our master clock, the under-$500 PSC is
abargain. The 20 SPST relays can be activated in a momentary or latching mode.
The unit is very small (7.75 x 1x4inches)
and can be rack-mounted with an optional
kit. The programming steps are stored in
EEPROM and a 1Farad capacitor holds
the clock setting for nearly 72 hours in the
event of apower failure.
Breaking the format
In addition to contact closures, the
PSC can issue ASCII commands via RS232 serial port. This simplifies controlling high-end routing switchers, consoles
and automation systems.
The unit accepts a simple closure to
sync to amaster time source. Its internal
clock is very accurate; we have lost less
than two seconds per month compared to
our GPS master clock.
Programming via a non- dedicated
computer or dumb terminal setup is easy.
Our system was up in acouple of hours.
The system provides alive on-hold newscast while it is happening and then repeats
it until the next live one is detected.
The CNNRadio Headline News radio
network is basically CNN Headline
News television audio with afixed halfhour format, providing network and local
breaks at scheduled times during each
half-hour. However, problems arise with
breaking news, altering the Headline
News format.
Affiliates rely on the scheduled breaks

for income, so we needed abackup system that would operate the breaks based
solely on time for these periods when the
Headline News format was broken. The
extra relays of the PSC provided that system, and it has worked flawlessly since
installation nearly ayear ago.
A simple main/backup switch facilitates the change in systems. The PSC
also provides all network automation
control for CNNRadio Europe, our overseas news service.
Things that go bump
Our PSC was an early production
model, and we uncovered a couple of
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software company, which lets us standardize levels and trim spots to perfect length.
Editing is abreeze and we find our attitudes
leaning toward perfectionism.

REPORT

Auto-Mate System Hits the Mark
by Clif Wilson
Chief Engineer, KENE(AM)

impressed. The more Iread it, the more I
liked the program; but the price kept nagging at me, telling me this system couldn't
TOPPENISH, Wash. Satellite-fed
be much. After reading through the entire
KENE(AM) in Toppenish, Wash., was
manual, though, there was little Icould
using afairly large SMC automation syspinpoint missing from this program.
tem that had just turned 10 years old. It
One day in June 1997, the old system
was getting tired, so Ihad a chat with
we were using finally gave up.
owner/manager Rick Knapp about looking
Replacement parts were obsolete and we
into acomputer system. Ihad researched
were forced to take over manually. We
several in the last couple of years — some
called John Zolkoske from Auto-Mate in
were good, some very bad. The ones IratOregon, who shipped the Auto-Mate proed negatively Iknew by experience, but I gram to us overnight. Igrabbed an old
won't name names here.
486/DX66 computer we had laying
Ihad spent $20 just to receive the manaround and Iwent to work.
ual for the Auto- Mate system. Iwas

we were running off the computer.
It is true not everything was running
perfectly, but at least we could go home
and sleep that night. In ashort time, we
devised ausable routine.
Ibelieve in redundancy, so our system
does not end with one computer. We have
two PCs in the control room, both equipped
with the same features. The second computer has all my morning toys: special liners,
jingles and one-liners Icreated.
We use ZIP drives in each computer to
move files around because we find them
satisfactory and quite speedy. We also
use ZIP disks to back up the system. A
Fl r
J
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•
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issues (may vary with issue
sizes), and is made of
reinforced board covered with
durable leather-like material in
blue, with the title hot-stamped
in gold. Cases are V-notched
for easy access and free
personalization foil is included
for indexing the year.

Cases
1-$8.95 3-$24.95 6-$45.95
Call Toll Free
7days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690
Charge Orders ( Minimum $ 15):
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted.
Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. 95RW
499 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Allow 4to 6weeks for delivery •
Add $ 1.50 per cose for postage & handling.
Outside U.S. ( including AK & HI) $3.50 per case
(U.S. funds only).
PA residents add 7% sales tax
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In effect the audience sounds like
they are singing out of sync.
Having the Instant Replays on
location allows us to play all the
show elements from the remote
broadcast keeping the audience insync with the songs. They have
become a necessity to our broadcasts, and since they're digital, there
is no degradation or loss of quality.
To keep the unit working properly
and avoid disk crashes, Iperform
periodic de- fragmenting with the
program built into the Instant
Replay. Ialso back up the entire
memory to DAT tape via digital
transfer. The 360 Systems product
support is efficient and quick to
respond to my questions.
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The Auto-Mate System filled the void during the recent satellite failure.
This system came together extraordinarily easily. The biggest difficulties
were in obtaining alarge hard drive that
would function in an old computer, and
getting the Soundblaster audio card to
come up in DOS. Another complication
was in running wire from the satellite
receiver to the computer. The entire project took about half the day. By evening,

disk management program called X-Tree
is used to move all elements and assure
that everything is updated.
Although Auto-Mate does allow us to
record spots, music and liners directly into
the program, we use athird, considerably
faster computer in the production room.
This has asimple cut/paste/mix editing program from Voyetra, the MIDI sequencing

The Wondrous World
Of ENCO DAD
m.

The Instant
Replay on
Location

16

8

4Tat> Change

A full plate
Our Auto-Mate currently is running with
350 to 450 entries aday in the satellite templates. We have 200 liners in the system and
can assign liners to aspecific announcer by
way of an announcer code. Our network
does astrong job using the personalized liners, and most people are not aware that our
announcers are in Branson, Mo., and not
right here in Toppenish.
Auto-Mate allows us to have 10-second legal Ids and five- and three-second
See AUTO-MATE, page 67
i.

DAD, continued from page 58

schedule of elements to be downloaded at designated times. This works
well, but the satellite feed is aone-way
street and there is no verification of a
successful or failed download.
Occasionally, we would download
a commercial only to find out later
that it was never received. Satellite
signal fade and local power failure
were the most common reasons for a
failed download, although operator
error was also afactor.
To close this loop, we are converting from satellite-based to WAN-based
downloads over our existing T1 link.
ENCO provided agateway application
that functions independently of aDAD
Workstation and will run largely unattended. This frees a workstation for
other uses and will verify that adownload was successful.
The DADJR workstations at the
remote locations receive downloads

of commercials and localization elements, then play them back on
demand under DADSAT control with
no local human intervention.
Due to our unusual technical
demands, our DADJRs have been beefed
up considerably. We have upgraded and
added more DSP boards, increased memory and hard-drive capacity, as well as
extra serial ports and aLAN card.
Ilike the system because it works.
I also like the company, run by
resourceful people who believe in
and stand behind what they create.
Unlike our previous system, when
ENCO fixes one problem they don't
create two more. When we have
encountered problems, there was
always someone to help me work
through them at any hour.
For more information, contact
ENCO Systems in Michigan at (800)
362-6797; fax (248) 476-5712 or circle Reader Service 35.

INSTANT, continued from page 64

Sense and sensitivity
The only problem is the extreme
sensitivity of the buttons. My finger
will sometimes double-tap the button, repeating whatever is on that
preset. However, after abit of practice, you get the hang of it and this is
no longer an issue.
Initially, shipping the units from
city to city and country to country
worried us, but the Instant Replays
have proven their ruggedness. We all
know the nightmares of baggage
handlers at the airports — even with
"Fragile" stickers plastered all over
the cases. With the proper shipping
cases, the units are very durable.
Ifrequently need to load and
reload music into the units. On average, each will hold about 50 full-version songs along with all other show
elements. Weighing this factor, I
recently put an order in for two of the
new 16-hour Instant Replays. These
units will allow me to store aton of
music and not have to update as often.
Given the price, convenience and
consistent quality Idemand, Irecommend you look into the creative
possibilities offered by the Instant
Replay and consider retiring that
collection of cart machines.
For more information, contact
360 Systems in California at (818)
991-0360, or circle Reader
Service 10.
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AUTO-MATE, continued from page 66

liners. Because Iuse the second computer to run top-of-the-hour IDs, Iuse the
10second ID break in the first computer
to play stagers. The Auto- Mate system
updates the template every hour so we
know where the spots are going to run.
Of course, if we enter something wrong,
the computer cannot correct it. But even
our errors are less noticeable compared to
our old mechanical system. If we mn alittle over during aspot break, Auto-Mate
will hold aliner for up to five seconds and
nobody can tell the difference.
With the old system, the liner simply
ran right over the top of the spot. This
system is much more civilized; if aspot
break runs long, Auto-Mate simply discards the liner after five seconds and
sends you right back into music.
There are numerous little things that
Auto-Mate does to make life easier, but
there are also a couple of significant
items as well. One is called Random
Play, which assisted us through the
Galaxy IV satellite failure. KENE(AM)
airs the Branson Music Network for programming and the USA Radio Network
for news. Both services were lost when
Galaxy IV spun out, potentially leaving
us with nothing to put on the air.
Auto- Mate gave us two options. We
could install two relay cards and run a
complete music-on-hard-drive system, or
use Random Play. We did not think the
satellite would be down for more than a
day or two, so we simply started adding
music to our hard drives and used the
Random Play feature in the overnight
slot. It ran aliner every two songs and a

four- unit spot break every five songs.
The Auto-Mate program placed station
IDs close to the top of each hour. This
was alifesaver for our station.
It was eight days before adifferent
satellite was moved into place and our format returned. We did the daytime by liveassist and let Auto- Mate do its thing at
night. Iremember working at stations,
wondering what would happen during sun
outages or other network losses. With
Auto-Mate, we can return to the Random
Play mode within 30 or 40 seconds of
when someone arrives in the control room.

Auto-Mate, but both require more expensive computers with Windows 95 or NT,
thus driving up the cost considerably.
You will likely need someone with
computer skills to help you set the system up, but once you get it up and run-

You know ...
Knapp made acomment the other day
that Auto- Mate has, in the first year,
already run longer and more error-free
than the old $ 20,000 system we used
before. Ido not believe we spent more than
$3,500 total, including all three computers.
He told me that in the 10 years he used
that system, he had some sort of crisis
almost every day: carts getting stuck or
not stopping; liners running over music
or spots and carts without cues resulting
in silence. These things do not happen
with Auto-Mate.
Some systems can play two or more
items while recording athird. With AutoMate, Ihave all three systems to record
and play on for less than half the price of
only one of the others.
Admittedly, without the use of X-tree
and Voyetra, life would be abit more difficult. There would be some minor changes
were Ito do things all over again, but
Auto-Mate would stay. Iam aware of other
programs within afew hundred dollars of

The many known and unknown
complex issues, plus CBC's desire for
high standards, caused an initial concern for MediaTouch. On the other
side, CBC questioned their ability to
provide the deliverables of the contract
on schedule. Would MediaTouch have
access to suitable resources to complete the contract should there be asignificant problem?
By a collaborative approach
between CBC and MediaTouch, the
project had no insurmountable problems, including the necessity to
redesign the Galaxie technical facility
due to a location change. All critical
broadcasting target dates were met
but less defined, and more developmental issues took about double to
triple the scheduled time to complete.
If the relationship were confrontational, then this complex project would
have surely failed.
The general advice provided by

ning, Icannot think of a more userfriendly program. If dollars count, AutoMate is the way to go.
For more information, contact AutoMate in Oregon at (503) 769-2886, or
circle Reader Service 62.

MediaTouch Essential
To CBC Galaxie Systeriz
MediaTouch, and by Scott Farr in particular, proved to be invaluable and
relevant. As counseled, the "human
element" needed more consideration
than originally anticipated for this
highly computerized facility to operate
smoothly and develop acomfort factor
by the users.
With MediaTouch and CBC acting
as parents, " B.A.B.Y." ( for " Best
Automated Broadcaster Yet," a.k.a.
Galaxie) went through the natural
stages of development: infancy,
childhood and now adolescence. As.
an adolescent, B.A.B.Y. requires
only minimal and occasional intervention.
MediaTouch and CBC both view
this as asuccessful project in that it
met the design criteria for Galaxie
within budget.
For more information, contact
MediaTouch in Winnepeg, Canada
at (204) 786-3994, or circle Reader
Service 217.

CBC, continued from page 63
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Satisfaction
Guaranteed!

sfilm to use! »

Pristine RapidFire is the industry's most powerful,
fun to use, Digital Studio System! RapidFire will save
you thousands of dollars over other high-end digital
systems, while offering superior features and
bulletproof reliability. RapidFire's Quick Picks make it
easy to add or change music, commercials, promos,
and last minute insertions simply by point and shoot.
RapidFire masters live assist, walkaway, and satellite
operations. Playback three audio sources
simultaneously while recording a phone bit or
timeshifting a network feed. Call us to find out how
easy and affordable it is to harness the power of
Pristine RapidFire for your station!
M11111 m•r,

RapidFire

"Pristine RapidFire is great, it's fun to use! It's got
everything astation would want in adigital system. We
use RapidFire in both Live Assist and Auto modes, all day
long and it never gives us any trouble."
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information from one log or clock to others.
Spots, songs, archives, time and temperature announcements are accessed from
asingle GUI-based editor; time and temperature ann-ouncements can be recorded

UPDATES

Prophet Systems
On the way from Prophet Systems is
the Audio Wizard CFS32, an upgraded
version of the existing Audio Wizard CFS
automation system.
Combining the latest-generation 32-bit
graphical user interface with the existing
Prophet Systems database engine and WAN
capabilities, the CFS32 is arobust but easyto-use digital audio system. Its redesigned
control room interface was designed with
the large-market control room in mind.
Audio Wizard CFS32 can simultaneously run up to four monitors off one computer. This feature allows the DJ to arrange
screens in whatever design is easiest to use.
The left monitor displays the new control
room interface, while the GUI log editor is
on the right monitor.
A GUI-based option screen allows the
tailoring of hundreds of parameters. Logs
and clocks can be edited from asingle program that allows the user to cut and paste

and reviewed quickly with the CFS32.
For more information, contact
Prophet Systems in Nebraska at (308)
284-3007; fax (308) 284-5007; or circle
Reader Service 88.
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SMARTS Broadcast Systems
The SMARTCASTER Generation
2000 from SMARTS combines virtually
every station operation into acentralized
computer system.
Order entry and production to broadcast and billing can be controlled by the
Generation 2000 system. It features the
Generation 2000 on-air playback unit
with triple-overlap and dual-record; three
Generation 2000 production units with
complete playback/record; and a traffic
system.
The system integrates multiple stations
into one computer network. Computer
stations feature a Pentium processor,
VGA color monitor and hard drives to
suit specific needs. A system hard drive
provides redundancy.
The Generation 2000 allows playback
of audio from the on-air and production
rooms and virtually anywhere in the
facility including the newsroom and the
sales office. The need for paperwork such
as logs is eliminated, and the reduction of
labor resources to operate the station is
noticeable.

SalnigT5
Broadcast Systems

Stereo audio and APT noise reduction
enhance the sound quality of Generation
2000. There is automatic fill of underfilled and mandatory breaks, as well as
audio overlap for smooth transitions.
Seven-day
walkaway
programming
allows the user to plan adaily broadcast
schedule well in advance.
For
more
information,
contact
SMARTS Broadcast Systems in Iowa at
(800) 498-0487; fax (800) 398-8149; or
circle Reader Service 114.
Dalet Digital Media Systems

RADIO

RESONATES
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RTNDA 98!

FEATURING 32 SESSIONS
FOR RADIO PROS.
IT'S JUST WHAT YOU NEED
RIGHT NOW.

•

Scoring with Sports: Tips to Attract
and Keep an Audience

•

Digital Audio Workshop

•

Feature Reporting for Radio

•

Motivating Employees Running
on Empty

•

Small Staff, Big Sound

•

Investing in Your Future: Steps to
Move Up in Management

•

Targeting Untapped Audiences

•

Legal Issues: Keeping You Out
of Court

•

Web Tools: Driving your Web Page
into More Homes

•

Surviving Ownership Changes

•

Cornering the Market with Weather

•

Writing for the Ear

•

Radio News for Fun & Profit

•

Forging New Paths to Public Trust
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The Dalet5 from Dalet Digital Media
Systems features a new look, a robust
database, added functions and remote-site
accessibility.
Dalet5 incorporates the recent innovations of digital technology to bring the user
a station-wide solution. Its backbone is a
newly implemented client-server database
that offers high processing power.
Managers of large installations with 30
or more workstations will appreciate the
processing reliability this database structure provides. Stations of all sizes will
benefit from the flexibility in creating,
organizing and consulting database categories.
New applications designed for user
interconnectivity and mobility create an
efficient environment for radio group
teamwork. Distant members of a radio
group can exchange work in amatter of
seconds. User-friendly intranet and
Internet applications facilitate all interchange of logs, audio and messages for
multiple-site management.
Other features of the Dalet5 include a
graphic design that brings the staff clarity
and speed in operating the system; on-air
versatility, featuring asingle on-air screen
to centralize the tools for music, newscasts, talk and live-assist programs; automated
operations;
and
Standard
Technology, an open-system architecture
that simplifies the integration of thirdparty breaks, logs and sound files imported
from other sources.
For more information, contact Dalet
Digital Media Systems in New York at
(212) 825-3322; fax (212) 825-0182; or
circle Reader Service 140.
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Broadcast Electronics
AV- Schedule is the most recent
addition to the AudioVAULT liveassist and automation system from
Broadcast Electronics.
This new feature is a 32- bit
Windows application that imports

-
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different schedules from multiple stations.
With AV- Schedule, the user can
manually format or auto-set its built-in
clocks to follow the structure of the
music or traffic schedule. Tools such as
Global Search and Replace and
Schedule Change "bags" make post-

dbm Systems has improved its liveassist and automation line with the
release of CartWorks MHD, a Music-
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schedules from virtually any traffic
and music scheduling program and
combines them into aplaylist for the
AudioVAULT AV-Air screen to execute. The resulting playlist can be
manipulated visually by dragging and
dropping elements between breaks,
and playlist adjustments can be automatically built-in to support various
AV- Air commands. AV-Schedule can
operate aschedule from one station or

Orban
After some tweaks and enhancements,
the new version of the AirTime on- air
audio delivery system from Orban is
ready to roll out this summer.

import schedule adjustments simple. A
number of reports including "Missing
Cut," "Short Break," and "Cut Out Of
Date" are provided to ensure scheduling accuracy.
AV-Schedule is now astandard part
of the AudioVAULT software package.
For more information, contact
Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at
(217) 224-9600; fax (217) 224-9607;
or circle Reader Service 166.

internally so there is never a delay in
audio playback.
The power of QNX provides the
benefit of integrating station functions
without the drawback of traffic jams.
The prioritization plan of AirTime

on- Hard- Drive system.
CartWorks MHD allows for in-context
voice tracks — the ability to record voice
tracks coinciding with time-of-day events.
This feature provides astrong live sound.

Radio Computing Services
The RCS Sounder, Sounder Plus and
Master Control NT systems are offered
as a growth path to assist stations in
choosing the proper live-assist system
for its operations.
The basic Sounder improves liveassist on-air playback of jingles, promos, liners, sweepers, beds and sound
effects with a touchscreen containing
colorful icons and access to astation's
audio library. The company says that.
instead of an overloaded "cartwall" limited by hand-disk capacity, Sounder can
stack and play up to eight carts on command, or put the stack on continuous
play for unattended sequencing.
Sounder Plus takes the recall and play-

69

Announcers prerecord all voice tracks in
advance. The company says the difference
between live and automated operation will
go unnoticed by listeners.
Users can switch easily between Live
Assist and Automated
modes. Should the need
arise, switching to live
operation is possible at
any time to handle
unusual
situations.
Cartworks MHD also
can import logs from
most music and traffic
scheduling software so
the need to learn anew
software package is not
essential. A Quick
Scheduler system is
included for fast and simple music scheduling.
The screens of this
new
system
are
designed to look like
familiar
broadcast
tools. Operators can be
trained within minutes
(even those that lack computer skills).
For more information, contact
CartWorks/dbm Systems in Mississippi
at ( 601) 856-9080; fax ( 601) 8539976; or circle Reader Service 218.

back abilities of Sounder and adds the
capability of importing entire program
logs. Hours' or days' worth of songs, promos and spots can be loaded.
Master Control NT allows astation to
move into the realm of full-blown
automation, satellite and live-assist capability. RCS says this system has added
versatility with the RCS Selector music
scheduling program, combining the top
traffic systems and adding Linker, apromo scheduler. With Linker, the operator
can examine an entire log of songs, promos and spots to adjust as necessary
before air time.
For more information, contact Radio
Computing Services in New York at
(914) 723-8567; fax (914) 723-2258; or
circle Reader Service 11.
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TURN KEY PROCESSING
FOR THE NEW RADIO
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PROELEM: How to equip your stations with today's competitive radio
sound in aconsolidated world.
AirTime is areal-time, multitasking network system designed for mission-critical
radio environments. As part of the upgrade,
AirTime now comes with automation functions providing dynamic interface controls
with external devices and satellites with
store and forward capabilities.
Other enhancements include the support of 100baseT networking and
Digigram audio cards, larger graphics
for the Sound Cube graphical user interface and anew main menu interface for
easier use.
The QNX operating system within the
AirTime moves digital information at
high speed and efficiency, allowing
AirTime to handle high volumes of audio
and system data. All tasks are prioritized

keeps audio on the air while non-critical applications also are in use.
Production, background mirroring, programming and other administrative
functions can occur simultaneously
without aglitch.
The AirTime Peripheral Interface allows
audio playback from other outputs on site
or from aremote location. On-air playback
can be controlled from console faders or
other external devices. The entire system
runs on aPentium/PCI platform and supports numerous hard-drive capacities and
configurations to meet avariety of audio
management needs.
For more information, contact Orban in
California at (510) 351-3500; fax (510)
351-0500; or circle Reader Service 192.

SOLUTION: Composite Processing from Modulation Sciences,
The Processing Authority
Radio consolidation means more complex decisions about how to
sound and what equipment to buy. The CP-803 Composite Processor
punches through clutter on the dial and energizes your stations' sound
to grab listeners and ratings. It perks up any format.from hip-hop to
modern rock and any shade in-between.
The CP.803 features Modulation Sciences' quality design, meticulous
engineering and aprocessing approach to meet the challenges of the
real world of radio. It's simple to set-up and easy to operate.
The CP-803 means one more tool for success in the new radio and
one less headache in afrantic industry where things change overnight.
At atime when the newest mega-deal is just around the comer, you can
rely on Modulation Sciences to pull your stations' processing together.
CALL NOW for information about the CP-803 Composite
Processor or any of Modulation Sciences full line of
processing products.
Code (
136)

On Rroder Service Card

1011111modulation
aciancea

I2A

Worlds Fair Drive

Somerset, N) 08873
Voice (
732) 302-3090
(800) 826-2603
Fax ( 732) 302-0206
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Computer Concepts

CBSI

audio. The system is specified to
deliver 25 simultaneous linear stereo
channels, and in stress tests has
delivered many more. In 4:1 compressed modes, the factor increases
fourfold, with the system delivering
more than 100 simultaneous compressed audio channels. With the
Digital Universe capacity, there is no
reason to compress.

The Digital Universe live-assist digital audio system from CBSI is intended for radio facilities of any size. It
delivers audio to each PC in real time
from a single audio administration
server.
Rather than allowing individual
workstations to access network drives
randomly,
the
client/server architecture allows the
server to balance
the load from all
workstations and
guarantee maximum use of hard
drives. This overcomes the limitations
and
the
potential for on-air
failure of systems
that are simply
"networked."
Requiring only
one PC and monitor per studio, the
user can reduce hardware costs while
tailoring each Digital Universe workstation to its intended application. The
centralized server balances the audio
load, delivering what is needed to each
studio precisely when needed, and
responds quickly to the changing
requests of each studio.
Digital Universe allows the choice
of compressed or uncompressed linear

CD-quality digital audio is played back
directly from hard disk. Maestro inteMaestro from Computer Concepts
gration technology allows direct comoffers broadcasters the ability to control
munication to the user to provide the
all on-air operations.
title, artist, length and other information on any specific
music cut.
This system permits
the user to conduct
searches, make substitutions, read news and
ire... I-weather forecasts and
execute smooth songover-jingle crossfades.
On- screen counters
assist the air personaliIi
o ty in timing spoken
L.
text over the intro and
• . 143(4
outro
of any cut.
Ej
Auditioning a song
before it hits the air is
FT7F
-T7t.el accomplished easily.
For more information,
All digital operations including comcontact Computer Concepts in Kansas at
mercials, music, announcer text and
(913) 541-0900; fax (913) 541-0169; or
scheduling information are rolled into
circle Reader Service 63.
one command center with the Maestro.
»Yam Om led•
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Touchscreen support and an onscreen log linked with the station's traffic system offer ease of operation. The
user can access 55 hot buttons, user-configured as carts ready for instant play in
aclean, uncluttered layout.
For more information, contact CBS!
in Oregon at ( 541) 271-3681; fax
(541) 271-5721; or circle Reader
Service 37.
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Broadcast Software
International
The WaveStation automation software from BSI has been upgraded.
WaveStation 3.00 is afull-featured digital audio automation system using nonproprietary hardware. Users can
purchase off- theshelf equipment at
low cost, install the
WaveStation software and have aproficient automation
system. It is capable
xa;
of satellite, live-assist
and live operation.
WaveStation can
interface with satel"•
lite receivers, TI'L
e• .1...4 3 •
and serial equipment
The
upgrade
includes over 100
improvements to the previous version, with more than 80 stemming
from user input. Major improvements
include: drag- and-drop VoiceTrack
interface; triple on-screen decks with
manual control capability; serial
command interface for control of
external switchers and other devices;
dual on- screen record decks with

WM)

4Ï

134. ••• le44.7

compressed streaming record; a full
32- bit design to take advantage of
Windows 95, Windows 98 and
Windows NT; and aBSI special edition of Cool Edit Pro from
Syntrillium Software.
Options include inexpensive

MIs
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interfaces for input and output contact closures. The Version 3.00
upgrade is free for anyone who
purchased WaveStation within the
last year.
For more information, contact
Broadcast Software International at
(541) 338-8588; fax (541) 338-8656;
or circle Reader Service 89.
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The HitDrive music loading service from Holland Broadcast can
load an extensive song music library
of 1,000 tracks onto a hard disk in
about four hours.
The system begins with the
HitPick software, alarge database of
nearly 5,000 songs supplied free of
charge. The songs, covering everything from oldies to classic rock to
country, then are loaded onto the
hard drive of the station. The HitPick
program allows the user to look
through the list and check off the
desired tracks.
After returning the HitPick software to Halland, a database of the
songs chosen by the user is compiled. A drive unit is connected to

the HitDrive system and the desired
music tracks are transferred. The
HitDrive computer loads the station's drive at four songs per
minute. The system can load 250
songs in one hour, or about 1,000
songs in four hours. Often, the station's drive can be returned via
FedEx that same day.
Halland offers three versions of
the HitDrive service: 32 kHz
MPEG, 48 kHz MPEG, and 48 kHz
Dolby AC- 2 compression. Music
files can also be loaded to a 1 GB
Iomega JAZ cartridge, should astation choose not to ship its actual
drive to Halland.
For more information, contact
Halland Broadcast Services at
(626) 963-6300; fax ( 626) 9632070; or circle Reader Service 115.
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Digigram

The PCX820np and PCX821np are
the latest stereo record/playback cards
to the Digigram multichannel PCXnp
series of solutions for radio broadcast
and automation.
The PCX820np is an analog
record/playback PCI bus soundcard

that features four balanced analog
stereo or eight mono outputs, plus one
stereo input configurable as balanced
analog or AES/EBU digital. The
PCX821np
is
an
all- digital
record/playback PCI bus sound card

featuring four balanced stereo
AES/EBU outputs and one digital
stereo AES/EBU input.
Specifically part of the Digigram
PCX800np range, both cards use a
32-bit driver, operate on the PCI bus
and take advantage of the latest generation of the Motorola 56301
DSPs. The PCXnp driver features
improved multitasking and multipleapplication management.
Multiple
audio
streams in both linear
PCM or MPEG formats may be mixed
into each hardware
output. Using multiple
PCX cards, up to 32
physical channels of
audio can be accommodated easily on a
single workstation.
Processing power on
both models manages
simultaneous, independent record and playback in addition to
several other functions.
For more information, contact
Digigram in Virginia at ( 703) 8759100; fax ( 703) 875-9161; or circle
Reader Service 141.

mediatron
The NewsControl+ multipurpose
system from mediatron can be used
as a live- assist and automation system.
NewsControl+ can be employed as
a flow control system for radio programs, playback of commercial
stopsets or in live- assist mode for
instant recall of jingles, station IDs,
news and music.
The system provides simple broadcast automation with elements stored
to hard disk. Jingles, newscasts, commercials and music may be played
back to back without time- synchronous control.

71

For broadcast automation, two
methods of operation are possible:
looped playback according to acompiled playlist or random playback.
One playlist can contain up to 1,700
elements with no time limit.
The system works under Windows
and boasts an open flexible ACSII
interface, allowing NewsControl+ to
exchange information with music
scheduling and traffic systems.
Unlimited wall-of-carts and hot-key
lists are featured as well as a virtual
fader for both of these elements.
For more information, contact
mediatron in Germany at +49-81318305-0; fax: + 49-8131-8305-25; or
circle Reader Service 219.

And You Thought
You Knew Us

eQE

o
AudioScience
The AudioScience ASI4100 family
of digital audio adapters for the PC
platform has expanded with the addition of models ASI4113 and ASI4111.
The new adapters are distinguished
,from other adapters by the ability to
simultaneously record and play up to
five streams of digital audio, all with different compression formats and sample
rates. Like other cards in its product lineup, these adapters utilize the 32-bit PCI

freeing up more time for the CPU to run
the OEM's application.
The ASI4113 offers four playback
streams and one record stream. Each
playback stream can be independently
mixed to one of three physical outputs.
All streams have independent sample
rates and formats, and any sample rate
is supported in the range of 8 to 50
kHz, with 100 Hz resolution.
The ASI4111 offers two play
streams mixed to one physical output
and one record stream. Both adapters

é
Low Power Transmitters
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Digital STL / TSL Systems

Modulation Monitors
..è
bus and the latest generation of 24- bit
DSPs from Motorola.
The ASI4111/4113 are among the first
broadcast-quality adapters to be based on
the high-speed PCI bus. Compared to the
jolder ISA bus, the PCI bus offers
improvement in data transfer efficiency,

AEO
The MAR4WIN radio automation system from AEQ is designed for the
demands of the modern radio station.
MAR4WIN can handle up to four
audio processing boards simultaneously
and allow concurrent access to different
databases, locals, remotes and the Internet.
Audio, text and video objects are displayed on a single screen which is con-

offer AES/EBU and S/PDIF inputs
and outputs, allowing a direct link to
other digital audio equipment.
For more information, contact
AudioScience in Delaware at (302)
324-5333; fax (302) 738-9434; or circle Reader Service 167.

figurable by the user. The information
unit manager included allows for aflexible creation and modification of the
actions associated to the objects.
MAR4WIN is easy to learn as all
actions are carried out similarly using a
drag-and-drop operation. Critical actions
are accessible with touchscreen operation.
For more information, contact AEQ in
Florida at ( 954) 424-0203; or circle
Reader Service 12.

Pre Built Modular Transmitter Sites

For More Information Call Us Toll- Free At (800) 334-9154
DEI Corporation

Toll- free Sales (800) 334-9154

One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094

Fax (609) 629-1751
Emergency Service (609) 728-2020

e-mail: qeisales@gei-broadcast.com

Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com
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Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Now, Switch and Distribute
AES/EBU Signals Easily
With The AES-200

w

Silicon Valley
POWE
AMPLIFIERS

Incredibly Flexible DTMF Control
CirçuitWerkes

The RF People

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers
Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

The DS-8Programmable DTMF decoder
The DS-8features include:

Bridge the DS-8across youraudio
source and get eight individually

>Each of the eight relays maybe
independently programmed for
codes and mode.
»Program it with anyDTMF phone.
»Highqualitymetalenclasuream be
wall ar table mounted. Low cost
(optional) rack mount available.
>All connections an screw terminals
»Retains settings afters power failure
>List price is just $299.

programmable relay outputs.
Each closure is activated by its
own code of one to four digits
long. Each tzlay can be set up as
momemtary, latching or

The AES-200 Digital Audio DA/Switcher
Features: Two Input Digital Switcher

Uses:

bdi

AES/EBU Compatible
Two Independent Outputs
Full Remote Control and Status
Feed Two Digital Exciters
Switch Main/Alternate Digital Paths
Digital Dubbing

interlocked with odterrelays! Use
the DS- 8 for remote audio
switching, automated program

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566
Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax ( 914) 736-6916
Email: Broadcastdevices@worldnetatt.net

Fax

1-408-986-1438

In-Stock-Available for Immediate Delivery
•

•1:11021

Price US$2600.00
2Towers
will operate with any remote control equipment.

IIIII •

etati-Cat
Light/fie Prevettiog eystenf
The

provides a continuous, low- resistance discharge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures.
POINTS ARE

18'

STAINLESS STEEL

RODS ( not wires) ground to needle sharpness.

CCTriána

Corporation Inc.

Fax 765-966-5505
47375

E-mail: broadcast@infocom.com

Write or call toll free for afree brochure!
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington. N.M. 87499-2548

www.broadcast-richmond.com

888-325-5336 FAX 505-326-2337
READER SERVICE NO. 25

Price US$1950.00
2Towers
For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state- of-the- ad instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the
Model CMR has a multiplexed BCD digital output which can
be used to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF
inputs have dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the
sample line terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
READER SERVICE NO. 51

Don't waste time
dubbing music!
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1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
PH 626-963-6300
FX 626-963-2070
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DISSIPATION

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

. ISM .-'-.

All Professionally Reconditioned
And Delivered with a Warranty!
FOR NEW AND EXPERIENCED CALL DARRIN WARNER TODAY!

READER SERVICE NO. 78

If lightning strikes on
your tower are causing
equipment damage and
lost air time - Me cost of a
etati-Cat system may be
recovered during your first
//girtegg season.

Audio Processing, Consoles,
Reel-to- Reel, SIL, Test Gear...

IN

3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 fax 352-380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

READER SERVICE NO. 52

SAVE $$$ ON GOOD QUALITY

PO Box 1423, Richmond,

sale,17 ss na coin

Call your favorite dealer or visit
our web site forthe latest info and
downloadable tech manuals!

CircuitWerkes

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy installation.
Modular construction.

1-800-986-9700
www.,na.coin

READER SERVICE NO. 26

Tel 765-966-6468

recording, secured remote EAS
control, you name it! Optional
rack mount ( pictured)is available
Atwo unit R.M. is also available.

Halland will dub 1,000
songs of your choice for
only $495!
Pick from our inventory
of Oldies, ' 70s- Gold,
Classic Rock, AC or
Country. One-day service
no extra charge!
32K, MPEG-II, . WAV files

compatible with:
Arrakis, BSI, Enco,
Pristine, Prophet
Systems, Register Data,
Smarts and others.
1-800-HALLAND
1-800-425-5263

READER SERVICE NO. 104

ADIVISION OF
HENRY
ENGINEERING

Is your company or product
featured in our pages?
Distribute extra copies of
Radio World articles
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
Register Data Systems
The Phantom Control Room from
Register Data Systems can be used in
multiple station applications: from simple
live- assist and full walkaway satellite
program automation to network delay,
network origination and hard-disk music
automation.
The Phantom simplifies daily operations by separating activity information
and moving them into individual schedules rather than scheduling them between
breaks on the log. Activities such as input
changes, voice changes and clock
changes are placed into these individual
schedules. This keeps the log clean and
uncluttered. Even liners and other voice
elements stay out of the log because the

Antex
The Antex Broadcaster is a PCIbased, multichannel digital audio
adapter for PC-compatible computers.
The Broadcaster has applications in
broadcast automation, providing
simultaneous, high-fidelity recording
and playback of digital audio files. Its
features provide OEMs and developers
with the ability to simplify integration,
increase functionality and lower the
cost of digital broadcast systems.
With the functionality of four boards
on a single card, the Broadcaster is
divided into independent record and
playback subsystems, each with its own
sample clock. The playback subsystem
has eight balanced analog outputs and
one stereo AES digital output.

Pristine Systems
The Pristine RapidFire digital studio system serves live- assist, walkaway and satellite operations.
RapidFire allows the broadcaster to
put everything needed directly on the
RapidFire
Pristine Systems

10:02 .13AM

Additionally, this block has apair of
analog-based inputs and an AES stereo
digital input that can be digitally mixed
— but not recorded — into the output
stream. Voice or satellite audio can be
mixed into the main digital output of the
block so that one unified digital signal
can be processed and sent to the transmitter.
The record subsystem of the
Broadcaster offers digital or balanced
analog inputs, plus two balanced analog outputs for quality studio monitoring. The production subsystem features selectable sample rates up to 50
kHz.
For more information, contact Antex
in California at (310) 532-3092; fax
(310) 532-8509; or circle Reader
Service 193.

song is airing at the time. The TimeWarp
feature allows the user to record and
timeshift network feeds easily.
RapidFire accommodates 12 individual operator profiles, allowing up to 90
Drop Box items for each jock. The system is EAS-compatible and can operate
Stop
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A Beautiful Morning

A Hard Day's Night
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Doobie Brothers
19/ 03 31 /01

05667

37/04 19/01

Cat

18/0416/03

14/0529/01

Time
Insert

computer screen. The user can "point
and shoot" to load any of the four players, choose from the scheduled playlist
or select from the RapidFire instant
Quick Picks. The Quick Picks feature is
available at all times for music, spots,
liners, jingles, effects and PSAs.
Any song in the audio library can be
auditioned at any time — even if the

A-1
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20/ 0250 /03
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Quality
Selection
Service
Price „

Buying. Selling or Trading
When you call
Harris used
equipment
department, you
get the same great
service that you've
come to expect
from the nation's
leading supplier of
broadcast
equipment.

02/ 02 .28 /01

Another Park, Another Su

Babe
Styx

05755

07/02 -31 /03

Another One Bites The Du

Rolling Stones

•

Phantom automatically airs them on
demand.
The Phantom allows the user to create
schedules years in advance, as well as to
adjust the current operation. The system retimes spots to fit into asatellite break window without running late or rejoining the
network too soon. Other abilities include
filling incomplete satellite breaks with
spots without ruining product separation, as
well as the capability to overlap spots in
live dayparts to maintain alive sound.
Flexible recording capabilities allow
the user to change the sampling rate,
compression method and stereo/mono
settings. The Phantom handles the rotation of voice elements automatically.
For more information, contact
Register Data Systems in Georgia at
(912) 745-5500; fax (912) 745-0500; or
circle Reader Service 38.

(just Like) Starting Ove

A-1

Radio World

BUYER'S GUIDE

Cancel

on generic computer equipment. Also
included is the Music Plus integrated
multipass music and scheduling package,
as well as avariety of production tools
from the Pristine VoiceTrax system.
For more information, contact
Pristine Systems at (310) 670-7500:
fax (310) 670-0133; or circle Reader
Service 64.

1

with awarranty to insure your
complete satisfaction.
And with Harris' low
prices, you can be
sure to get the most
value for your money.
Whether you're
buying, trading, or
selling, call Harris for
quality, selection,
service and price.

Mike Smith,
Used Equipment Specialist
Over 10 years of audio
experience.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
Each piece of used equipment is
TEL: 800-300-0733
thoroughly inspected by Harris'
FAX: 765-962-8961
See acomplete listing•of our used equipment at
knowledgeable, factory-trained
http://www.broadcast.harris.comi
service staff (who have a
usedegtindex.html
combined experience of over 30
years) to insure that it meets
factory specifications.
Harris has the
largest
inventory of used
equipment
worldwide.

And, of course, all used
equipment from Harris comes

M HARRIS

A new world of broadcast solutions.
1998 Hari, Corporation

Circle ( 188) On Rear Service Card
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Rode lawId

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
Rohn 65G, 5-8 20' sections.
H Hoeflicker, 785-545-3220.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

ACOUSTIC FOAM

Sound Barrier • Diffusors • Bass Traps & More!
1r II
* Consistent Pattern
* Long-Lasting...Won't Crumble!
* Thicknesses up to 12"
* 12 Vivid Colors In 3 Styles
* Super Flame Retardant
* 60% Better Absorption

anshian,
Ws' " G uteei
eit)e,Efint.`

* Best Value By Far!
USERS: James Taylor JCP. ,
uane Perry ( Jvttm
roung/Tceld Sucherman ( Styx)
George Terry ( Eric Clanton,. Andrew Gold. CM rstopher Cross. Mwe Wanchic (John Mellencampa Ross Vannelh. Sled Row Mark
Undsay ( Paul Revere 8The &orders) Norbert Stovall ( D. Parton Gatlin Bros . K. Rogers. ERabbit. etc IMark Fame ( Grand Funk
Radroad) Toe, lseda. The Bellamy Bros.. Wayman %dale. Nona Hendryx John Baxter ( Re- Flex) Driney. Bose Barn° Sludros.
LocasArts. Sdicon Graphtcs ( SG1) TodchAO.JBL, Oualcomm. Tyne Warner Cable, Shure. Pelons Acoustics ( Futurelbsc IC Lonna's.
Skywalke Sound). Steven Piers Fmr Sr Beg.
Coterie %Ale ( EClanton Bee Gees. A. W B ) 8Study) Desrgner ( Don Was.
Kenny G nab Yuen Entertamment Lartabee) Sear Sound IN Merchant. SColvin). Castle Oaks Prod Ibtarm. Tremors. Wogs 21
Jump Street SMendes JFelicano). Sound InIchen (PFrampton. Pena) AT&T. NASA. Sony, CBS Sports NBC Spats, ABC TV 8
Radm ESPN MSNBC Discovery Channel. 8111 Fulton (I
Am Werselitartoon Network). Bomm Berklee College ot Musm Me Lecoln
Center Investor sBusrness Daily ShowOo. °Inland. MUSIC Bakely. AUdIX. Ensomq. WhIsperfloom Hrtacty. Toshrba. 20th Century
Fox Universal Studms NPR Warner Bros. Polygram, diet Wolfgang Puck. Fruit of Me Loom Country Condon Tour . Manley Aude
Labs. Lucent Technologies 381V. Electroplex. Aider1 Macromedu Adaplec Morton- Logan Crawford Post. Mormon Church TV
Pioneer, Cobra Colt Canon. MT& Sher Dollar Chty , the vorces of McDonald's. Miller Brewing 8Sports on Fox and more'

cAuralex
0

8851 North Manua Road a Indianapolis IN 46256-1284
317-842-2600 a Fax: 317-842-2760 re Orders: 1-8IX1-95-WEDGE
Website: www.auralex.com a Email: auralex auralex.com
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AcousticsFirst"
F-888465-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell

Dielectric Cablewave 3"
coaxial elbows ( 3), never
used, $ 75/ea, $ 200/all;
Dielectric A-50000-31 3 ( 3)
port solenoid RF switch, 50
kW, never used, $3000/130. P
Wolf, 941-458-3777.
Andrew 1-5/8" 193' foam,
new; Andrew 1-1/4" 203'
foam, w/connectors, 3" hard
line connectors & elbows. J
Phillips, 419-782-8591.

TOA TA- 956-6 (
2) input mixer/amp, $ 50 ea; ( 2) Altec
1592B mixer/amp, $ 75 ea;
Altec 15946 100 W pwr amp,
$100; (3) Altec 1599A mixer
extender, $ 50 ea. C Ware,
713-284-1098.

ERI 1100 12 bay FM, high
pwr, in warehouse, used at
99.5, BO; Custom made AM
phaser unit, also (2) ATUs for
directional AM used on 1410
kHz, $ 3500/all. J Wilsbach,
717-948-9136.

Belar RFA -1A fixed freq,
93.5 FM, RF amp, $450; ( 2)
McCurdy DA -507 dist amp
system for parts only, $ 100
ea; Ramko DA-6RS/e dist
amp, $ 100. D Leutz, 209586-1988.

3" HELIAX STANDARD

Langevin AM- 17 (
2) 10 W
modular power amps, $ 40
ea. A Ross, 425-775-8853.
Peavey CS800X power amp
400 W, 1yr old, bench tested
& cleaned by Peavey tech,
$500/B0 + shpg. S Davis,
814-942-4504.
Want to Buy
WE 129 preamp, 258 console, paying $ 1500, other
mdls
also
wanted.
S
McDanel, 1-800-251-5454.

AUDIO
PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Radio Systems mono dist
amp, never used, $ 100;
Shure M-267, like new, $250.
P Wolf, 941-458-3777.
Advantage One 8 chnl biamp mixer, $375; audio rack
mount patch bay, $ 150. J
Baltar, 207-623-1941.
AKG studio reverb, $125. C
Ware, 713-284-1098.
ATI M-1000-2 precision
dual mike pre, as new, $200.
M Shea, 212-989-2684.
Carver CT27V AN preamp
tuner w/SurroundSound
decoder, as new in box
w/manual, $300; Tapco 4400
reverb w/EQ, gd cond, $100;
Altec Lansing AHT 2300
amplified subwoofer w/100
W amp, black, gd cond,
$300; Auratone 5C sound
cube, nearfield speaker,
great cond, $ 50. D Bailey,
214-343-0879.
Harris Stereo 80 board;
Collins 7 chnl mono; Orban
622B, 674A EQs; Audio
Digital TC04 bdct digital
processor; CRL NR; Marti
CLA-40 limiter. J Phillips,
419-782-8591.
Dynaflex NR units (
2), gd
cond, $ 175; dbx 155 4 chnl
tape NR system, modified,
$100. D Leutz, 209-586-1988.

COAXIAL CABLE
,30Ohm, unused, cut to length. Pri( en
below market. Shipped instantly. :

Sescom ADA-1 Mk II 1x4
audio dist amp, new, $ 100. A
Ross, 425-775-8853.

Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292

Want to Buy

FAX: 773-539-3500
ERI 3 bay antenna tuned to
92.1; used coax cable, 250'.
Deb Hoeflicker, 785-527-2266.

WE 753 or 757 speakers,
single or pair, will pay $ 1500$2000 ea. 1-800-251-5454.
AUTOMATION

Harris/ERI FML-2E 2 bay
antenna, 1 yr old, stored in
warehouse, tuned to 93.5,
$2500. IDavis, 314-862-7800.

EQUIPMENT

Shively 2 bay w/radomes
tuned to 96.1, 3 mos old,
$4000; Phelps- Dodge 2 bay
tuned to 94.5, $ 1500. D
Magnum, 608-372-9600.

Tm Century/Sony Jukebox
complete automation system, TMC 386SX16, (2) TMC
controllers, ( 4) Sony CD
Jukeboxes,
$4500.
D
Magnum, 608-372-9600.

Want to Sell

ANTENNAS/

Want to Sell

S.W.R. FNI Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!
HALL , 91>4)
fiedrOnlkS

984-4255

ITC 996 PB, $400; 3D
stereo
3 tone, $ 300;
Premium single play stereo,
$150; PDII mono R/P, $ 250.
M Hijmans, 970-949-0140.

FM antenna on or near
105.5, 10-1 2 bay. R Kelly,
915-520-1549.
Free standing tower, 150300', will dismantle. B
Hansen or D Frey, 1-888622-7570.
200', 18 or 24" face, solid
rod self support towers to
hold 150 mph wind. J Bahr,
787-728-0364.

Want to Sell
ITC Omega mono, (
6) play,
(1) R/P, gd cond, $ 150/play,
$225/R/P, $950/all; BE R/P
3000 series cart deck, gd
cond, $200. P Wolf, 941-4583777.
PR&E Tomcats (
3) in rack
mount w/spare set of cards &

706 Rose Hill Dr.

Want to Sell
Marantz CD- 74 w/RC430
remote rcvr, $ 100. D Leutz,
209-586-1988.
CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Audioarts R-10 in great
cond w/manual, $ 1500. D
Bohanan, 912-638-9502.
Harris Stereo 80; Gates
tube type Micro Trak 5 chnl
stereo board. J Phillips, 419782-8591.
Soundcraft 200- Delta, (
12)
deluxe input modules, master module, in rack mt, case
w/pwr supply, 4 band EQ, 6
sends, 100mm faders, gd
cond, $850. W Dudley, 352588-4251.
ADM Tech 12x2 pro mix
board, gd cond, $600/60. S
Fuss, 310-722-1813.
AudioArts R-10, great cond,
used by one person, w/manual, $ 1500. 912-638-9502.
BE 5BEM100 mono; Gates
Yard 80 mono; Ampro 8
stereo; BE 85150 dual mono;
Arrakis 2100SCT-125 12 chnl
stereo dual; Sparta 5 pot
mono, $75; Harris Stereo 80
(2); Gates Producer; Collins
212M-1 8 chnl mono; Gates
stereo Statesman 5 chnl. J
Phillips, 419-782-8591.
Harris Stereo 80 solid state
control
board.
Deb
Hoeflicker, 785-527-2266.
Harrison Air 790 12 chnl
stereo,
slide
pots,
4
inputs/pot, excel cond, just
removed
from
service,
$1600; Bogen MX6A-T transistor, works great, $ 60. F
Willis, 850-653-3648.

Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special !!

BSI

Tapecaster
X7OORPS
stereo R/P; ( 6) X700PS
stereo play only, all in gd to
excel cond; also has many
extra parts, motors, heads,
rollers, $ 1500/all. M Gollub,
410-535-2201.
CD PLAYERS

HALL
Electronics

804-984-4255 (Voice)

ITC Delta, 3 machine rack
mount shelf, $ 50. S Fuss,
310-722-1813.

Want to Buy
CART MACHINES

TOWERS/CABLES

one rcdr w/o rack cage,
checked & calibrated, $1500
+shpg. M Shea, 212-989-2684.

Izateualaubeikl

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at $2995
Call or visit our web site for your discount price
\_salesehalls.com

www.halls.com

bay, stand, PS unit, clean,
$5K/BO/trades. R Fuelle,
619-258-1080.
Tascam M-3206 20 inputs,
EQ, line or mic, 4trk outputs,
2 trk outputs, 2 effects buss,
gd cond, $ 700. Mark, 51 5684-0014.
MCl/Sony 618, 24x24,
$6.5K; Quantum 24x24,
$4.5K; Soundcraft 600,
32x1 6, $ 5.5K, like new;
Model 30, $ 295; 512, $ 950;
520, $ 1450. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

techeholls.corn

FINANCIAL/LEASING
SERVICES

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800) 699- FLEX
We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
Flexible Credit Criteria
Flexible Payment Plans
No Down Payment, No Payments
For 90- Days Available
To apply or request
additional information

Li
FLEX LEASE, Inc.
call Jeff Wetter,

TEAC 3 Tascam series 8
chnl 4 trk mixer, fair cond,
$250. D Leutz, 209-586-1988.

ADVERTISE!
in

RADIO WORLD's

BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
EXCHANGE

g_Odhlui
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••

•
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CALL

703-998-7600
LIMITERS
Want to Buy
Want to Sell
Altec 1567A pair in gd cond.
M Schackow, 605-374-3424.
LPB 10-12 slide fader, stereo
board. J Bahr, 787-728-0364.

Optimod 8100, just factory
refurbished, 2 Audio Prisms,
2 yrs old, RFC- 1 interface
card, option in Optimod,
$5000/firm. R Coleman, 309932-2288.

EXPERIENCED EQUIPMENT
Save $$$ on Excellent Quality
Used Consoles, STL, Test Gear...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

Ramko DC-5RA, mono, gd
cond, $ 250. Serge, 1-888463-7964.

Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
e-mail broadcasteinfocom.com

Soundcraft 1624, 18x16, 34
chnls, P&G faders, patch

www.broadcast-richmond.com

EE

July 8, 1998
LIMITERS continued...

Ili 1
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Gates FM Top Level stereo
limiter, excel cond, $ 150;
Shure Level Lock, like new,
$85. FWillis, 850-653-3648.

iiili
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Altec 438C or 436C; Gates
SA39B. M Schackow, 605374-3424.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
AKG CH52EB (
pair) w/CK-1
omni, C-3 hypercardioid, CK8 short shotgun, C-9 long
shotgun, all in vg to excel
cond, $ 1700/all. E Toline,
954-255-7628.
EV 635A; EV 642; Senn MD
421; EV 664. J Phillips, 419782-8591.
RCA 77DX, blk w/chrome or
trade for UREI 1176, $1300.
M Schackow, 605-374-3424.
Shure
SM59,
$125;
Sennheiser ECM 10, $ 120;
EV 635A, $ 140, + shpg. J
Baltar, 207-623-1941.

The Aural«
WINDJMII.KR 2421

9"x 12" $ 13.95

IV
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cAuralex
0. o . .

Frio RE20. MD421, AKGs Ps. big Neumanns. etc
Cost up to 63% less than competing brands
Won't crumble like other brands
Sounds great & available in 6vivid colors

r
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Custom 200 amp single
phase power dist system,
50' cable w/cam locks, vgc,
$650. B Petruzzi, 702-6460060.

: t2 :

Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.
RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On- Air lights,
recording lights. Top price
paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro
Rd, G12, Nashville TN 37212.
615-269-6131, FAX: 615-2923434.

Sony WRT810A, $395;
WRT830A, $450; WRR840A,
$895. T Schulze, 81 6-5870000 x235 or tom@vmikc.com.

Audio Digital TC-4 digital
delay stereo pair w/intermittent problem, as is, $200. G
Manfroi, 217-629-7077.

TI
TI 3 1

Neumann U47, $3900; U67,
$3300; U87, $1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $1400; KM88s, $950
ea; RCA 77DX, $1200; BK5,
$700; BK1A, $300. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

Advertise!
Call 703-998-7600
for details

ADC
TT ( Bantam)
Patchbays, $149; TT or 1/4"
cords, $ 10; new short MRL
test tapes, $229 for 2", 1/4",
$79; Gates dual stereo tube
limiter, $1200; Gates top level, $595; Allen & Heath GL2
rack mixer, mint, 14x4, $795;
CBS Labs Audimax, $ 400
ea; tube preamps, $300-400;
MX10 mixers, $795. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

RF Warning Signs

Want to Sell
11111111

Want to Buy

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

MISCELLANEOUS
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Cutting Edge Unity 20001
audio processor/stereo gen,
$4000. G Manfroi, 217-6297077.
Large 24 VDC filtered,
unregulated pwr supply. C
Ware, 713-284-1098.
ROYRON BLOWERS ANO PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
CCA,CSI,MdiAartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435 Manderson S
I. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Molded weather resistant
carrying cases, interior
space 26- 1/2x17- 1/2x4-3/4
deep w/3" in lid, $ 60. T
Schulze, 816-587-0000 x235
or tom@vmi-kc.com.
Record collection from AM
station, approx 1700 LPs,
4000 45s, misc styles/artists,
$950/all. J Wilsbach, 71 7948-9136.
1964 Rock Ola stereo juke
box, gd cond w/manuals,
$1 500. D Leutz, 209-5861988.

10"x

19"$19.95

Electronics

c.aunom
804) 984-42SS

ARP AXXE vintage analog
synthesizer in perfect working cond, adjusted to factory speca w/service manual
& schematic, $500; Speaker
grill cloth, 2 rolls, 5'x 50' ea,
1 blk & silver, 1 coarse
brown tweed, $ 150/both. C
Collins, 414-327-4141.

BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment

Marti SCC-8H SCA gen;
Orban ST studio chassis;
Otan i MX5050 r- r; Shure
M67 portable mixer; Tascam
564 Mini Disk DAW, new;
Moseley 505 mono STL;
Moseley 303 composite;
Belar stereo monitor FMM1,
FMS1, RFA1; TFT 723, 724,
730 monitor; Belar AM mod
monitor; EV 635A ( 3); ITC
RP Premium cart record (2);
LPB 25 W AM xmtr ( 2);
Ampex ATR 700 r- r; Sony
MDS-302 Mini Disk rcdr. J
Phillips, 419-782-8591.

Complete control room
including furniture & prod
room, 6 mos old, call for
complete list of equip, BO. J
MacDonald, 360-457-1450.

Various older processors &
test equip. C Hood, 5Harrison
St, Grafton PA 15205.

Devry electronics training
course, $ 600. R Chrysafis,
304-235-2292.

,0 01

View The Latest List On Line At:
http://home.sprynet.com/spry
net/steve7117 Or Call And We
Will Fax It To You.
7117 Olivia Rd.. Baltimore MD 21220
Phone/Fax 410-335-3136
E-mail steve7117@sprynet.corn
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Want to Buy

RF CONTACTORS
(25-100 AMPS)

Atlas 5B- 36W mic stand,
need bases, wheeled bases,
swivels, crown pieces, will

PARABOLIC MICS
416-421-5631
FAX: 416-421-3880

CONSULTANTS
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
• FCC

Applications and Field Engineering

1(11114 101 MEVANS

Consulting

ASSOCIATE

Engineers

•Frequency Searches and Coordination

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering & Tower Detuning

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

•

VIdeo/Datalloice • Statewide Networks • Wide- Area Networks

EXPERTS IN:

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

E-mail: Owleng19@skypoint.com

1-800-797-1338

Fax (612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 "
M11, rube , ,
ktr c

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER

PC —

SOFTWARE

I

•FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

Doug Vernier

•High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

Engineering Consultant

1-301-913-9287

FAX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 5272 River Rd. #460 • Bethesda, MD 20816}

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM -TV

Full Service From Allocation Ira
Operation AM/FWIN/AUX Service.,

WAYNE

S. REESE
PRESIDENT

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

Mil
Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications

Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design

Engineers

Over 35years engineering
and consulting experience

1110 North Glebe Rd. #800
Arlington, VA 22201

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater. MI 49036

912-638-8028

(703) 741-3500

202-393-5133

FAX: ( 703) 741-0312

517-278-7339

ssisk sk . gralia nibroc konn

C.P.

CROSSNO

e.'robe A1-r ( 1

.MORGAN BURROW, P.E
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

ASSOCIATES

ALLOCATION STUDIES

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

iAM IM IV [ PIA
New facilities. site rriioCatiori. M wegtrue. (1
,
Pe

P.
O.BOX 180312

FIELD WORK A SPECIALITY

DALLAS, TX 75218

•AM Directional • IM &TV field interty

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN. ALLOCATIONS. FCC/FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO. P.E.
(2141 321-9140

MEMBER AFCCE

antenna adjustment.
A. otner measurements
measurement & proof • Faality inspections for
•RADHAZ measurePuTchasermorame
monts - RADiation
PuTPoses
HAZard evaluate • CATV Leakage Testing

Eb

ELEICTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements
301-948-3844 • Fax 301-330-5565

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
Complete Turnkey Construction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services

Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

Seeking Thordarson xfmr
data on T46557- H & 188401,
probably OEM type. E
Davison, 217-793-0400.
Jazz record collections,
10" LP/1 2" LP be-bop,
swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program
Recdgs, 228 East 1Oth,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. Many to
choose from, tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.
RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Sat dish, 11' mesh type
w/feedhorn, LNB, rcvr, IR
remote, 2' Ku dish, oval,
$300/B0; Amateur band 10
meter rig w/stock D-104 pwr
mic, MFJ-SBF-2, 13.8V 3A
PS, AS M-344 magnum, features: NB, RIT, smooth tuning, AF gain/pwr off, dig
disp, freq lock, band SWQ,
key, ext sp jacks, (4) pin mic
jack, analog s/RF meter, 5pin acc, jack, 200' hardline +
RG-8
coax, $ 400/60;
Motorola Mostar UHF FM 2way 35W 16 ch w/base tray,
base mic, mobile mic, 5 dB
gain ant, pwr cord, $375/B0.
R Chrysafis, 304-235-2292.

SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES
Will work to meet your receiver needs
Professional / Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.

210 S. Main St., ThionsvIlle, WI 53092 ( 414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

AM FM TV Search Prograins
Signal Mapping— SIL Paths
RFI-IAZ—US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

1r

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Communications

buy or trade for other Atlas
stand parts; 7 meter panel
for Sony 3036 console. W
Sear, 212-582-5380.

2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

.Design 8Optimization of

Advertise in Radio

AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
•Expert Testimony

World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.
Call Simone TODAY!

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

703-998-7600

Phone: (
301) 921-0115
Fax: (
3011590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.corn

OnL
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Comrex 2- line freq extender, xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for
both ends. Steve Kirsch, 90
S Long Beach Rd, Rockville
Centre NY 11 570. 516-7631776.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell

Web Access
RF Engineering Tools

OP-

CDS Online

IS ths first
Web-based RF Engineering System
providing remote access te ahost
ofFCC, FAA, USSS, and US Census
databases. CDS OnUne offers a
familiar leek and feel te web
users, instant graphical
output, comprehensive belp, and
accessible technical assistance.
Uptedate Databases.
Nehidden er automatic charges.

• DTV Study
• Master Frequency :File Search

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette- CD- Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 ( 615) 365-9030

• FM Study
• Population Count
• Terrain Averages
• Within Study
• Terrain Profile •
• Contours

Communications Data Services
C
) 800-441-0034 «,

Ampex 602-2 stereo suitcase
rcdr, $ 300.
M
Schackow, 605-374-3424.
Marantz PMD-430 3 head
stereo, Dolby & dbx, illuminated VU meters, bias fine
adjust, mic & line inputs, limiter carrying case, handle,
AC adaptor, very low hrs,
$350. M Shea, 212-989-2684.

BEE
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RECORDERS continued...

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience

•

Air Ire

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323
MCI 110 R/R heads in sets,
1/4" 2 trk, $200/pr, 1/4" 4trk,
$200/pr, 1" 8 trk, $500/pr, all
new. M Shea, 212-989-2684.

Otan iMX 5050 BQII 4trk r- r,
$1500. Mark, 515-684-0014.
Otan i MX5050 4 trk r- r
w/remote,
excel
cond,
$1500; ITC 750 series r- rPB
deck, fair cond, $100; Ampex
PR- 10 r- rw/MX-10 Ampex
mixer, fair cond, $ 150; Sony
250 r- rneeds heads aligned,
gd cond, $100; Sony TC-8 8
trk cartridge rcdr, needs
work, $100; TEAC 2300- SC rrfor parts, $ 100. D Leutz,
209-586-1988.
Revox A-77 R/P, gd cond,
$300. FWillis, 850-653-3648.

Nakimichi cassette rcdr,
$160; Otan 5050, $1400; ITC
7 trk decks, BO. J Baltar,
207-623-1941.
Otani MX 5050 4 trk w/rack
stand in gd cond, $ 700. J
Wilsbach, 717-948-9136.
Otani MX 5050; Revox B77,
A77. J Phillips, 41 9-7828591.
Sony TC-105 7" R- R, $ 25. C
Ware, 713-284-1098.
Tascam DA -88, vgc, low
hrs, no Sys 88 card, $2000. A
Brooks, 704-684-1461.
Wollensak 2770 duplicator
w/slave, mono, makes 5
copies per pass, heads &
rollers recently replaced,
$800/set or BO. B Petruzzi,
702-646-0060.
Akai GX-4000D r- r, gd
cond, S200. Serge, 1-888463-7964.
Dokorder 1140 4 trk r- r, 10",
7.5 & 15 ips, mint cond, $250.
JMindy, 716-377-1880.

E

Machine
Service

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA 88
Warranty Service on Most Brands

Over 3000

Machines

Serviced! /

New/Refurbished DATs Available
Compare Our Ratm:!

Pro Digital Inc.
DAT Recorder Service Specialists

(610) 353-2400
Tascam DA88, very low hrs,
no Sys-88 card, vgc, $2000. A
Brooks, 704-684-1461.
Ampex 4 trk tube deck,
S2500; stereo 351 ( recond),
$1800; Akai Adam, new, digital 12 trk, $3500; MM1000-16
w/new heads, $4500; Otani
MTR10-4, $ 3500; Ampex
ATR102s, search to cue, $495;
Ampex locator for ATA or
1200, $ 895; MCI 11 0C-8,
$3.5K; Tascam 85-16 recond
w/dbx, rc & loc, $3K. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

PARTS

FOR

AMPRO-SCULLY
CONSOLES
CART RECORDERS
call

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1-(408) 363-1846

Want to Sell

Dyaxis ll 230 MEG M-0 drive, need 1 to 5, $ 1000. A
Brooks, 704-684-1461.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex
PR1 0
tape
recorders. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.
REMOTE

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in

broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnetatt.net

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?
Rely on us!
Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.

FM Exciters
571's

Nexus

FM KW Amps

Audio

Test Equipment

Pre- and post- service technical support, along with a
6- month warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, new equipment, used equipment
and accessories. We can answer all your questions.

615 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151
&de (233) Om heder Service Card

Aikc

If we don't have 1, we
get lit
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Comrex 3XR-3XT 3 line freq
extender transmit & receive
units, like new, $ 3500. J
Leslie, 602-754-5806.
Moseley MRC 1600 ( 2)
complete systems, $ 1000 ea.
M Hijmans, 970-949-0140.
Moseley MRC-1600 set up
for STL-TRL(TSL) link, excel,
$1 400; Gentner VRC-1 000
w/VRC-2000
software
upgrade, like new, $ 1500;
Gentner VRC-1 000 command relay panel, $ 350. D
Leutz, 209-586-1988.
Musicam
Prima
110
codec, like new, used max
10
hrs, $ 2500/60.
E
Primeau, 248-559-9697.

Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
rodio stations to operate without a
license !! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 1500 amonth !! It has been
done !! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable b: Woo Radio, 4
Canal St, Westerly RI 02891 or
cal 401-348-9222 for more info.
FCC Inspected.

Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325
we can repair your equipment.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

FROM STOCK

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time.. for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

STATIONS

Comrex LTX-R (
2), $700 ea;
US Audio Whirlwind Mix- 5S
stereo mixer, $ 225; SKB
rackmount case-4 unit, $120,
excel cond. K Starks, 313480-9981.

Hotlines

for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing, Accounting &
Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
e-mail abasoft naples.net

_

Celebrating 7 years
of providing reliable repair service

Zephyrs

INEXPENSIVE PC SOFTWARE

•••,_

Want to Sell

WE RENT FOR LESS

Want to Sell

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

MICROWAVE

Burk TC-8 set up for wire
line control w/interface unit,
$600/60. S Fuss, 310-7221813.

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

516-763-1750

Universal SCPC 300C w/18
V LNB power supply & installation/operation manual,
excel cond, BO. R Miller,
808-572-5534.

7--

FROM STOCK

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

516-763-1776 • FAX:

SATELLITE

Tascam 32, gd cond, rack
mount, BO; Fostex E-2, gd
cond, rack mount, BO;
Fostex Autolocator 4050, gd
cond, BO. S Fuss, 310-7221813.

Moseley 505 STL mono. J
Phillips, 419-782-8591.

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

DATABASES
SILVER LAKE AUDIO.

EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy

aN

Want to Sell
AM Day 5 kW, night
42W/ND on 1-10, _ hour from
N.W.
Florida
Beaches,
$150,000. 805-837-5414.
DCS: complete 2 studio +
production, system computers & software upgraded late
1997, like new, must sell,
$10,500. J Holden, 916-8581038.
1 kW FT AM in Eastern
North Carolina, great cond. R
Benfield, 704-878-9667.

_ gm Fit A FA

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations and
recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us. following the
example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.

Please print and include all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?.
'_I Yes •_1
No

Contact Name
Title

Signature

Date

Please check only one entry for each category:

Company/Station

I. Type of Firm

Address
City/State

:

:

D. Combination AM/FM stationi; F. Recording Studio

. A. Commercial AM station :. K. Syndicators/Station Providers
B. Commercial FM station

Zip Code
Telephone

::
:
:

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orga
nizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast EquipmentG

CT G. Audio for VideofTV Station

C. Educational FM station -._-_; H. Consultant/ind engineer
E. Network/group owner

H Mfg. distributor or dealer
'1. J.Other

II. Job Function
.
Sales
H A. Ownership [2
'._: B. General management :-: E. News operations

Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or :.

C. Engineering
H F. Other ( specify)
Li D. Programming/production

per inch basis.

WTS E-I VVTB '-.I Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model: .

Price:

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codecs
Frank
COMREX
Craininein

AudiAlden
Con,ultants

610-642-0978

1998

SOFTWARE/

FAX 1-(408) 3634-0957

New & used Ampex 350
style tape transports, motors
& parts, various prices. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.

8,

Wegener 96Q rcvr for Jones
formats, like new, $ 1000. M
Hijmans, 970-949-0140.

RENT IT HERE!

IF YOU NEED

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

July

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast
PO

Equipment Exchange

BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

BEE

July 8, 1998
STATIONS continued...
6 kW FM w/50 kW CP, North
Forida. F Willis, 850-6533648.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

Fluke 87 true RMS 4-1/2
digit multimeter, as new,
$250. M Shea, 212-989-2684.
HP 8444A tracking gen,
$1000; Tektronix DC502,
FG501, 508 counter, $600/all;
Wavetek spectrum analyzer
512 FFTS, $ 650. J Baiter,
207-623-1941.

STEREO
GENERATORS

Tek 585A o- scope w/202-1
scope cart, type 53/54g ( 2)
82, 1a4, B, 81a, plug- ins, TU 5 pulser, AC terminator for
P601 9, 902a tunnel diode
pulser, 5 screw on tips, 3
probes, scope is 100 MHz 4
trace, $ 3000/130.
R
Chrysafis, 304-235-2292.

Want to Sell
Zenith Controls ZTSH
series automatic transfer
switch, single phase, 208 V,
100 A, weekly exerciser,
delay return to normal power, never used, $1200. Mark,
515-684-0014.

CAN 'Pe

800-532-6626

The Reliable Manufacturer for

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax ( 415) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com

aneine

NEW TUBES

www.digirom.com

130 West 42nd Street • New York, NY 10036

We have the alter'
for ell your needs at thr
lowest prices, direct from
OUR STOCK"

IMM

Want to Sell

AMS ALLTRONICS INC.
Large Inventory of

e,

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

VISA'MASTERCARD ACCEP

Broadcasting &
Industrial Tubes

RF POWER

Eimac, Burle,
Siemens. Amperes,
National...

pi!

The Best of Two Worlds!

Rebuilt Electron Tubes:
RF PARTS ( UHF • VHF Power ModuleSocket-Transistors- ICs & Relays)
In U.S. 800-430-6683 FAX: 626-918-3901
In Canada: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
email: ams@ica.net

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
High school station needs
used equipment donated,
analog OK, working or not. E
Aiese, 914-647-3376 or email
aiese@ulster.net.

,e0

e"

www.ica.net/pageslams

Circle ( 230) On Reader Service Card
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT

AMPEREX, EIMAC, RCA,
SVETLANA
4CX250B,
4CX250R/7580W, 4-400C, 350 OZG, 3CX3000A7, 807,
811, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.

WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM. 800-998-3281.

<>lug .1,* 1 i
3CX10.000H3
30X15 . 000A3
3CX15.000A7
3CX15.000H3
3CX20.000A7
3CW20,000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20,000H3
3CW20.000H7
3CW30.000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

1 2"4-1,vv.

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10,000D
4CX12,000A
4CX15,000A
4CX15.000J
4CX20.000A
4CX20.000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
50 X1500A

ree

«19

Cunningham CM 30-50 pre
sunrise/post sunset AM
xmtr, adjusts 0-50 W, rack
mount, new tube type construction, $ 750.
J
Cunningham, 580-265-4496.

BESCO

WionrAldeALeaFdmer

Internacional

Transmitters

'Wow

2-30 w/ATU,
low pwr xmtr
excel cond,
1-888-463-

33,sci

qeet"

ALL - Powers
1 ALL - Manufacturers
/ALL - Instruction Books
1 ALL - Complete
1 ALL - Spares
Call and take advantage of
our liberal trade-in plan.
Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.
Complete inventory on
request.
Phone: 1-214-630-3600

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You KNOW WE KNOW Radio"

LPB AM xmtr
gd cond, $ 550;
30-50 w/ATU,
$700. Serge,
7964.

(14i4

FM
Pre- Owned Un its
in Stock

OFF THE AIR?
EMERCIENCy Back -up RENTALS
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

AM
DA -2 equipment
including xmtr, phasor, towers, etc, now operating on
1370 kHz. H Lardinois, 414784-9188.

it*

Over 100 AM &

Transportable AM 400 W
freq-agile system w/ATU &
antenna, $35,000. T Schulze,
816-587-0000
x235
or
tom@vmi-kc.com.

subscribers.

Rockwell- Collins 831-D2,
2.5 kW w/manual, currently
on air, avail 6/15/98, $ 7500.
K Schafermeyer, 573-4493883 eves 5-9PM.
Used PTEK 500W FM
amplifier, $2950, full manufacturers 2 year warrentee. Other power amps
and exciters also available. 408-448-3342.
Want to Buy
Harris HT20, 20 kW FM
xmtr. J Bahr, 787-728-0364.
Harris MX15 exciter, needs
minor work in power supply.
J Bahr, 787-728-0364.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr,
any model, exciter or stereo
modules. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

Fax: 1-972-226-9416

Collins 830D FM 1 kW
xmtr, 900C3 FM mod mon,
54N-1 FM freq mon, Harris
MS- 15 Exct-All cards, BE 5
chnl console, all manuals,
used & slightly abused,
details by fax on request,
$7500. N Rupard, 316-3313000.

Where In
The World
Are You?
Reach radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in
Radio World's
international edition.
Call Simone for more information.

703-998-7600

Svetlana

TRANSCOM CORP.

(760) 744-0500 • (888) 744-3500
Fax: (760) 744-1943
e-mail: rfp@riparts.com

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

31 RF PARTS

Fine Used AM & FM

435 SO PACIFIC ST.
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

Transmitters and Also New Equipment

For the best deals on Celwave products,

Circle ( 229) On Reader Service Cord

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

'
.
1— '11L1114

5CX1500B
572B
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See
SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

SV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV8 - 3
SV811-3A
SV811 - 10
SV811-10A
TH5-4
TH5-6
TI-46-3
TH6-3A
VC:130/9019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

www.svetlana.com
Fax: 256-880-Sfr7 • [ nwilL.L•rinlz: 650-233-0429
Urde ( 228) On Reader Service Card

QEI Quantum 2.4 kW solid
state w/300 W exciter, used
25 mos, perfect cond,
$1 6,000. D Magnum, 608372-9600.

Harris 1984 MW5B FM,
night pwr adjustable, working when disconnected,
mostly solid state, $ 13,500.
JWilsbach, 717-948-9136.

Fax: 650-233-0439

too W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

5 KW AM 1969 Harris BCH5H

1.8 KW FM 1993 0E1 Solid State

5 KW AM 1980 Harris MW-5A

Quantum

2.5 KW AM 1975 McMartin BA2.5K

5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315F

5 KW FM 1990 Harris HT5

50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

5 KW FM 1971

50 KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1

Harris FM5H3

10 KW FM 1965 ITA 10.000B

50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW-50B

20 KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B
50 KW AM 1986 Harris MW-50C3

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube tacotry •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on quality at low cost • Check
our Stocking Distributors for best price and delivery
256-882-1344

18,000+

Call Simone at 703-998-7600 today!

Want to Sell

Watch this list GROW!

Headquarters:

reach

TRANSMITTERS

Se Hable Español

a—

September 23, 1994

Advertise in Radio World arid

Svetlana

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

TUBES

Microtran table top tape
degausser, handles 1"-2"
tapes, $ 150/130; mechanical
tape
timers,
Lyrec &
Seike/Spotmaster, new &
used. M Crosby, 408-3631646.

C Electronics Co.

1nd

(800) 815-3444
Approx 5000-6000 45's
(some LPs) from 50's thru
80's, gd cond, cataloged,
sold as collection only, $5950.
D Leutz, 209-586-1988.

oin

dm ,s ,

Circle (232)On Reader Service Cord

1to 300 discs duplicated OVERNIGHT
We'll even print alabel right on the disc!

NYC ( 212) 730-2111 •

1•111«1

of RacJio World:

Advertibing Dollars!

& 24 Hr service on transmittin9 tubes
& sockets/parrs, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

Made in U.S.A.

If you're asyndicator and require your radio
shows on Compact Discs and out there FAST call

DIel-ROM

916-666-7760

TUBE REBUILDING

But IDon't Need 500 Discs!

for October 19 issue

FOR THE BEST PRICE

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Don't Gamble
with your

916-662-7553
FAX

Advertising deadline

Circle (231)On Reader Service Cord

Pentodes

Advertise!
Call 703-998-7600
for details

REELS/CD'S

300B (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7/YU148
3CX10,000A3
3CX10,000A7

Call for Our Price List

ISO 9001 Certified

TURNTABLES

Stanton 310 TT Ft/P preamp
w/input load matching, mint
cond, $ 100. M Shea, 21 2989-2684.

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Worldwide Availability

TAPES/CARTS/

Svetlana

ECONCO

owEi?

Attention
Hispanic &
Portuguese Broadcasters!
A new
Southern
New
England radio station has
broker time available for as
little as $75 per hour. Call
401-348-9222 for more
details.

6.
11111.

77

VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM
/
Circle ( 227) On Reader Service Card

BEE
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SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
FULL-TIME CHIEF
ENGINEER NEEDED FOR
LONG ISLAND, N.Y.
BARNSTABLE BROADCASTING IS
SEEKING A QUALIFIED ENGINEER TO MAINTAIN 3 CLASS "A"
FM'S AND 2 DIRECTIONAL AM'S
LOCATED AT TWO SITES 20
MILES APART. STUDIO AND RF
EXPERIENCE A MUST. EXPERTISE
WITH
ENCO
DAD
PRO
AUTOMATION, SBE CERTIFICATION OR GENERAL RADIO
LICENSE ARE A PLUS. COMPANY
VEHICLE PROVIDED. 401K AND
EXCELLENT PACKAGE FOR THE
RIGHT INDIVIDUAL.
BARNSTABLE E.O.E.
RUSH RESUME TO:
G.M. JANE BARTSCH
(FAX) 316-424-6397

CBS*
Boston

WBZ Newsradio 11030AM
is looking for a
Radio Maintenance Technician
Do you have...?
College technical degree or
comparable experience; Prior
experience in asimilar radio facility;
Solid knowledge of audio & RF
electronics; Capacity to handle fast
paced, heavy workload environment.
AM & FM broadcast transmitter
experience aplus. SHE Certification
preferred. TV experience aplus.

Can you...?
Maintain integrity of on-air product;
Uphold, repair & advance broadcast
equipment & systems; Assist in
planning & development of technical
facilities; Instruct others in the basic
operation of technical equipment.
Resumes Only, 'So Phone Calls Please
Mark Nlanuelian. Engineering Manager
fax) 617-787-7106
leonanueliaktboston.chs.com
1170 Soldiers Field Rd.
Boston, MA 02134

CBS CORPORATION IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

Broadcast Sales Representative -

Please send resume, salary history and sales philosophies to:

TOWER CO.

Installation 8,i Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast. TV
Microwave Systems.

COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE AM/FM
CELLULAR, PCS, TV DIGITAL
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS &
TOWERS

Antennas 81 Towers

T
O'WERCOMM
Communications Specialists

Advertise in
the Classified
Section You'll he
impressed with
the results!

SERVING THE WESTERN U.S.

Steve Wall

Raleigh. NC 2761:
President (919)781-341 ,
Fax (919)781-64` ,1

FAX/PHONE (801) 6673490
CELLULAR (801) 3684809

Dave Fiowland, Vice President of Sales and Marketing, ABG, Inc.,

3685 Roger B. Chaffee 131yd., Grand Rapids, i.4149548.

Assistant

BROADCAST ENGINEER

for Sports Radio 560 WQAM, Power 96
WPOW-FM, 99.9 KISS Country WKIS-FM and
three Professional Sports Radio Networks.
Applicant must have a minimum of 5 years
experience as Assistant Chief Engineer or 2years as Chief Engineer in
mid- sized rodio market. Transmitter maintenance and repair experience
is essential. Regular duties will include routine studio and transmitter
maintenance, rotating week-end emergency stand-by shifts, music, sports
and talk show remote broadcasts and the usual tasks involved with the
engineering of a major market radio group operation. PC/LAN
experience is aplus. Good driving record is mandatory. Join us now
and be apart of the team building the premiere broadcast facility for the
best stations in South Florida.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

Chief
Engineer

Interested applicants should send resumes in confidence to: George
Corso, CE, WKIS/WQAM/WPOW, 9881 Shridan St, Hollywood FL
33024. Females and Minorities are encouraged to apply.
Application deadline is July 15, 1998. Beasley Broadcasting is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Chief Engineer needed for 2
FM, 1AM radio group in
Norfolk, VA. AM is NDA, FM's
are Class B and C. Two transmitter sites, one studio location. We need adedicated professional with experience in RF
and studio maintenance, troubleshooting, repair, and projects. The group has a parttime assistant engineer. Letter
and resume to Steve Tunwall,
Director of Engineering, Saga
Communications, Inc. Fax to
313-886-7150 or mail to 73
Kercheval Ave. Suite 201,
Grosse Pointe Faims MI 48236.

Is Digital Audio your
favorite topic? Do you understand
live assist and automation? Are
you up to date on issues like
audio compression and PC networking? Can you sell effectively
to major market stations and groups?
Is the airport your home away from home?
Representing the first digital audio system from
the experts in traffic software, you'll bring anew
universe of possibilities to radio stations throughout North America, build/direct atopnotch sales
team, and be the customer's voice with R&D.
All we're missing is you.
Contact: HR Manager

Post Office Roe 67
Reedsport, OR 97467
E-mail HR@cOsi.org
Fax 541-271-1401
www.ebsi.org

UTAH

Tower Sales 23c Erection

Immediate position available for experienced ( five years +)

broadcast equipment salesperson to further expand sales in our
main/Midwest regional sales office. Must be a success
oriented, self- motivated individual with strong communication and
organizational skills and the determination to excel in a highly
competitive industry.
Position offers high earning
potential with excellent benefits and salary plus commission/bonus
compensation. If you are interested in this position and dedicated
to outstanding sales performance,

BOOST
YOUR
SALES

datum Business System, inc.
(qua, Opporloolly Employer

TECHNICAL ENGINEER - RADIO BROADCASTING
Full-Time Position with Benefits
• Significant experience with high-power AM and FM broadcast trans-

mitter systems, AM broadcast directional antenna arrays, multiplexed
FM combiner/master broadcast antenna systems, analog and digital
STL systems, complex RPU systems, sophisticated audio processing
methods, analog and digital SCA subcarrier practices, computer-based
controllers and systems, diesel power generation systems, efficient
measurement and troubleshooting Send cover letter and resume to:
techniques, and FCC regulatory
Human Resources
requirements. SBE member, or
Sandusky Seattle Radio
FCC First Class license holder.
12011 NE First Street. Suite 206
•Maintain transmitters, transmitter Bellevue. Washington 98005-3182
grounds and studio equipment.
Fax (425)462-7160
•Ability to work some weekends.
No calls please.
Sandusky Seattle Radio Is An Equal Opportunity Employer, Women, Persons With
Disabilities, Sexual Minorities,And Persons Of Color Are Encouraged To Apply

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Reader
Service
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360 Systems

29

72 . . . Halland Broadcast Services . . . 104

54

AEO

83

41

Hannay Reels

77

AMS Alltronics Inc

230

18

Harris

80

34

Arrakis

2

73

Harris

188

52

Arrakis

31

60 . . . . Innovative Devices, Inc. . . . 47

6

ATI

105

2I

lnovonics

132

22

Audio Broadcast Group

158

59

Inovonics

187

2

Audioarts Engineering

74

Auralex

234

60 . .

POSITIONS

38

Autogram Corporation

103

33

WANTED

I9

Belar

106

12

Logitek

209

100

58

Media Touch

161

44
CE, FM/AM-DA, exper in
studio construction & RF,
major- market TV exper, troubleshooting to component
level, seeking new opportunities & challenges, can emigrate:
English/Espanol/
Deutsch. Phil, 609-294-9796.
Hard working, friendly, outgoing CE seeks employment, FT, PT, contract work,
Northeast, TV/FM/AM, cable
station, exper CET & FCC
licensed, avail immed. M
Rakoff, 718-969-5224.
Hard-working team player,
out- going, mature w/excel
copy/prod skills & excel onair voice seeks station needing same, will relocate.
Shirley, 405-733-5161.
Listener preferred, seasoned personality avail for
oldies, adult standards,
country, adult contemporary,
also news anchoring & prod.
Alex McKuen, 513-777-8423.
Semi- tab
morn
A/T,
phones, fun, promotions,
Country, Oldies, A/C, experienced. Mike, 510-432-7801.
Recent bdctg school grad
willing to relocate, on- air
skills along w/news/sports &
prod, ready, willing to get
going. Brad, 405-288-2213.
Eddie Lee ready to work &
grow, recnt bdctg school
grad wanting on- air or prod,
AOR, CHR, Oldies station in
OKC area. 405-722-2678.

Listener preferred, seasoned personality avail for
oldies, adult standards,
country, adult contemporary,
also news anchoring & prod.
A McKuen, 513-777-8423.
Talented yet teachable bdct
graduate, excel on- air personality, creative copy & prod,
cable radio, live club DJ,
sales/advert exper, will relocate. Robert, 405-670-1883.

1

30

Benchmark Media Systems . .

11

Intraplex
JSquared Technical Service .

183
. 99

Jones Satellite Network . . .. 159

60

Bext

21

46

Mediatron GmbH

108

49

Bradley Broadcast

186

69

Modulation Sciences

136

72

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

26

16

Moseley

54

25

Broadcast Electronics

210

28

Musicam USA

39

Broadcast Electronics

211

43. . News Broadcast Network . .

47

Broadcast Electronics

134

60

Nott Ltd

73

72

Broadcast Richmond

61

OMB America

82

45. . . Broadcast Software Int'l (BSI) . . 213

50

On Air Digital

212

60

Broadcast Tools

20

40

Orban

4

15

BSW

28
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55
84
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56
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Burk Technology

79

67

Pristine Systems

53

CBSI

57

38

Propagation Systems

50

72

Circuit Werkes

78

38

PTEK

102

60

Circuit Werkes

48

71

0E1

162

58

57

Radio Computing Service ( RCS)

135

77

RF Parts

229
233

65. . Computer Concepts Corp.. . .
7

Comrex

131

1

Continental Electronics

27

76

Satellite Systems

72

Cortana

25

63

Scott Studios

32

77

CPI

232

44

Shively Labs

49

37

Crown Broadcast

27,29

185

Cutting Edge

—

14 . . Sierra Automated Systems . .

191

72

Silicon Valley Power

52
6

55

Dalet

109

62

Sine Systems

3

Digigram

53

13

Sony Pro Audio

38

Econco

76

38

77

Econco

231

44

Studio Technology

101

31

Enco Systems

81

77

Svetlana

228

48

ESE

160

9

Telas Systems

157

44

Excalibur Electronics

22

36

The Radio Mall

72

51

Fidelipac

5

77

Transcom

227

60

Freeland Products, Inc.

74

44

Universal Electronics

75

32

Full Compass Sound

133

44

Videoquip Research

23

46,96

79

Wheatstone

214

51

80

Wheatstone

7

. -

24

Whirlwind

107

36

Ghostwriters

20. . . . Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co
36 . . . Grace Broadcasting Service . .
Production Director
Production Manager
Publication Manager
Showcase Coordinator
M Traffic Manager
Desktop Management

Lisa Stafford
Jeff Fisher
Jennifer West
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson
James Cornett

Spacewise Broadcast Furniture . . 24

Marketing Manager
Heather Harris
Ad Traffic Assist./Classified Coordinator.... Anastacia Stornetta
Ad Coordination Manager
Simone Mullins
Circulation Director
Sheryl Unangst
Circulation Manager
Robert Green
Accounts Receivable
Steve Berto

Advertising Sales Representatives

U.S.East: Skip Tash
703-998-7600 ext 160 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
U.S. Midwest: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289
Southwest Sales: Christopher Rucas
415-922-5595 Fax: 415-922-5597
Other Regions: Stevan B. Dana
703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Latin America: Alan Carter
+ 1-703-998-7600 ext III Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
UK, Ireland: Phil Guy
+44(011869-337508 Fax: +44(0)1869-337509
Europe, Africa, Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese
+39-2-7030-0310 Fax: + 39-2-7030-0211
Asia/Pacific: Eiji Yoshikawa
+81-3-3327-2688 Fax + 81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscnpts are
welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.
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YOU ARE LOOKING ATA

DIGITAL RADIO CONSOLE
The latest. The BEST. Yet to the unknowing eye it's
identical to the standard analog consoles your staff has
been running for years. No keyboards, no TV screens—
just straightforward, hands-on controls.
Think of it: no retraining personnel, no long drawn
out learning curves, no expensive on-air mistakes while
your operators "get the feel" of anew technology— as
far as they're concerned, it's business as usual.

And since the D-500 can accept and output both
digital and analog signals,your existing equipment doesn't
need to be replaced all at once.You can proceed with
conversion at your own pace, according to your own
financial timetable.
If you've decided to go digital, let WHEATSTONE
help make the switchover as painless as possible. Get in
touch with us and find out more!

NWheatrtone Corporation
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, NC. 28562 USA (tel 252-638-7000)
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